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<Abstract> 

Since the disastrous tsunami occurred on March 11th, 2011, Japan Meteorological Agency 
has organized several meetings about tsunami alerts and warnings with municipalities, 
seismologists, and the people from the mass media to reconsider how to convey tsunami alerts and 
warnings more effectively. The changes about the expressions of the warnings, which they came up 
with after the forth meeting, don’t seem effective enough from the view point of pragmatics. This 
paper suggests that we should apply relevance theoretic insights to uncover the problem of the 
existing tsunami alert system and proposes some changes in the expressions.  
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3  
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b. 35

 
 

a b (3a)
b 1

1 (3 )
 

35
35

 

ostensive communication
2 ( )

 
 
(4) Informative intention: to make manifest or more manifest to the audience a set of assumptions I. 

( ) 
Communicative intention: to make it mutually manifest to audience and communicator that the 

communicator has this informative intention. 
 

(Sperber & Wilson (1996) p58-61) 
 

(3b)
35
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( )

 
 

 
2011

 
( )

 
 

2 

 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/5402342.stm  

 
(5) a.  

b.  
    c.  
    d.  
 

(5b) (5c)
(5d)

 
(5d)
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Tiwuk Ikhtiari W. 

 
 
 
<Abstract> 
Japanese connective particle “to” has several meanings in its use. Particle is one of Japanese 
language characteristic and this often confused Japanese learner because one particle may 
contain several meanings or one particle can be replaced with another with the same meaning. 
In this paper, I try to consider how Japanese “to” corresponds to several Indonesian 
conjunctions. In the last section I will argue that the study of theme/rheme of Functional 
Sentence Perspective can be used as an instrument of linguistic analysis to contrast Japanese 
and Indonesian. 
 

”begitu”, “ketika”, “kalau”
 

 
 

 
 

 begitu, ketika, kalau

 
 

  
 

 (1992)  (1986) (1978, 1983)

 

a)  
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b)  

 

 

c)  

 

 

d)  

 

 

e)  

 

 

 (1986) 
 

 

A. 

 

 

B. (overlapping) 

 

C. A B

 

 

 
begitu, ketika, kalau 

Begitu1) 
Sneddon (1996), Soebardi (1973) begitu 

begitu 

日本語の接続助詞「と」―インドネシア語との対照とテーマ・レーマの考察―

－10－



 

(1) Begitu saya masuk ke dalam rumah, saya mendengar telepon berdering. 

As soon as I enter   to  inside  house  I     hear     phone   ring 

As soon as I entered the house, I heard the phone ringing. (Soebardi 1973:358) 

 
ketika 

Sneddon (1996), Soebardi (1973), Dardjowidjojo (1978), Kähler (1965) ketika

 

(2) Ketika saya di Amerika, saya bertemu dengan orang dari Jepang. 

When    I        in US    I    meet   with   person from Japan 

When I was in the States, I met a man from Japan.    (Dardjowidjojo 1978:160) 

 
kalau 

Kalau ketika 
kalau  

(3) Kalau hujan turun, kami tidak pergi ke taman. 

If    rain     fall   we  not  go  to   park 

If it is raining, we won’t go to the park. 

 
begitu, ketika, kalau  

 

begitu, ketika, kalau

 
 

  

 begitu 
 ketika, begitu 

 kalau 
 

begitu accomplishment achievements
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ketika
kalau  

 
 

 
Halliday (1974), Daneš (1974), Firbas (1974), Haji ová (2010) 

Halliday  
 

 begitu 
Micro-structure  

(4) Theme  RRheme 
I  ------   
II   
III ------  FM  
Theme  RRheme 
I  ------  Begitu selesai menyanyikan Here Comes the Sun 
  As soon as finish sing     
II Reiko-san mengembalikan gitar itu kepada si gadis 
  Return       guitar that to     the girl 
III ------  lalu memintanya menyalakan siaran      FM   lagi 
  Then  ask-her    turn on   broadcast   FM  again 

(5) Theme  RRheme 
I    
II  -----   
III -----   
Theme  Rheme 
I   -----  Begitu   kembali 
  As sooner back 
II  Ia  mengeluarkan kaleng opak  dari    tasnya 
    He/she take out      can       chips  from   bag-her 
III -----  ini oleh-oleh untukmu, katanya 
  This gift      for-you     said-she/him 

 
micro-structure

begitu
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Micro-structure  
(6) Theme                   RRheme 

I   -----             
II  -----          

Theme          RRheme 
I   -----          Kalau tidak pakai payung 
           If    neg     use   umbrella 
II  kita          akan basah kuyup 
    we          Will  wet     through 

(7) Theme      RRheme 
I  -----       
II   

Theme    Rheme 
I  Ketika aku    mengintip dari jendela 
   When   I    look      from window 
II  terlihat    dua-tiga perempuan lewat tepat di bawahku 
    Be seen   two three  woman     pass   right  at  below-me 

(8) Theme   RRheme 
I   -----    
II     
Theme   Rheme 
I   Kalau kita   memasukkan satu riwayat 
     When we                insert         one  history 
II  mereka   sangat senang 

     They                    very     happy 
 

(6) (8)  
 

(7)

 
 

Firbas  
 

Rheme                      Theme 
Terlihat dua-tiga perempuan lewat tepat di bawahku 

    Theme                    Rheme 
 
Firbas

inversion
”Dua-tiga perempuan lewat tepat di bawahku terlihat”  
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”lah”

”lah”
terlihatlah(Rheme) dua-tiga 

perempuan lewat tepat di bawahku(Theme)  
 

 
 

 
 

   
(9) DUG

(48) 

di bawah tanah, lalu memesan vodka 
tonic masing-masing dua gelas. ”Kamu 
sering minum siang-siang begini?” 

”KKalau beban hidupku lagi berat, aku suka 
datang ke sini dan minum vodka tonic.“(322) 

(10) 

(8) 

Ia berjalan sambil menengadah ke langit dan 
mengendus-endus bau seperti anjing. "Bau 
hujan ya," katanya. "KKalau berada di 
sini cukup lama, kita akan bisa mengetahui 
cuaca hanya dengan membaui udara," kata 
Reiko-san.(284) 

 

2 (9)

 
 
(10)
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 “begitu”, “ketika”, “kalau” 

 
 

 
1) begitu  
Vendler  (Steube 1980:56) 

STATES ACTIVITIES ACCOMPLISHMENT ACHIEVEMENTS

be tall,  

be ill 

search,  

wait 

write a novel,  

break a glass 

find, die, 

discover 

2) lalu

 „then“  
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uehara@kanda.kuis.ac.jp 
 
 

Abstract  
A certain kind of shiteiru of future perfect as well as a kind of shiteiru of 
future progressive expresses consideration for the hearer. However these two 
kinds of shiteiru have also different points. An important difference is that 
the former can be replaced by suru and the latter cannot. In the case where 
the shiteiru of the future perfect is replaced by suru, the sentence does not 
express consideration for the hearer. In this kind of sentence, the choice 
between shiteiru and suru depends on the speaker, and the choice reflects 
the speaker's consideration for the hearer. 
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1997  
1997  

 

          
1997: 143  

 
1997

 
 

a.   
      b.                
 

a.  ?   
      b.  ?  
                                                                 ( 1997: 144 ) 
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1997
 

 

 
1997: 144  

  

 
1997: 144  

                                                                                   
1997

145
 

 
 

 
 

1997: 145) 
 

1997

145  
1997
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1995
1997

 
 

1995  
 

 

 

 

 
(  1995: 99, ) 

 

 
 

(  
( 1995 : 98) 

 
 

      
        | 

          
( 1995 : 100) 
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B B A

A

 
 

    
      

 
 

                       ( )    (  
                    |   

                            
 

B B A
 

B
A

Reichenbach 1947:290
 

 
    

           
 

 
                                              ( )        

                                           
                ,            

 
 
  RT ST
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a  
 

a  
  ( 1997: 144 ) 

 
 

           
RT 

     | 
|-------------|  

 ET 
(  

 
RT ET

ET

1997

1997  
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1997: 144) 

 1995 : 21-25 
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Reichenbach, Hans. 1947. Elements of Symbolic Logic. New York: Free Press. 
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 ONISHI, Miho  
Nagoya University  

 
 

Abstract  
This paper investigates the novel usage of two transitive verbs u-ru "to sell" and ya-ru "to do". With the 
imperfective marker -teiru "-ing", these verbs are often used as intransitive verbs mainly in informal 
contexts. Previous studies argue that these phenomena suggest the change in the system of Japanese 
grammar. However, further observation reveals that the motivation for the new usage of u-tteiru and 
ya-tteiru differs from each other despite the similarity of the phenomena. This suggests that the change is 
motivated by specific contexts in which each verb is used. The difference can be explained based on a 
dynamic usage-based model (Langacker 2000). 
 
 

 
 
 

 

2000
2001 2002 2009 1  

 
 

 

 
 
2.1.  

2003 (1)
(2a)

(2b)
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(1) (2a)
(2c)  

 
(1)  
(2) a. *  

 b.  
 c.  
 

"imperfectives", Langacker 2008: 147 (1)

(2)
"perfective", Langacker 2008: 147

(2c)
 

(3) (4) (5)

3 (3) (4) (5)  
 
(3)  

 a.  
 b.  
 c.  

(4)  
 a.  
 b.  
 c. 7 2  
 
(3) (4)

Web 20
(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (3b)

(4b) (4c)

(5)

(3) (4) (5a) (5b) (5c)
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(5)  
 a.  
 b.  
 c.  
 

3

2  

 
 

 
(6) (7) [ ]

(8) [ ] 2001  
 
(6)  
(7)  
(8) 2001: 98  

 

(7)

 

X Y Z
X Y Z

(9) 2001
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(9) 2001  
a. pp. 93-4  
b. p. 93  
c. p. 98  
d. … p. 97

pp. 97-8  
e. [ ] [ ]

p. 98  
f. p. 98  
g. pp. 98-9  

 
(10)  

 
(10) 2001  

h. p. 100  
 

(h)

 

 

 
 

 

2001
2002

 

1
3

(9)
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(a)

 
[ ] 2000
p. 24-5

 
[ ]

[ ]

[ ]
 

 
 

1

[ ]

(9d)
(9f)

 

 
 

 
[ ]

Usage-based model Langacker 2000 1 Langacker 2000: 34
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L  

L  

L  L L  

NP  

NP  

  

 

V

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1  

 
L NP

(9e) L

 
2001 (9)  

 
 

(11) (12)

2009  
 

(11)  
 *  

(12)  
*  

 
(11)

(12)
(11)

(12)  

(13) (14) * (11)
(a)
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(13)  
a.  

 b. *  
(14)  

a. 
 

 b. *  
 

 
(12) * (12) 2002

2009  
 

(15) BCCWJ  
 a. 140 1 4 

(16) BCCWJ  
 a.  

[ ] 163 [ ] 11  
 b. [ ] 13 [ ] 137  
 
(15) (16) (a) (16b)

 

5  
 

 
(17)

 
 

(17) PDF (travel.jp)6 
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1 

2009: 103, 106; 2002: 27; 2001: 93
 

2 2005  
3 1
D A A/D

Langacker 2008: 198-205  
4  
5 

1  
6 http://4travel.jp/overseas/area/europe/finland/helsinki/travelogue/10481233/ 
 

2000   2 
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Langacker, Ronald W. 2000. "A Dynamic Usage-Based Model." In Michael Barlow and Suzanne Kemmer 
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no doubt  

 
, yokamoto@seiryo-u.ac.jp  

 
 

Abstract  
A modal adverb no doubt, which expresses the speaker’s mental attitude, has been 
considered from different perspectives.  The main point of the consideration has put 
emphasis on the speaker’s subjective propositional attitude, but little attention has 
been given to the aspect of speech act and intersubjectivity which no doubt has.  The 
purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that a modal adverb no doubt not only 
expresses the speaker’s subjective attitude and it but also has the hearer-oriented 
meaning (=intersubjective meaning).  In addition, I would like to explain the process 
of (inter)subjectification of no doubt. 
 

Keywords :  
 
 
1.  

no doubt :

 
no doubt

1 no doubt
 

 
(1) no doubt  

 
no doubt  

 
no doubt there is no doubt that S+V~ S have no doubt that S+V~

 
 
2. no doubt 2 

no doubt 2 Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary

 
 
2. 1.  

(2) OALD 8  
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(2) used when you are saying that something is probable. 
    No doubt she’ll call us when she gets there. 

used when you are saying that something is certainly true 
    He’s made some great movies.  There is nno doubt about it. ( ) 
 

(3) LDCE 5 no doubt (2)
 

 
(3) used when you are saying that you think something is probably true. 

No doubt you’ll have your own ideas. 
    She was a top student, no doubt about it. (=it is certainly true) 
 
2. 2.  

(2) (3) 2 no doubt about it
no doubt  

(certainty) no doubt  (probability)
 

 
3.  
3. 1. Swan(20053) 

Swan (20053: 353) no doubt ‘probably’ ‘I suppose’
3  

 
(4) a. No doubt it’ll rain soon. 

b. You’re tired, no doubt.  I’ll make you a cup of tea. 
(Swan (20053: 353)) 

 
(4b) (5a) (5b) probably

 
 

(5) a. You must be tired.  I’ll make you a cup of tea. 
b. I expect you’re tired.  Let me make you a cup of tea.  

 
3.2. Simon-Vandenbergen (2007) 

Simon-Vandenbergen (2007: 12-17) no doubt
2 Simon-Vandenbergen (2007: 14)
no doubt (afterthought)  

 
(6) ‘Why was Rahmi arrested?” 

Jean-Pierre shrugged.  ‘Subversion, no doubt.  Anyway, Raoul Clermont is 
running around town to find Ellis and somebody wants revenge.’ 

(Simon-Vandenbergen (2007: 14)) 
 

Simon-Vandenbergen (2007:17) (confirmation) no doubt

法副詞no doubtの用法―（間）主観性の観点から―

－34－



 
 

 
 

(7) ‘Well, what’s been happening in the club?’ asked Chatterton.  ‘Wine, women and 
song, no doubt’ 

       ‘Oh, no, Cully,’ said Glastonbury.  ‘It’s been very dull since you left.’ 
Simon-Vandenbergen (2007: 17)  

 
Simon-Vandenbergen (6) afterthought (7) confirmation

no doubt 4

 
 
4. no doubt 
4. 1.  

Traugott (2010: 33) 5  
 

(8)  
The term subjectivity refers to the way in which natural languages, in their 
structure and their normal manner of operation, provide for the locutionary agent’s 
expression of himself and his own attitudes and beliefs. 
…intersubjectivity in my view refers to the way in which natural languages, in their 
structure and their normal manner of operation, provide for the locutionary agent’s 
expression of his or her awareness of the addressee’s attitudes and beliefs, most 
especially their “face” or “self-image.” 

(Traugott (2010: 33)) 
 

 
 
4. 2. no doubt  

no doubt  1
 

 
  

  
 

Probability  Certainty
 

 
1: no doubt  

 

certainly
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probably 1
 

no doubt
 

 
5.  
  1 no doubt

(5.1.~5.2.) (5.3.)
2

 
 
5. 1.  (certainty) no doubt 

(9) (10)  
 

(9)  
‘DonCaster – that’s the place he’s going to do his next murder,’ said Mrs Marbury. 
‘And tomorrow! Fairly makes your flesh creep, doesn’t it? If I lived in Doncaster and 
my name began with a D, I’d take the first train away, that I would. I’d run no risks. 
What did you say, Mr Cust?’ 
‘Nothing, Mrs Marbury -nothing.’ 
‘It’s the races and all. No doubt he thinks he’ll get his opportunity there. Hundreds of 
police, they say, they’re drafting in and - Why, Mr Cust, you do look bad. Hadn’t you 
better have a little drop of something? Really, now, you oughtn’t to go travelling 
today.’ 

(A. Christie, The ABC Murders) 
(10)  
‘And now at last comes the turn of the tide. Events play against ABC instead of into 
his hands. He is marked down-hunted- and at last arrested. 
‘The case, as Hastings says, is ended! 
‘True enough as far as the public is concerned. The man is in prison and will 
eventually, no doubt, go to Broadmoor6. There will be no more murders. Exit! Finis! 
R.I.P. 

(A. Christie, The ABC Murders) 
 
(9)

(10)

no doubt
 

 
5. 2. (probability) no doubt 

(11) (12)  

法副詞no doubtの用法―（間）主観性の観点から―
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(11)  
“Is there anything else?” Becker asked. “Anything you can tell me that might 
help?” 
Rocio shook her head. “That’s all. But you’ll never find her. Seville is a big city-it can 
be very deceptive.” 
“I’ll do the best I can.” It’s a matter of national security… 
“If you have no luck,” Rocio said, eyeing the bulging envelope in Becker's pocket, 
“please stop back. My friend will be sleeping, no doubt. Knock quietly. I’ll find us an 
extra room. You’ll see a side of Spain you’ll never forget.” She pouted lusciously. 
Becker forced a polite smile. “I should be going.” He apologized to the German for 
interrupting his evening. 

(D. Brown, Digital Fortress) 
(12) 

 
Blore said: “I bet some of his adventures have had to be kept pretty dark.”  
He paused and then went on: “Did you happen to bring a revolver along with you, 
doctor?” 
Armstrong stared. 
“Me? Good Lord, no. Why should I?” 
Blore said: “Why did Mr. Lombard?” 
Armstrong said doubtfully: “I suppose- habit.” 
Blore snorted. 
A sudden pull came on the rope. For some moments they had their hands full. 
Presently, when the strain relaxed, Blore said: “There are habits and habits! Mr. 
Lombard takes a revolver to out-of-the-way places, right enough, and a primus and a 
sleeping bag and a supply of bug powder, no doubt! But habit wouldn’t make him 
bring the whole outfit down here! It’s only in books people carry revolvers around as 
a matter of course.” 
Dr. Armstrong shook his head perplexedly. 

(A. Christie, And Then There Were None) 
 
(11)

(12)

probably (When Lombard goes to 
out-of-the-way places, he not only takes his revolver, but he probably also takes a 
primus, a sleeping bag and a supply of bug power.) no doubt

 
 
5. 3. no doubt 

(13) (14)  
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(13) 
 

“Well, now you’ve got your chance.” Andy parked in a visitor’s space and got out of 
the car. “Because I’m going to treat you like shit if you treat me like shit. Maybe it’s 
good you’re at the morgue. You can practice being nice to dead people and they won’t 
care if you can’t pull it off.” 
“That’s a great idea!” Regina enthusiastically followed Andy along the sidewalk and 
inside the lobby. “Except how do you worry about someone’s feelings if they can’t feel 
anything anymore?” 
“It’s called sympathy, it’s called having compassion. Words foreign to you, no doubt.” 
Andy stopped at the information desk and signed in. “Try to think about what the 
poor people down here have been through and how sad their friends and loved ones 
are, and for once don’t focus on yourself And if you’re obnoxious, that’s the end of 
your internship because I’m not going to put up with it, and I know the chief won’t 
put up with it. She’ll throw you out on your ass in a nanosecond.” 

(P. Cornwell, Isle of Dogs) 
(14)  
He was an old man now, and Doyle pointed this out.  ‘Mellowed, too, no doubt,’ 
added Cowley.  ‘They all do.  Their criminal pasts become the “good old days,” 
stories for the children. The violence is forgotten; the adventure and the romance of 
robbery is blown up. Fairy tales.’ 

(BNC, CE5, 667) 
 
(13)

(14)
‘Mellowed, too, no doubt,’ He

They all do
 

(13) (14) no doubt

 
 
6. no doubt  

no doubt
Traugott and Dasher (2002: 40)

7  
 
6.1.  
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Traugott (2010: 35) (15)  
 

(15) a. Meanings are recruited by the speaker to encode and regulate attitudes and 
beliefs. 
b. Once subjectified, may be recruited to encode meanings entered on the 
addressee. 

(Traugott (2010: 35)) 
 
6.2. no doubt  

no doubt
 

 

 
2: no doubt  

 
2 no doubt There is no doubt that S+V~ S have no doubt 

that S+V~ : There is no 
doubt that S +V~ no doubt

There is no doubt that S +V~ no doubt

8

no doubt  
 
7.  

no doubt

no doubt
 

 
                                                  
* 14

 
 
1 Traugott (2010) 2011 Langacker Langacker

no doubt  
2 2 TheFreeDictionary 1. 
Certainly 2. Probably : http://www.thefreedictionary.com/no+doubt

1. 2. 3.  
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3 Swan (20053: 353) there is no doubt that S+V~

 
There is no doubt that the world is getting warmer. 
 
4 (7)  
“They’ve been enjoying themselves at the club, haven’t they?” “Yes, they have.”  
5 Traugott Lyons (1982: 102)

Lyons  
6 Berkshire  
7 Traugott (2011) Bybee (1985: 166)

deontic modality epistemic modality
Traugott (1989) epistemic modality deontic modality

 
8 There is no doubt that S+V~ I have no doubt that S+V~

( 1993: 185-186)  
 

 
Biber, D., S. Johansson, G. Leech, S. Conrad, and E. Finegan. 1999. Longman Grammar of Spoken 

and Written English. London: Longman. 
Greenbaum, S. 1969. Studies in English Adverbial Usage.  London: Longman. 
Hooper, Paul, J. and E. C. Traugott. 1993. Gramaticalization.  Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press.  
Hoye, L. 1996. Adverb and Modality in English. London and New York: Longman.  
Huddleston, R. and G. Pullum. 2002. The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language. 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  
Lyons, J. 1982. “Deixis and Subjectivity: Loquor, ergo sum?”  In Robert J. Jarvella and Wolfgang 

Klein (eds.) Speech, Place, and Action: Studies in Deixis and Related Topics, 101-124. New 
York: Wiley. 

Nuyts, J. 2001. Epistemic Modality, Language, and Conceptualization.  A Cognitive-Pragmatic 
Perspective.  Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins. 

. 1985.  : . 
 . 1993. : . 

         . 2006.  : . 
  ( ). 2011.  (5) : . 

Simon-Vandenbergen, Anne-Marie. 2007. “No doubt and Related Expressions: A Functional Account.” 
In Mike Hannay and Gerard J. Steen (eds.) In Structural-functional Studies in English 
Grammar, 9-34. Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins. 

Simon-Vandenbergen, Anne-Marie and Karin Aijmer. 2007. The Semantic Field of Modal Certainty. 
A Courpus-Based Study of English Adverbs. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 

Swan, M. 20053. Practical English usage. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
   . 2011.  : .  

Traugott, E. C. 1989. “On the Rise of Epistemic Meanings in English: An Example of Subjectification 
in Semantic Change.” Language 65: 31-55. 

               . 2003. “From Subjectification to Intersubjectification.” In Raymond Hicky (ed.) 
Motive for Language Change, 124-139. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

               . 2007. “(Inter)subjectification and Unidirectionality.” In Onodera and Suzuki (eds.) 
Journal of Historical Pragmatics 8:2, 295-309. 

. 2010. “(Inter)subjectivity and (Inter)subjectification: A reassessment.” In Kristin 
Davidse, Lieven Vandelanotte, and Hubert Cuyckens (eds.) Subjectification, 
Intersubjectification and Grammaticlization. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter.  

              . 2011. “On the Function of Adverbs of Certainty Used at the Periphery of the Clause.”  
Studies in Pragmatics, 55-74. 

Traugott, E. C. and R. B. Dasher. 2002. Regulatiry in Semantic Change. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 

 
 

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, 5th ed. 2009. London: Longman. 
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. 8th ed. 2010. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
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rnkp43470@gmail.com 
 
 
 
<Abstract> 
The prototypical meanings of Japanese verb "Moru" are "fill a container with something", "heap up", and 
so on. Recently, the verb has been used to represent the meanings like "make oneself cute" or "make 
oneself vigorous" especially among young girls. The main purpose of this paper is to reveal why and 
how these new meanings have been shown themselves in terms of The Invited Inferencing Theory of 
Semantic Change model in Traugott and Dasher (2005). 

 
 

 
 
1. 

10 20
Traugott and Dasher 

(2005) (The Invited Inferencing Theory of Semantic Change model)
 

 
2. 

10 20
(1a)

(1b)
 

 
 (1) a. 1  
 b.  
 

(2a)
2 (2b)
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 (2) a. 3 NO.1 !!  
 b. !! Seventeen 2010 8  
 

Traugott and Dasher (2005)

 
 
3. 
3.1 

10 20
4  

(3)  (4)
(3a) (3b)  

 
 (3) a. 1 2 5 10  
 b.  
 (4)  
 

(5) (5a)
(5b)

5

 
 
 (5) a. 6  
 b.  
 

(6)

 
 
 (6)  a. " "  
    
 b.  
 c. 7  
 d.  
 e. 8  

若者ことばにおける「盛る（もる）」の意味拡張
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 f.  
 

(7)

 
 
 (7) a.  
 b.  
 
3.2 

3.1  
 
 (8) a. (3)
   (5) (6) (7)
    
 b-1. (6) (7)
   
 b-2. (Object) (
  (6a) (7b) ) (Instrument) (Cause) (6d) (6f)  
  (Location) (Setting) (1a) (6e)  
 c. (6)
  
  
   
 d. (7) 2012
   
 
4. 

 
 
4.1 
4.1.1

Traugott and Dasher (2005)
(The Invited Inferencing Theory of Semantic Change model)

3  
 
 (9) 3  
  a.  (Invited Inference) 
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  b.  (Generalized Invited Inference) 
  (a)  
  c.  (New Code Meaning) 
 (b)  
 

Traugott and Dasher as long as
swa lange swa

19  
 
4.1.2

4.1.1 swa lange swa

 

3.1 (3), (5)
 

 
 (3) a. 1 2 5 10  
 b.  
 (5) a.  
 b.  
 

10 20

(10b,c)

 
 
 (10) a.  
 b. ?  
 c. ??  
 

(11)
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 (11) a. 100  
 b.  
 c.  
 

3.1 (6)

 
 
 (6)  a. " "  
    
 b.  
 c.  
 d.  
 e.  
 f.  
 

(12)

(13)
(12)

 
 
 (12) a. *  
 b. *  
 c.  *  
 (13) a.  
 b.  
 c.  
 
4.1.3

3.1 (3a)
(6f)
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 (3) a. 1 2 5 10  
 (6) f.  
 

3.1 (7a)

 
 
 (7) a.  
 

3.1 (7b)
 

 
 (7) b.  
 

(7b)

(14) (7b)
 

 
 (14) a. ?  
 b. ?  
 
4.1.4 

(15)  
 
 (15)  
  
 

Lakoff and Johnson(1980a,b)
(orientational metaphors) HAPPY IS UP

UP HAPPY
(16) up rise UP HAPPY

 
 
 (16) a. I'm feeling up today. 
 b. My spirits rose. (Lakoff and Johnson 1980b: 204) 
 

UP
HAPPY

HAPPY IS UP  
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4.2. 

 (17) A
B

B A

B  
 
 (17) A:  
 B:  
 

3.1 (8c)

" "
(18) (18a) (18b)

 
 
 (18) a. 17  
 b.  
 

(19) A
A1 B B2

 
 
 (19) A1:  
 B1:  
 A2:  
 B2:  9  
 

(20)
(20)

 
 
 (20)  
 
5. 
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10 20
4.1 Traugott and Dasher 

(2005)
Lakoff and Johnson(1980a,b)

4.2

2

 
 
 

1  
2  
3  
4  
5 Lakoff and Johnson(1980a,b) MORE IS UP  
6 

 
7  
8 

 
9  
 

14

 
 

Lakoff, G. and M. Johnson. 1980a. Metaphors We Live By. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
Lakoff, G. and M. Johnson. 1980b. "The Metaphorical Structure of the Human Conceptual System." 
 Cognitive Science 4, 195-208. 
Traugott, E. C. 1989a. "On the Rise of Epistemic Meanings in English: an Example of Subjectification in 
 Semantic Change." Language 65, 31-55. 
Traugott, E. C. 1989b. "Pragmatic Strengthening and Grammaticalization." Proceedings of the Fourteenth 
 Annual Meeting of the Berkeley Linguistic Society, 406-416. 
Traugott, E. C. and R. B. Dasher. 2005. Regularity in Semantic Change. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
 Press.  
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opposite  

  

 

 

 

<Abstract> This paper discusses one meaning of opposite and some different uses of it (i.e. an adjective, an adverb, a 

preposition, and a noun). The intrinsic features of opposite (or oppositeness) are two contrastive elements and a cline or 

dimension where they are opposite. The aim of this paper is to propose the encoded meaning of opposite (i.e. OPPOSITE <wrt: a> 

(x, y)) and illustrate how it is semantically and pragmatically resolved in each use. Furthermore, I will demonstrate that the 

noun phrase the opposite, unlike the other uses, is interpreted in a (mathematical) functional way. 

 

 

 

1.  

opposite (1)-(5)  

 

(1) Their views were completely opposite.     

(2) Robyn took a seat at the opposite end of the table from Wilcox.   

(3) This picture book has pictures on the left page and a text opposite.  

(4) The dishwasher is opposite the main sink.    

(5) Love is the opposite of hatred.     

 

opposite (1)

(2)(3)(4)

(5) love hatred

opposite  

opposite opposite

 opposite the opposite

Donnellan (1966) referential use attributive use

 

 

2.  

2 opposite
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binarity

Lyons (1977) Cruse (1986, 2004) Lyons opposition contrast

Cruse

 

(6)

(6)

(7a)(7b)  

 

(6) Tom is opposite to his father. 

(7) a. Tom is opposite to his father in character. 

b. Tom is opposite to his father in the position. 

 

(6) (7a) (7b)

opposite

 

opposite

opposite  

 

3. opposite  

2 opposite

opposite

 

 

(8) OPPOSITE <wrt: a> (x, y)1     (= x and y are opposite with respect to a) 

 

OPPOSITE x, y

<wrt: a> opposite  

x, y (6) x, y Tom his father

oppositeの意味論と関数的解釈
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2 <wrt: a> (6)

saturation

Carston (2008)

<wrt: a> x, y

 

(8) opposite (1)-(5) opposite

 

 

4. opposite  

4 3 (8) opposite  

(9)  

 

(9) Tom : John is tall and his father is short. 

Mary: They are opposite.  

(10)  OPPOSITE <wrt: HEIGHT> (JOHN, JOHN’S FATHER) 

 

they OPPOSITE x, y (9)

(10)  

opposite  

 

(11)  Robyn took a seat at the opposite end of the table from Wilcox. (=(2)) 

(12)  OPPOSITE <wrt: THE POSITION AT THE TABLE> (WILCOX’S SEAT, ROBYN’S SEAT) 

 

(11) opposite end end

3 OPPOSITE x, y

x, y <wrt: a>

(12)  

opposite opposite sat down

OPPOSITE x, y

(14)  
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(13)  Christina handed him a cup of coffee and sat down opposite. 

(14)  OPPOSITE <wrt: THE SEATING POSITION*> (CHRISTINA, HIM) 

 

(15)

OPPOSITE x, y

x, y

(16)  

 

(15)  Tom: D’Arcy ordered, then took the seat opposite. 

(16)  OPPOSITE <wrt: THE SEATING POSITION **> (D’ARCY, TOM) 

 

(17)(19) (17) x, y

(18) OPPOSITE  

 

(17)  The dishwasher is opposite the main sink. (=(4)) 

(18)  OPPOSITE <wrt: THE POSITION IN THE KITCHEN> (THE DISHWASHER, THE SINK) 

(19)  Who do you want to play opposite you? 

(20)  OPPOSITE <wrt: THE POSITION AS AN ACTOR> (THE HEARER, WHO) 

 

(19) you who

OPPOSITE (20) 4 

the opposite (21)

love hatred

logical entry

5 (22)  

 

(21)  Love is the opposite of hatred. (=(5)) 

(22)  OPPOSITE <wrt: LEXICAL MEANING> (LOVE, HATRED) 
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(23)

The opposite

the opposite

do

(24)

(23)  

 

(23)  Whatever Mother tells her son to do, he always does the opposite. 

(24)  OPPOSITE <wrt: THE MEANING OF VERBAL PHRASE> (WHAT MOTHER TELLS HER SON TO DO, ?) 

 

(8) opposite (23)

6  

 

5. opposite  

4 opposite  

opposite

opposite

(25)

 

 

(25)  *I’m opposite. 

(26)  Tom: I don’t like math. 

 Mary: I’m opposite. 

(27)  OPPOSITE <wrt: IN THEIR PREFERENCE FOR MATH > (MARY, TOM) 

 

(26) (25)

(25) (27)

(26)

 

y=ax x y

a a x
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y

(8) OPPOSITE  

(28) OPPOSITE

(3) (29)  

 

(28)  y=OPPOSITE <wrt: a> (x) 

(29)  This picture book has pictures on the left page and a text opposite. (=(3)) 

(30)  a. y= OPPOSITE <wrt: THE POSITION OF THE PAGE> (THE LEFT PAGE) 

 b. y=THE RIGHT PAGE 

 

(29)

opposite on the left page (30a)

(30b) opposite  

(31) the opposite

x

stay (32a) x

(32b) (32b)

(32a)

 

 

(31)  Mother told her son to stay, but he did the opposite. 

(32)  a. y= OPPOSITE <wrt: THE MEANING OF VERBAL PHRASE> (STAY) 

 b. y=NOT STAY, LEAVE, RUN AWAY, etc. 

 

OPPOSITE

 

 

6. the opposite  

(31) (23) Donnellan (1966)

definite descriptions referential use attributive use  

 

(33) Smith’s murderer is insane. (Donnellan 1966) 

 

(33) Smith’s murderer
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Donnellan

 

(31) x STAY NOT STAY

NOT STAY

 

(23) (34) x (33) (35a)

x

y x  

 

(34) Whatever Mother tells her son to do, he always does the opposite. 

(35)  a. y=OPPOSITE <wrt: THE MEANING OF VERBAL PHRASE> (WHAT MOTHER TELLS HER SON TO DO) 

 b. y=THE OPPOSITE OF WHAT MOTHER TELLS HER SON TO DO 

 

(31) (34)

x y

x y  

the opposite

x y

x y x  

 

7.  

(8) opposite opposite

opposite x, y <wrt: a>

opposite

the opposite

 

 

* 14 2011 12 3
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1. (8) Carston (2002)

OPPOSITE

 

2. x, y  

3. end

(11)

 

4. opposite position

opposite position

(19) position

opposite (i) position

 

(i) opposite (adv., prep.): OPPOSITE <wrt: POSITION> (x, y) 

5. Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995)

meaning postulate  

 

 

Carston, R. 2002. Thoughts and Utterances: The Pragmatics of Explicit Communication. Oxford: Blackwell. 

Carston, R. 2008. “Optional Pragmatic Processes or Optional Covert Linguistic Structure?” UCL Working Papers in 

Linguistics 20: 143-156. 

Cruse, A. 1986. Lexical Semantics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

Cruse, A. 2004. Meaning in Language: An Introduction to Semantics and Pragmatics, 2nd Edition. Oxford: Oxford 

University Press. 

Donnellan, K. 1966. “Reference and Definite Descriptions.” The Philosophical Review 75:3, 281-304.  

Lyons, J. 1977. Semantics Vol.1. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  

Sperber, D. and D. Wilson 1986/1995. Relevance: Communication and Cognition. Oxford: Blackwell. 

Sperber, D. and D. Wilson 1997. “The Mapping between the Mental and the Public Lexicon.” UCL Working Papers in 

Linguistics 9, 107-125. 

Wilson, D. and R. Carston 2007. “A Unitary Approach to Lexical Pragmatics: Relevance, Inference and Ad Hoc Concepts.” 

In N. Burton-Roberts (ed.) Pragmatics. 230-259. Basingstoke: Palgrave. 
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< Abstract > 
Within the framework of relevance theory, this paper discusses discourse markers 
introducing direct quote structures in English.  When quoting what someone said, quotation 
marks are often used, but when a reporter paraphrases the quoted words in his or her own 
words, the marks are not used.  Discourse markers in question are with no quotation marks, 
and I discuss who to attribute them to: a character or a reporter.  I also show that the 
discourse markers function as markers of interpretive use, conveying the reporter’s 
subjectivity. 

 
 
 
1.  

(1) (reporting clause)
 

 
(1) Most customers, though they protect their computers, are unaware that they need to 

secure their phones, he said, “but the smartphones people have are computers, and the 
same thing that can happen on your computer can happen on your phone.”  

(International Herald Tribune, September 29, 2011) 
 

(1) but
(2011a) (attributed)

(2)  
 
(2) quotation marks as noncommittal markers                            (  2011a: 31) 
 
(2) (1) he

he

(3)  
 
(3) In other words, says a jovial Beard, “it’s a catastrophe. Relax!”       (Time, April 5, 2010) 
 
(3) In other words (1) Beard
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(3)
 

 
2.  
2.1.  

(1988)

(4)  
 
(4) “And,” said her grandmother, “one day we hope you will be a lady, too.”  (  1988: 282) 
 
(4) in other words (3) (3) (4)

(4)
(4)  ‘and’ her 

grandmother  
Blakemore (2010) (indirect thought reports) (free 

indirect thought reports)  
 
(5) Context: Jane believes that Henry has gone shopping for food and sees him return 

empty-handed. 
a. Jane: So we’ve got nothing for dinner. 

   b. Henry: You think that we’ve got nothing for dinner. 
   c. Henry: ??You think that so we’ve got nothing for dinner. 

(Blakemore 2010: 585) 
(6) Context: Henry has asked Jane to distribute the handouts for a lecture. 

a. Jane: But there are not going to be enough. 
   b. Henry: You think that there aren’t going to be enough. 
   c. Henry: ??You think that but there aren’t going to be enough. 

(Blakemore 2010: 586) 
 

(5) Jane Henry Henry
Jane (5a) Henry Jane

(5b) (5c) that  ‘so’ 
Blakemore (2010)  ‘so’ 

that Blakemore (2010) but
(6) (6) Henry Jane
Jane Henry (6a) Henry

Jane (6b) Blakemore (2010)
(5c) that but

(5)  ‘but’ 
that

直接話法を導く談話標識の解釈的用法
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(7), (8)  
 
(7) So there would be nothing for dinner, she thought.               (Blakemore 2010: 587) 
(8) But there were not going to be enough, she thought.                        (ibid.: 587) 
 

(5c), (6c)  ‘You think that’ 

 
(5) (6)

Bach (1999) Bach (1999)  ‘moreover’  ‘in other words’ 
(9), (10)  

 
(9) a. Moreover, Bill is honest. 
 b. #John said that moreover, Bill is honest. 
(10) a. In other words, Bill is a liar. 
 b. #John said that in other words, Bill is a liar. 

(Bach 1999: 341) 
 
Bach (1999: 341)  ‘moreover’  ‘in other words’ 

 ‘moreover’
 ‘in other words’ 

(9), (10) John
(9b)

(10b)
(1992)&Yamaguchi (1993)  
 
2.2.  

(1992, 2009)&Yamaguchi (1993)
 

(1992)&Yamaguchi (1993) McCawley (1987)
please

 
 
(11) JIM: Quite frankly, I’m the one who did it. 
    TIM: *Quite frankly, you’re the one who did it? 
(12) JIM: Quite frankly, I’m the one who did it. 
    TIM: Quite frankly??  I know you’re always joking. 

 1992: 297, 305  
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(11) Jim Tim  ‘quite 
frankly’ (12)  ‘quite 
frankly’ (1992)

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )
( ) (12)

( )
( ) McCawley (1987)

(11)
 ‘quite frankly’  ‘quite 

frankly’ 

 
 
2.3. (Discourse Markers; DM) 

DM (discourse connectives) (connectives, linking 
words) (discourse particles)

DM
Schourup &  (1988), 

Swan (2005), Carter & McCarthy (2006) : 
 

 Schourup &  (1988: 234): 

 ) but, anyway  
 Swan (2005: x ): 

 ) on the other hand, 
frankly, matter of fact  

 Carter & McCarthy (2006: 208): ) 
okay, well, I mean, as you know  

 
DM

DM

DM  
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3.  
3.1. (higher-level explicature) 

(explicature) (implicature)
(exlicature) (13)  

‘I’ve got a great idea’ 
(13a-c) (13b)

(13a) (13c)  
 
(13) I’ve got a great idea! 
    (a) The speaker is happy she’s got a great idea. 
    (b) The speaker is saying she’s got a great idea. 
    (c) The speaker believes she’s got a great idea. 

(Ahern 2010: 153) 
 

(13a-c)  ‘The speaker is 
happy,’ ‘The speaker is saying,’ ‘The speaker believes’ (higher-level 
explicature)  

Blakemore (1996) (2011b) (reformulation markers)
Blakemore (1996) (14) Simon Sir Simon

 ‘that is’ 
 

 
(14) I want you to meet Simon, that is, Sir Simon.                   (Blakemore 1996: 344) 
 

(2011b)  ‘in other words’ 
 

 
(15) a. Utterances are used not only to convey thoughts but to reveal the speaker’s attitude to, 

or relation to, the thought expressed; in other words, they express ‘propositional 
attitudes’, perform ‘speech-acts’, or carry ‘illocutionary force.’ 

b. 
 

    c. ?
 

(2011b: 108) 
 

(2011b) in other words
(=(15b))

(=(15c)) (2002) thus ( , 
), of course ( ), in short ( )

DM
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3.2. (descriptive use) (interpretive use) 
Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995²)

(1998: 244)

(resemblance)

 
 

   
 

  
(resemblance) (DM ) 

 
Figure 1 

 

DM

 ‘The reporter believes’  ‘The reporter is saying’ 
 

 
4.  

DM+
(3) (16)  

 
(16) “... Even as we speak, Bangladesh is going down because the oceans are warming and 

expanding and rising.”  In other words, says a jovial Beard, “it’s a catastrophe. Relax!”  
(Time, April 5, 2010) 

 
(17) But Randi Yoder, the organization’s senior vice president of donor relations, is bracing for 

a funding shortfall in 2009 even as she anticipates that volunteer numbers will rise by as 
much as a third. That’s a tough combo.  Still, says Yoder, “if someone tells us they don’t 
have money but they have time, we’ll find a way to plug them in.” (Time, March 30, 2009) 

 
(18) The banks are adopting a cautious approach, aware of that if credit flows were to tighten 

globally, the maturity and cost of borrowing would be affected.  But, explains Akbank’s 
Melek, “only 11 percent of the banking sector funding relies on borrowing from abroad. 
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The major part of bank funding over 60 percent  comes from domestic deposits.”  
(International Herald Tribune, November 2, 2011) 

 
(16) Beard Bangladesh

in other words
Beard  ‘in other words’ 

Beard

(17) (17) Yoder
Still+

 ‘still’ 

Yoder  ‘still’ 
Yoder

(18) (18)
11
DM+

Melek Melek  ‘but’ 

Melek  ‘but’ 

 
Thompson (1994: 152)

DM  
 
5.  

DM
 

 
 

*
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abstract  

The purpose of this paper is to propose a hierarchical model of deixis which can correctly capture and 
explain the distributions of English deictic motion verbs come/go. In our deictic hierarchical model, the 
deictic center has the following types: (i) a speaker or a hearer’s location at the utterance time (=SS/HS), 
(ii) a speaker or a hearer’s location at the reference time (=SR/HR), (iii) a speaker or hearer’s home base 
(at the reference time) (=SHB/HHB). The members of the deictic center are different in the degree of 
‘deicticity’ and the selection of come and go depends on the following scale: SS/HS > SR/HR > SHB/HHB 
(>¬S/¬H)  
 

come/go  
 
 

Fillmore 1965 1966 1975 1983 1997
come/go deictic center

come/go
 

 
1 S H

SS SR

SHB HS HR

HHB  
2 SS, SR, SHB, HS, HR, HHB

 
 

1 Fillmore
2  

 

Fillmore Fillmore 1965 1966 1975 1983 1997
come/go  

 
3 come/go come coding time reference time  

home base go
1 Fillmore 1975: 61 1997: 90-91  

                                                  
1 Fillmore 1997: 98 99 i ii  

come
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come: 1  

     2 /  
     3  
     4  
     5 /  
     6  

go: 1  
 

Fillmore come/go  
 

2 1 Fillmore
John 

was here last Tuesday. last Tuesday
Fillmore 1997: 17 Fillmore reference time Reichenbach 1947
reference time event time come/go

Fillmore
 

1
Fillmore

come

Fillmore
 

Fillmore come/go
SS SR SHB

HS HR HHB 6
SS, SR, SHB, HR, HS, HHB 1
come

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 SS, SR, SHB, HS, HR, HHB  
                                                                                                                                                       

 
i a. Would you like to {come/go} (along)?  

b. Can I {come/go} (along)? Fillmore 1997: 97  
ii The men came into her bedroom.  

cf. *The men came into her bedroom and then came right out again. Fillmore 1983: 227  
i

2 5
SR

come  
iii We’re going to the cinema tonight. Would you like to come with us? Swan 20053: 135  
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2 SS, SR, SHB, HS, HR, HHB  
3 SS, SR, SHB, HS, HR, HHB  
4 SS, SR, SHB, HS, HR, HHB  
5 SS, SR, SHB, HS, HR, HHB  
6 SS, SR, SHB, HS, HR, HHB  

 
 

 
1 6 come  

 
1 SS  

4 He came here two hours before I arrived.           Fillmore 1975: 55; 1997: 83  
2 SR  

5 He’ll come to the office tomorrow to pick me up.        Fillmore 1975: 59; 1997: 88  
6 Carla came to Tahiti to do a commercial while we were holidaying there. 

Huddleston and Pullum eds. 2002: 1551  
3 SHB  

7 He came over to my place last night, but I wasn’t home.  Fillmore 1975: 60; 1997: 90  
8 Jill came round last night but I missed her as I was working late at the office. 

Huddleston and Pullum eds. 2002: 1551  
9 It’s a pity that John’s coming to the shop tomorrow, when neither of us will  

be there.           Goddard 1998: 207  
4 HS  

10 I’ll come there right away.            Fillmore 1975: 56; 1997: 84  
11 A: Doctor, this is your surgery. Please come immediately. There are a lot of patients waiting 

for you here. 
      B: Yes, I’ll come immediately. Sorry! I overslept.            Leech 1989: 80  

5 HR  
12 I’ll come there at dawn.2            Fillmore 1975: 57; 1997: 86  
13 What time did I come to see you in the office yesterday?          Swan 20053: 135  

6 HHB  
14 I came over to your place last night, but you weren’t home.       Fillmore 1997: 90  
15 Jill says you were out when she came round to see you last night. 

Huddleston and Pullum eds. 2002: 1552  
 

1 1
6

 
 

44 John will come to the library next week. Huang 2007: 161  
 

COME

                                                  
2 12 there  
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COME ju
GO gene Kubo 1997: 21 2008: 126

COME SS SR

ju  
 

16 cejan-de  ali-me      ila-me    ilaN  eriN-de   {*ju/gene}. 
      -  -   -    3 -   

   3 *      2008: 125  
 

HR, HS, HHB

2008: 121
*

2011 2012a b

 
Gathercole 1977: 91

COME/GO SS COME
SS

COME  
 

Fillmore come/go 1 2 6 come
go go

 
 

1 SS  
17 They {*went/came} here.3         Fillmore 1975: 55; 1997: 84  

2 SR  
18 He’ll {go/come} to the office tomorrow to pick me up. Fillmore 1975: 59; 1997: 88  

3 SHB  
19 He {went/came over} to my place last night, but I wasn’t home. 

Fillmore 1975: 60; 1997: 90  
5 HR  

20 Can I {go/come} to your office tomorrow at 12:00?         Huang 2007: 135  
6 HHB  

21 I {went/came over} to your place last night, but you weren’t home.  
Fillmore 1975: 60, 1997: 90  

 
Fillmore come/go  

1 Fillmore come/go HS 4 come go
                                                  

3 here here  
go   

go here  
i Do you go to school here? Fillmore 1966: 226  
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go 2002: 287
Oshima 2011: 117  
 

4 HS  
22 A: Maria, would you come here, please? 

       B: I’m {coming/*going}.            Swan 20053: 109  
 

2 Fillmore come/go SR 2 come
go go  
 

23 I’ll be in my office all day long tomorrow. So, please {come/??go} 
and see me anytime you like. 

      
3 Fillmore come/go SHB HHB 3 6 come

go come  
 

3 SHB  
24 on the phone I’m in New York now on business. Could you please {*come/go} to my house 

and get the file from my wife? 
3 SHB 6 HHB  

25 on the phone  
A: I’m at the Chicago O’Hare International Airport now. I’ve forgotten to bring my passport. 

Could you please {*come/go} to my house and bring it to me? 
        B: OK. I’ll {*come/go} to your house and bring it in an hour.  
 

 
 

1 6
1 4

2 5

1 4 3 6

S/ H  
 

26  
SS HS  SR HR  SHB HHB  S/ H  

 

come go come
1 4 2 5 3 6  

 
SS HS  
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27 “He {comes/*goes} here to eat every night, don’t he?”  
      “Sometimes he {comes/*goes} here.”           E. Hemingway, The Killers.  

28 I’ll {come/*go} there right away.          Fillmore 1975: 56; 1997: 84  
SR HR  

29 I’ll be in my office all day long tomorrow. So, please {come/??go} and see me anytime you 
like. 

30 He’ll {come/go} to the office tomorrow to pick me up.  Fillmore 1975: 59; 1997: 88  
31 She’ll {come/go} there to meet you.           Fillmore 1975: 59; 1997: 88  

SHB HHB  
32 He {went/came over} to my place last night, but I wasn’t home. 

                                              cf. Fillmore 1975: 60; 1997: 90  
33 I {went/came over} to your place last night, but you weren’t home.  

cf. Fillmore 1975: 60, 1997: 90  
34 A: I’m at the Chicago O'Hare International Airport now. I’ve forgotten to bring my passport. 

Could you please {*come/go} to my house and bring it to me? 
        B: OK. I’ll {*come/go} to your house and bring it in an hour.  

S/ H  
35 Let’s {*come /go} and see Peter and Diane.                cf. Swan 20053: 135  
36 Let’s {*come/go} there.                                  Fillmore 1997:89  

 
1 SS HS

come go  
2 SS HS SR

HR SS HS go
29

go  
3 SHB HHB

go
34 go 34

SS HS

SS HS SHB HHB SHB HHB 32 33 SS HS

 
4 S/ H go

come 35 36
we inclusive we

come  
26 come/go

Fillmore come/go
 

 

SR HR SHB HHB come/go
come go come

go
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come go
come/go

HR

 
 

37 Oh, you’re acting in Othello tomorrow night, are you?—I’ll {come/go} and watch you from 
the gallery.                            Brown and Levinson 1978: 122  

38 I’m {coming/going} to your graduation.             Radden and Dirven 2007: 24  
 

Brown and Levinson 1978: 122 37 go
very rude or non-courteous Radden and Dirven 2007: 24

38 go neutral
misbehaving

threatening
go

go

S HR go
 

H come
sympathetic

Brown and Levinson 1978: 121 Radden 1996: 430 Radden and Dirven 2007: 24
come go

HS

4 come

H come

speech act  
 

39 If you don’t be quiet, I’ll come over there and sort you out.  
Huddleston and Pullum eds. 2002: 1553  

 
come

come/go
 

 

bring/take
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<Abstract> 

The function of Japanese demonstrative 'so' is an unsettled issue within Japanese linguistics. The purpose of this 

paper is to examine usages of Japanese demonstratives 'so' which do not have their antecedents in the previous 

sentences and refer to somewhat indefinite entities. Their interpretations are similar to 'covariant interpretation' 

in Hoji et al (2003). The problem is that they have no quantifier. This paper suggests the concept of 'covert 

quantifier which works on situation'. Basically, 'So-NPs(noun phrases)' refers to just one entity in each situation. 

At the same time, however, covert quantifiers work to refer multiple situations interacting with other linguistic or 

non-linguistic factors. As a result, the sets of referents are construed in our mind. 

1   
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no doubt  
 

  (suzuki0213@gmail.com)   (elf3201@gmail.com)  
 

 
 
<Abstract> 
This paper investigates whether the choice of modal adverbs in English is sensitive to the 
discourse context in which they occur. By adopting a questionnaire study, the paper aims to 
determine two factors regarding their patterns of occurrence: (i) whether they occur in the 
initial position or elsewhere in a clause; and (ii) whether the subject of the clause in which 
they appear is a pronoun or a full NP. The results of our analysis reveal that no doubt behaves 
at the discourse-pragmatic level, through a comparison with other synonymic modal adverbs 
and using this dual approach, combining a questionnaire study and a corpus study, is a fruitful 
way of approaching this topic. 
 

Keywords :  
 
 
1.  

no doubt
doubtless, undoubtedly, without doubt 1 

 
 
2.  

(1a) (1b)
 

 
(1) a. It was no doubt clever of him to offer his resignation at that point in the proceedings. 

(Quirk et al. 1985: 622) 
b. No doubt his bifocals added to this impression, as did his nonchalant gait and 

slouchy posture. (FICTION) (Biber et al. 1999: 854) 
 

1
2 
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1.  Biber et al. (1999: 872)
 

 Initial position (%) Medial position (%) Final position (%) 
CONVERSATION    
FICTION    
NEWSPAPER    
ACADEMIC    

1 5%
 

no doubt  (2011),  (2010), Simon-Vandenbergen and Aijmer 
(2007)

1 no doubt
(2a–c)  
 

 
1.   (2011: 23) 3, 4 

 
(2) a. … but no doubt that was the way in which he put the case to the Cabinet. (BNC: 

HHX) 
b. Pupils will at first no doubt compare and contrast the past and the present. (BNC: 

HXF) 
   c. They’re very different in many ways, no doubt. (BNC: FU8) 
 

no doubt
no doubt

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

undoubtedly

doubtless

no doubt

initial position medial position final position

no doubtの談話機能に関する実験的調査
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(2010) (3) no doubt
and  

 
(3) A debate even begins about whether the army is not getting a little trigger-happy in 

its nervous and no doubt terrified tension. (BNC: AAU) 
 

no doubt Simon-Vandenbergen and Aijmer (2007: 122)  Biber et 
al. (1999: 874) (4a, b)

 
 
(4) a. No doubt, money played its part in this (ICE-GB: W2C-007/64) 

b. But no doubt we’ll have a few showers. (CONVERSATION) (Biber et al. 1999: 
874) 

 

 
 
3. 
3.1  

cf. Quirk (1968)

(i) (ii)
Halliday (1970) (5a, b)

/
Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, Hoye 1997, 

Halliday 1970  
 
(5) a. Possibly it was Wren. 
   b. It may have been Wren. (Halliday 1970: 335) 
 

Halliday and Hasan (1976), Thompson and 
Mulac (1991) (6) they Halliday and Hasan (1976) “they 
means not merely ‘three blind mice’ but ‘the same three blind mice that we have just been 
talking about’” 

 
 
(6) Three blind mice, three blind mice. 

See how they run! See how they run! (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 31) 
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 (i) (ii) 2
2  

 
(7) a. (i) (ii) no doubt

 
   b. (i, ii) 2 no doubt

 
 
3.2  
3.2.1  

20 50 40 20 20  
 
3.2.2  

(8a–d)
 vs. 

vs. 2×2 [  ] [  ]
[  ] [  ] 4 (8a–d) 4

4 16 48
 

 
(8) a. Well, tell on to the end. The archers cut them down -- a few broke back for home 

unscathed. Some made their way back later with their hurts. [  
] 

   b. R. Jenkins has been a tower of strength in Rugby and under normal circumstances 
would probably have gained an International cap. He is worthy of the 
honour. [  ] 

   c. I sampled three of them -- first in Finland, then in France and finally in Switzerland. 
Scandinavia is where skiing began. even the Vikings got about their 
own snowy land on useful planks of wood. [  ] 

   d. Nora was not in the car. I keep telling you. I keep telling you. Nora went back to 
Germany. she is in Germany now. [  ] 

 
3.2.3  

40 doubtless, no doubt, 
undoubtedly, without doubt 1  
 
4. 

doubtless, no doubt, undoubtedly, without doubt 4

2  
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2. 4  
% 

doubtless 75 11.72 
no doubt 196 30.62 
undoubtedly  236 36.88 
without doubt 133 20.78 

640 100.0 
2 = 93.91, p <0.001  

 
3

5% undoubtedly doubtless, undoubtedly without doubt, no doubt
doubtless  
 

3. 2  
 doubtless without doubt no doubt undoubtedly 
doubtless  9.06 18.9* 25.16* 
without doubt   9.84 16.1* 
no doubt    6.26 
undoubtedly      

* 5%  
 

[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]
4

 
 

 
2. 4 2 = 103.55, p < 0.001  

20
22

11

22
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59 61
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0
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no doubt undoubtedly 2 2, 3

5% [  ] [  ]
 

 
(9) a.  

b. 
 

 
[  ] [  ] [  ] [  ]

no doubt
undoubtedly 

no doubt

 
4 4

no doubt
no doubt

 

5. 

 
 

∗ 14

 
 
1 no doubt Quirk et al. (1985: 623)  (2006), Wilson 
(1993) no doubt doubtless no doubt

Huddleston and Pullum (2002: 768) (i)strong, 
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(ii)quasi-strong, (iii)medium, (iv)weak 4 undoubtedly (i) doubtless (ii)
Biber et al. (1999: 854) Doubt and certainty

no doubt undoubtedly  
2 no doubt undoubtedly probably, I think, in fact, really, according to …, mainly, generally, in 
my opinion, kind of, so to speak epistemic adverbials unfortunately, to my surprise, hopefully

attitude adverbials frankly, honestly, truthfully, in short style adverbials  
3 Hoye (1997) Quirk et al. (1985) ( ) 7

 
 
I (initial)  Possibly they may have been sent to London. 
iM (initial-medial) They possibly may have been sent to London. 
M (medial)  They may possibly have been sent to London. 
mM (medial-medial) They may have possibly been sent to London. 
eM (end-medial) They may have been possibly sent to London. 
iE (initial-end) They may have been sent possibly to London. 
E (end)  They may have been sent to London possibly.  (Hoye 1997: 148) 
 

1 initial (I), medial (M), end (E) 3
I initial (I) iM, M, mM, eM medial (M) iE E end (E)

initial (I) medial (M)  
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 Initial Medial Final Total 

no doubt 1288 1237 176 2701 

doubtless 237  492   2  731 

undoubtedly  325 1873   4 2202 
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1

This paper investigates the Japanese contraction “chau” which has a function distinguished 
from that of its original form “teshimau”. According to Chang (2011), a difference in the
meaning of aspect is observed in these two forms. It is further predicted that there might still 
be other differences. Therefore, I focused on the interaction between speaker and hearer, 
trying to discover how these two forms differ from each other. I found that “chau” has a
pragmatic function of politeness and often collocates with honorific words and expressions of 
benefit while “teshimau” does not.
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    This paper deals with linguistic phenomena called Implicit Theme Resultative Constructions (ITRC) in the framework of 
Semantics and Pragmatics, especially, Cognitive Linguistics.  The main three arguments are the following way.  First, this 
paper argues that Schlesinger’s (1995) four semantic elements for instrumental subjects are reduced to two: complexity and 
essential property.  Second, the paper claims that the instrumental subject referent of prototypical ITRC is restricted in terms of 
the reduced elements.  Finally, the human subject referent of peripheral ITRC is confined by means of the two factors and 
motivated by such metaphor as HUMAN BEINGS ARE COMPLICATED MACHINES. 

, , , ,  
 
 

 
Tsushima (2007, 2008, 2010a, b, 2012, in prep a, b) (Implicit Theme 

Resultative Constructions)( ITRC)
 

 
(1) a.   These revolutionary brooms sweep cleaner than ever. 

b.   Concentrated washing powders wash whiter.                                             (Aarts 1995: 85) 
 

(1a) (floors) (1b) (clothes, shirts, 
sheets) “cleaner”, “whiter” (RP)  

Tsushima (2010a) ITRC (2)
1  

 
(2) ITRC (Form) (Meaning) : 

Form: [NP1  V    RP (AP or PP)]  ( ) 
        X     Y    Z 

Meaning: [X (in virtue of Property) ENABLES Y to BECOME Z]  

 
(Tsushima 2010a: 130) 

Tsushima (ibid.) ITRC
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(2) 1 ITRC
(INSTR) (TH)

(tr) (lm)

INSTR
AG (2012)

(virtual plane)(cf. Langacker 1999 )
(cf.  2008 )  

ITRC 3 1 Aarts 
(1995, 1997) ITRC

( ) 2 Goldberg (2001, 2005a, b)
ITRC (deprofiled object construction)

3 Kageyama (2002)
 

(2007, 2008, 2010a, b, 2012, in prep a, b) 3
1 ITRC (2)

2 ITRC ITRC
3

ITRC
3

(Usage-Based 
Model) (complex netework)

(cf. Tsushima in prep a)  
ITRC

2 ITRC 3
4 ITRC

5  
 

 
 

 2 ITRC (2007), Tsushima (2008, 2010a)
ITRC

 
 
(3) a. Our new washing machine washes cleaner! 

 b. The new mop polishes cleaner.          (Tsushima 2010a: 1) 
 

ITRC (constructed data)
 

 
(4) a. The idea that there is an investment-equivalent of the detergent that washes whiter than white just does not work. 
   b.  Many of the best slogans  Colgate’s “Ring of confidence”, “Persil washes whiter”, “Oxo gives a meal man appeal”, 

above all, perhaps, “Guinness is good for you”  are simple statements of USPs.  

主題非明示型結果構文の主語名詞句に関する意味的・語用論的制約について
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( ) (BNC) 
(5)  When it comes to the not-so-subtle art of hyperbole, marketing folks exercise a rare genius in their use of it.  In this 

business, a detergent doesn’t just wash white but whiter than white. 
(8th, August, 2003, Media)(Factiva.com) 

 
(4) BNC ITRC (5)

Factiva.com 1 

(6) a.  Those who find to their surprise that washing powders wash whiter. (OED, wash )   
b.  New Jet now washes even whiter.  

( ( ), even ) 
 
(6) (3)-(6)

(empirical data)
ITRC (entrenched) (conventionalized)

(cf. Tsushima in 
prep a)  
 

 
 (2007) Tsushima (2008, 2010a) ITRC

(7)  
 
(7) Constructional Properties of ITRCs: 

i. Form: [NP1  V  RP (AP or PP)] 
X     Y   Z           

ii. Meaning: [X (in virtue of Property) ENABLES Y 
to BECOME Z] 

iii. Theme: implicit; themes are nonspecific referents 
and are predictable given our background 
knowledge or frame 

iv. Subject: instrument; noun phrases with 
determiners or ones in the plural form without any 
determiner; artificial objects 

v. RP: obligatory element: adjective (especially 

comparative, superlative, or positive of degree with 
a modifier) or prepositional phrase with an adjective 
modifier; if limited to a positive meaning 

vi Verb: verbs from which the resultative states are to 
some degree predictable 

vii. Tense: most usually the present 
viii. Aspect: higher-order perfective / progressive form; 

possible; higher-order progressive 
ix. Negation: not possible (unless stated in 

contradiction to the positive alternative) 
x. Register: common in advertisements 
xi. Aktionsart: destiny- and result-oriented 

 

(cf. Tsushima in prep b)  

 
 van Oosten (1984: 123)

ITRC
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Schlesinger 
(1989, 1995)

 
Schlesinger (1989) 2   

 
 (8) Natural Condition I: When the event is not instigated by a human agent, or when the agent is unknown or no longer on 

the scene, the instrument by means of which the action is performed or which is involved in the event may be naturally 
expressed as the subject.                                                          (Schlesinger 1989: 190) 

  Natural Condition II: To the extent that attention is drawn to the instrument by means of which an action is          
performed and away from the instigator of the action, the former will be naturally expressed as the sentence subject.                       

                                     (ibid.: 191)  
 (9)  a.  The rust has eaten away at the lock.  
     b.  The clock was ticking so loudly that it woke the baby.                                        (ibid.: 190)  
(10)  a.  ?The pencil draws lines.  
     b.  The pencil draws thin lines.                                                              (ibid.: 191)  
(11)  a.  ?The spray kills the cockroaches. 
    b.   The spray kills cockroaches instantly.                               (ibid.) ( ) 
 

I (9)
II (10b)

(11b) (10a) (11a)
 

Schlesinger (1995) (recategorized)
4  

1 (12) (13) (Complexity)  
 
(12)  […] a complex tool (e.g. rifle) is regarded as less of an instrument than a more simply constructed one, when the 
complexity is relevant to the activity mentioned.  This is because a complex tool is viewed as functioning in a sense more 
independently, having more CONTROL, and thus being more agent-like […].          (Schlesinger 1995: 98) 
(13) The more complex the mechanism and the greater its ability to operate on its own once the operation is triggered off, the 
greater its degree of membership in the Agent category.                         (Schlesinger 1989: 193) 
(14)  a.   The car swerved and ran into a lamppost.  
       b.  ?The bicycle swerved and ran into a lamppost. 

c. ??The roller skates swerved and ran into a lamppost.                       (ibid.) ( ) 
 

(Controllability)
( )

(14)  

(15) (Essential Property)  
 
(15) The more the success of the activity depends on properties of the instrument, the more the latter can be credited with 
CONTROL.                      (Schlesinger 1995: 99)                
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(10) (11)  

3 (16) (Independence)  
 
(16)  To the extent that an instrument can perform the activity without the intervention of a human agent, it will be assigned 
more CONTROL and be more suitable as sentence subject. […]  Operation of this factor often coincides with that of the 
complexity factor.                                                                               (ibid.) 
(17) a.  The clock was ticking so loudly that it woke the baby. (=9b) 
 b.  The dishwasher clean the dishes. 
(18) a.  ?The stick hit the horse. 

b.  ?The pencil drew lines. (=10a)                                    (ibid.: 98-99) ( ) 
 

(17) (18)  
(19) (Saliency)  

 
(19) The greater the saliency of the instrument relative to the human agent, the greater the CONTROL that can be assigned to it.  
This overlaps to a large extent with that of Independence: the more an instrument can operate independently of a human agent, 
the more salient it will be relative to this agent.                                    (Schlesinger 1995: 99)                 
(20)  a. *The baton conducted Copland’s symphony. 
        b.   This is the baton that conducted Copland’s symphony on its opening night.                             (ibid.) 
 

(20b) this
(baton)

(20a)  
Schlesinger (1989) (8)

Schlesinger (1995) 4 2

ITRC 2
 

 
 
 

  ITRC (7iv) ITRC
(21) (22)  

 
(21)  a.  *Mary washes whiter. 
  b.  *My mother/The cleaning woman sweeps cleaner. 
(22)   a. ??/*Mary washes whiter with our new washing powder. 
        b. ??/*My mother/The cleaning woman sweeps cleaner with these revolutionary brooms than ever. 
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Goldberg (2005a, b) (23) ITRC
(24)

 

(23)  a.  The kindergartener cut in straight lines.                                 (Goldberg 2005b: 222) 
b.  The sewing instructor always cut in straight lines.                         (Goldberg 2005a: 29) 

(24) a.  ??The kindergartener cut in straight lines.  
 b.  ??The sewing instructor always cut in straight lines. 

 
ITRC

(25) ITRC
 
(25)  a.    Our new washing machine washes cleaner! 

    b.    Our new washing powder washes whiter. 
(26)  washing machine: A washing machine is a machine that you use to wash clothes in. 

     washing powder: Washing powder is a powder that you use with water to wash clothes.        (COBUILD) 

(25a) washing machine (26)
(25b) washing powder (26)

2

ITRC  
 
(27) A Constraint on Subjects of ITRCs: 

Subjects of ITRCs recategorized as agents will be constrained to items that have an instrumental entity (i) with a complex 
mechanism and (ii) with the essential properties on which the success of the activity depends.  

 
(27) ITRC (i) (ii)

 

 
(28) a.   Our new fully automatic washing machine washes cleaner. 
    b.   Our new detergent-free washing machine washes cleaner. 
    c.   Our new twin-tub washing machine washes cleaner. 
    d.  *Our new washboard washes cleaner.                                                (  2010b: 230) 
 

(28a-c) (28d)
 (27)  

 
(29) a.  The new sewing machine sews in zigzag lines. 
    b.  The new scissors cut in straight lines. 
(30) a. ??The new sewing machine sews in lines. 
   b. ??The new scissors cut in lines.  
(31) a.  The new scissors cut in straight lines. (=29b) 

主題非明示型結果構文の主語名詞句に関する意味的・語用論的制約について
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   b.  These revolutionary brooms sweep cleaner than ever.  
(32) a.   ?The scissors cut in straight lines. 

b.  ?These brooms sweep cleaner than ever. 
 
(29a) (29b)

(
new ) (30a, b) (29a, b)

(31)
scissor broom

(31) (33) new revolutionary
(32)

 
 
(33)  a.   new: not existing before; recently made, invented, introduced, etc  
      b.   revolutionary: involving a great or complete change                                             (OALD) 

ITRC (27)  
ITRC (7vi)

(23)-(24)
ITRC  

(34) a.    The previous maidservant was not good at housekeeping, but the present maidservant washes whiter and sweeps 
cleaner than her predecessors did. 

    b.    The new maid is more skillful than any of her predecessors, and she sweeps cleaner than anyone has ever swept it 
before. 

    c.    Mary never attended to housework in her school days, but after she got married, she devoted herself wholly to 
practicing housekeeping.  Now, Mary washes whiter and sweeps cleaner than she did before. 

    d.   The more competent workers cut in straighter lines than the less competent workers.            ( 2010b: 231) 

ITRC
( )

ITRC
HUMAN BEINGS ARE 

COMPLICATED MACHINES
ITRC ITRC

(27) (35)

(35) A Condition on Human Subjects of ITRCs: 
The human subject of an ITRC can be recategorized as an agent when it is recognized as (i) possessing a complex mechanism 
and (ii) the essential properties on which the success of its activity depends, and (iii) is metaphorically construed as a 
dehumanized instrument.     
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(35)
ITRC Goldberg

3 

 
 Schlesinger (1995) 4 2 ( ) ITRC

2
ITRC 2

 
 

23

1 (5) (7) ITRC  
2 washing 
powder detergent COBUILD  
“Detergent is a chemical substance, usually in the form of a powder or liquid, which is used for washing things such as clothes or dishes.”  
3 (role name)

Aarts, Bas. 1995. “Secondary predicates in English.” In: Bas Aarts and Charles F. Meyer (eds.) The verb in contemporary English. 75-101. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

Aarts, Bas. 1997. English Syntax and Argumentation. Basingstoke: Macmillan Press. 
Goldberg, Adele E. 2001. “Patient Arguments of Causative Verbs Can Be Omitted: The Role of Information Structure in Argument 

Distribution.” Language Sciences 23. 503-524. 
Goldberg, Adele E. 2005a. “Argument Realization  The role of constructions, lexical semantics and discourse factors.” In: Jan-Ola Östman 

and Mirjam Fried (eds.) Construction Grammars: Cognitive grounding and theoretical extensions. 17-43. Amsterdam: John Benjamins. 
Goldberg, Adele E. 2005b. “Constructions, Lexical Semantics, and the Correspondence Principle: Accounting for Generalizations and 

Subregularities in the Realization of Arguments.” In: Nomi Eriteschik-Shir and Tova Rapoport (eds.) The Syntax of Aspect. 215-302. 
New York: Oxford University Press. 

Kageyama, Taro. 2002. “On the Role of Event Argument in Voice Alternation.”  Vol.52:1. 79-96.  
Langacker, Ronald W. 1999b. “Virtual Reality.” Studies in the Linguistic Sciences 29.2. 77-103.  

. 2008. ( )  3-18. : .   
Schlesinger, Izchak M. 1989. “Instruments as agents: on the nature of semantic relations.” Journal of Linguistics 25. 189-210. 
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. 2007.   Vol. 7. 277-287. 
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マスメディアの科学ディスコースを通した数の認識 
―メタファー的思考に着目して― 

 
出口 由美 

関西大学大学院 
degudegu.deguchi@gmail.com 

 
 
＜Abstract＞ 

This paper discusses perception of numbers in mass media discourse on science, and then shows that 

two kinds of metaphors are involved in the perception: Container Metaphors in Grounding Metaphors (Lakoff & 

Núñez 1997, 2000, 2005; Núñez 2000) and Pedagogical Metaphors (Boyd, 1993). The former is involved in the 

perception of various number expressions (e.g. percentages, fractional numbers, etc.). The latter aims to describe or 

explain unfamiliar knowledge for public. Following this analysis, I focus on manipulation about “real” (Lynch 1990), 

which accompanies when we perceive numbers through metaphorical thought. 

【キーワード】ディスコース 科学的知識 数値 メタファー的思考 
 

 

1. はじめに 
 本論文は、マスメディアを通し、一般人に向けて科学的な知識を伝達するディスコースを「マスメデ
ィアの科学ディスコース」とし、その中に現れる数値に着目する。マスメディアの科学ディスコースを
見渡せば、数値は随所にちりばめられている。たとえば、ある調査の成果がマスメディアを通して伝達
される時、その調査方法（調査期間、被調査者数、被調査者の年齢など）や調査結果（病気になる危険
性、調査から導きだされる割合など）は数値によって、あるいは数値をともなって伝えられる。また、
私たちは日々の営みおいて、絶えず数値に接する。それは、距離、日付、気温、価格、成績などの世界
に関する重要な情報が、数値を含む形式によって捉えられることからも明らかである。 

 このように私たちが科学的なディスコースや日常生活を通じて接する「数」とは、いずれも具体的に
はさまざまなかたちをとりうる広義の「量」を抽象化したものである。では、人間は抽象的なものとし
ての数をどのような仕方で認識しているのであろうか。この問題に取り組むことは、マスメディアの科
学ディスコースにおいて数値が必然的な構成要素となっている以上、一般人による科学的知識の認識の
あり方を解明することの一端を担うと考えられる。 

 以上を踏まえ、本論文ではこうしたディスコースに現れる数値がメタファー的な思考に基づいて認識
されることを明らかにする。さらに、メタファーを通して数値を認識する際にともなう、物理的な領域
に関する（おもに心的な）操作のありようにも取り組む。 

 本論文の流れは以下のとおりである。第 2章では、マスメディアの科学ディスコースにおける数の認
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識に関与するとみられる 2種類のメタファー（「基礎づけるメタファーGrounding Metaphors」と「教育的
メタファーPedagogical Metaphors」）を提示することで、分析の視点を明確にする。第 3章では、この 2

種類のメタファーが、実際のディスコースにどのような仕方で現れるかに関し、具体例を提示しながら
分析を行う。続く第 4章の分析では、メタファー的思考を通した数値の認識にともなう、物理的な領域
に関する操作について論じる。第 5章で本論文をまとめる。 

 

2. 数値の認識にみられる2種類のメタファー 
 本章では、マスメディアの科学ディスコースに現れる数値の認識とメタファー的思考との関連を論じ
るにあたり、対象とするディスコースに示されるメタファーの性質を整理する。 

 まず、マスメディアの科学ディスコースに現れる数値の認識においては、Lakoff & Núñez（1997, 2000）、
Núñez（2000）によって提案された「基礎づけるメタファー」の関与がみられる。これはLakoff and Johnson

（1980）の「概念メタファーConceptual Metaphors」を継承する概念である。図 1に示されるように、概
念メタファーでは、具体領域の Source Domain（以下、S領域）を抽象領域の Target Domain（以下、T領
域）に写像する構造がみられるが、Lakoff & Núñezは、この概念メタファーの構造を数学体系に拡張し
ている。そして、身体的な経験などの人間にとってより具体的な領域が、数学体系という抽象的な領域
を定義しているとみられるメタファーを基礎づけるメタファーとする（図 2）。 

 

 

 

 

図1 概念メタファーの構造    図2 基礎づけるメタファーの構造 
 

 この基礎づけるメタファーに属するものの中でも本論文に関連の深いものとして、《集合は容器》
Classes Are Containersがある。まず、日常的な言語使用において広範にみられるスキーマに、「容器のス
キーマ Container Schema」があり、これは構成要素として、「内部 Interior 」（以下、「内容物」）、「境界
Boundary 」（以下、「容器」）、「外部Exterior」をもつ。このことに関連し、Lakoff & Núñezは集合論を構
成するさまざまな概念が、容器スキーマからの写像によって構成されていることを指摘した（表１）。 

 

表1 《集合は容器》1 

T領域 S領域 

集合（A） 空間における有界領域 

集合の成員（Aの外延） 有界領域の内側の対象 

より広範な集合の部分集合（B） 有界領域の内側の有界領域 

補集合（‾A） 有界領域の外 

       図3 集合 

T領域 S領域 数学 日常 

A 

B
 ‾A
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 3.1では、この観点をもとに、数学の集合論のみならず、マスメディアの科学ディスコースの中に現れ
る数値表現の認識に容器のスキーマの構造が反映されていることを考察する。 

 一方、一般人に向けた科学的知識の普及を目的とする数の使用には、当該の数値の「明瞭さ」や「理
解のしやすさ」というものに配慮したメタファーの使用が認められる。これは、一般人にとって馴染み
のない科学の用語や数値にともなう単位を、すでに一般人が獲得済みである具体的な対象に言い換える
という類のメタファーである。Lakoff & Núñezは、数学体系そのものには関与しないが、説明や解説を
目的に用いられるメタファーを「外生的メタファーExtraneous Metaphors」とする。その他にも、この種
のメタファーは「教育的／教訓的メタファーPedagogical or Exegetical Metaphors」（Boyd 1993；Knudsen 

2003）や「例証的メタファーIllustrating Metaphors」（Skorczynska & Deignan 2006）などと呼ばれことから、
本論文はこれらを総じて「教育的メタファー」とする。 

 次章では、これまでに提示した 2種のメタファーに関して具体例をあげながら、一般人による科学的
な数値の認識にメタファー的思考が深く関与することを示す。 

 

3. 分析１―数値の認識におけるメタファー的思考のメカニズム 
 

3.1. 基礎づけるメタファー 
 マスメディアの科学ディスコースの中の数値使用をみると、パーセンテージや分数といった割合の表
現形式が頻繁に使用されている。さらに、この割合は円グラフ／比率グラフによって視覚化される。本
節では、割合に関わる数値表現の認識が、2章に示した《集合は容器》に関連することを確認する。 

 

《100％は容器》 

 たとえば、「人間の体の 60%は水分」というクリシェにおいては、容器が人体に対応する数値で、内
容物は水についての数値である。つまりパーセンテージの使用は、100%が容器として、そしてその内の
焦点化される数値が内容物として理解される。 

《分母は容器》 

 分数については、布団の販売文句として使用されるとみられる「人生の 3分の 1は睡眠」と容器のメ
タファーとの関連を見る。ここでは、人生が容器となり、内容物は睡眠時間であることから、分数の場
合、分母が容器の役割をなし、分子がその内容物に対応することがわかる。 

《円グラフは容器》 

 円グラフは、パーセンテージと分数の視覚化として捉えられるた
め、これらと同じく容器のメタファーとの関連で論じることができ

図4 円グラフ（作例） 
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る。たとえば、本論文執筆者が作成したこの図は、肩こりに悩む人の比率に関する架空の図である。こ
の円グラフにおいても、「肩こりに悩んでいますか？」という質問の回答者全体を容器として、そして肩
こりに悩む人と悩まない人を内容物として、容器のスキーマの構成要素に対応づけることができる。 

《時間は容器》 

 「牛は 1日に 10時間げっぷをする」。これは 3.2.で示す用例にみられる数値の使用であるが、ここで
も牛のげっぷ時間は「10/24 時間」というように、割合を通して認識される。実際のところ、時間は絶
えず流れるものであり、容器のように固定されたものではないが、私たちは時間という境界の定まらな
い抽象概念に区切りを設けることで、時間を認識するのである。 

 以上、Lakoff & Núñezによる《集合は容器》に関連するものとして、割合の表現形式を取り上げなが
ら、《100％は容器》、《分母は容器》、《円グラフは容器》、《時間は容器》という 4つの基礎づけるメタフ
ァーの存在を明らかにした。 

 

3.2. 教育的メタファー 
 本節では、一般人に向けた知識の普及においてみられる、教育的メタファーを取り上げる。(1)は、朝
日新聞の「ののちゃんの Do科学」という連載記事で、牛のげっぷが、地球温暖化の原因の 1つとされ
ることを話題にしている。 

 

(1) 

牛のげっぷはなぜ温暖化と関係あるの？ 一頭分のメタン、車並みの効果（タイトル） 

［中略］ 

ののちゃん：でも、牛のげっぷだって量は大したことないんでしょ。 

先生：牛をよく見てごらん。しょっちゅうげっぷをしているはずよ。合計すると 1日 10時間にも
なるわ。げっぷの量は 1千～1500㍑で、家庭のお風呂おけの 5倍にもなるの。その 3分の 1がメタ
ンで、1年間の排出量は、乗用車が 1万㌔走ったのと同じくらいの温室効果があるといわれている
わ。 

（朝日新聞 2008. 08.10 東京朝刊: 4） 

 

  (1)では、教育的メタファーが 2つみられる。それは第 1に、「げっぷの量 1千～1500㍑」が「家庭の
お風呂おけの 5倍」に、そして第 2に「1年間で牛 1頭のげっぷから放たれるメタンの体積」が「乗用
車が 1万㌔走った場合の温室効果」に言い換えられている。ここでは、数値の世界で語られる「げっぷ
量」1千～1500㍑とその内の 1/3を占める「メタンの体積」が、メタファーを通し、「お風呂おけ」とい
う日常の中でごく経験可能な対象や、「乗用車の排出ガス」という地球温暖化問題と密接な関わりをもつ
対象に再配分されることで、より具体的に説明されている。このような再配分がみられるものとして、
倍数の使用もあげられる。 
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(2) 東日本巨大地震 エネルギー 阪神の 700倍 複数の震源が連動 

（読売新聞 2011.3.12 東京朝刊: 特 4） 

(3) 福島原発事故の放出セシウム、広島原爆 168倍相当 保安院試算 

（朝日新聞 2011.8.27 東京朝刊: 5） 

 

 ここでは、(2)の東日本巨大地震、(3)の福島原発事故といった新たな事象についての数値が、「阪神」
や「広島原爆」という、当該の現象と比較可能な過去の事象の倍数によって説明されている。 

 ここで、この種の教育的メタファーの性質について留意しておきたい。本節で分析対象としている教
育的メタファーの事例では、たとえるものとたとえられるものとの間の類似性（とりわけ 2者間の量的
な類似性）が、メタファーによってはじめて形成されている。たとえば(1)では、「牛のげっぷ（の内の
メタン）」と「乗用車の排出ガス」といった通常は結びつけて考えられないであろうもの同士に、類似性
が差し出されている。このような現象を検討するにあたっては、「比喩はあらかじめ存在する類似性を定
式化するというより、類似性を作りだす」（Black 1954）という、メタファーの相互作用説に関する記述
が参考になる。つまり、一見説明のツールとして用いられているようにみえるメタファーには、類似性
を発見させたり、創造したりする側面がともなっており、メタファーを形成することによってのみ実現
できる意味が存在することも考えられる。このことが具体的に把握できる事例として、サプリメントの
WEBサイト上にみられたメッセージをあげる。 

 

(4) 食物繊維 6,000mgってどのくらいの量？ レタス約 3個分に相当！ 

http://www.takara-healthcare.com/kanten/00016.html（検索日 2011.3.1） 

 

 一般的な数値の使用では、たとえば「33%」を文脈に応じて「1/3」や「3人に 1人」に言い換えるこ
とがあり、ここではある数値表現が、通常の数値表現単位の体系の中で言い換えられている。それに対
し、(4)では、数値の言い換えに「レタス」という通常の数値表現単位ではないものが導入されている。
よって前者は「単なる数値の言い換え」、そして後者は「『数値』の世界から『現実におりてくる』言い
換え」として捉えられる。というのも、ここでは “mg”という「食生活」には無関係といえる単位が、「レ
タス」という実際の食卓にあがる具体的な食品を単位として表現されることにより、「現実の食生活の中
での食物繊維の摂取」という文脈で「食物繊維 6,000mg」が捉えなおされている。つまり、この例では
メタファーを通し、「食物繊維 6,000mg」について眺める文脈を「物理量」から「食生活」にシフトする
ことで、当該の製品に栄養価の高さやその「良さ」に関わる価値付けが創造されているといえよう。 

 

4. 分析２―物理的領域の編集 
 ここからは、メタファーを通して科学的な数値を認識する場合にともなう操作に着目する。本章の議
論についての重要な指摘がLynch（1990: 154）にある。つまり、私たちが科学ディスコースを通してみ
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る「『現実』とは、たとえばグラフ化などの既存の手段で表象されたものであり、不可視的な現象や抽象
的な関係がそのまま『目の前に現れてきている』のではない2」、とある。この指摘が正しいとすると、
数値化とは現象や関係を理解しやすい形に再構築すること、といった意味での何らかの操作がなされて
いることが考えられる。では、こうした操作は具体的にはどのように記述できるものなのだろうか。 

 4.1では、物理的な状況で分散して存在する対象の数値化について、そして 4.2では物理的には一箇所
にまとまって存在する対象の数値化に関してみる。 

 

4.1. 分散した対象の操作―集約化― 
 本節では、物理的に分散して存在する対象が数値化された場合の操作性に着目する。まず、「時間」を
単位にともなう数値の認識には、容器のメタファーが関与することをすでにみた。たとえば、(1)の例を
あげると、牛のげっぷ時間を捉える場合、「1日」を容器に見立て、その内の牛のげっぷ時間を内容物と
して認識する点である。しかしながら、物理的な領域での牛の生態を想定すると、牛は図 5の左に示さ
れるように 1日を通して不定期的かつ散発的にげっぷを行なっていることが考えられる。しかし、「1日
10時間」という場合には、物理的な領域においては分散して行われると考えられるげっぷの時間を図 5

の右に示されるように集約化して認識しているとみられる。 

 

 

 

 

 

図5 分散から集約化へ1 
 

 このように物理的な領域の中では分散して存在している要素を、集約化する操作がみられる数値使用
は、時間に限らず、容器のメタファーの構造を反映する数値表現すべてに認められる。
「人間の体の 60%は水分」  

6

「人間の体の
60%は水分」 6

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0 10 24 0 10 24

人の体内 数による認識
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  図6 分散から集約化へ2     図7 人間の体に占める水の割合3 

 

3/5

7  

 

4.2. 集約した対象の操作̶分散化  ̶
 本節では 4.1 での考察を踏まえ、物理的には集約して存在する対象を数値で認識する場合のメカニズ
ムをみる。こうした数値使用はごく限られたものであるが、これを観察するに適した例を以下に示す。 

 

(5) 

商 品 名： 「発酵コエンザイムQ10」 

商品説明： 1日の目安 120mg（2粒分）を食品で摂取した場合、イワシで約 32匹、ブロッコ 

  リーで約 80株、牛肉であれば約 4kgを食べる必要があります。 

http://www.kyowaremake.jp/q/index01.html?banner_id=ad310200  2011.3.10  

 

 (5)では、物理的な領域ではサプリメント 2粒の中に集約して存在していると考えられるコエンザイム
Q10が、その量をより説得的に表現するためにイワシやブロッコリーなどの食生活に関わる対象によっ
て示されている（3.2.の(4) に関する議論を参照）。ここでは、集約化とは真逆の認識が起こるというこ
とが考えられる。というのも集約化とは、すでに示したように、物理的な領域では分散している要素を
集約するという操作であった。それに対し、(5)では、日常的な対象に言い換えることで、物理的にはま
とまって存在している科学成分を、分散させている（図 8と 9）。 

 

 

 

 

 

    図8 集約から分散化へ（イワシ）    図9 集約から分散化へ（牛肉） 
 

 つまり、ここでハイライトを当てたタイプの「個分」をともなう数値表現を認識する場合には、物理
的にはまとまって存在する要素を「分散化」させるという操作が認められる。 

 

5. 結論 
 本論文では、一般人に向けられた科学ディスコースにおける数の使用を、メタファー的思考との関連
で論じた。そこには、Lakoff & Núñezが提唱する「基礎づけるメタファー」（中でも《集合は容器》）と、
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伝達の要求を満たすために用いられる「教育的メタファー」が重要な役割を果たすことを例証した。 

 さらに、こうした 2種類のメタファーを通して物理的な領域を認識する場合にともなう操作に取り組
んだ。そこで明らかになったのは、私たちがメタファー的思考を通して数値を認識する際には、物理的
な領域では分散して存在しているものを一箇所に集合させる集約化と、それに反し、もともとは物理的
にまとまって存在しているものを四方八方に分散させて認識する分散化という心的な働きが関与するこ
とである。つまり、「集約化」と「分散化」という互いに相反する操作が、数値をメタファー的思考によ
って認識することで実現されることが明確化した。 

 

脚注 
1 Lakoff & Núñez（2000: 43-44）からの引用である。ただし、補集合とT領域の列の括弧内は本論文執筆
者による補足である。 
2 原文：… the “real” object is the representation in hand, e.g., the visual display, and not the invisible phenomenon or 
abstract relationship “out there”. 
3 http://www.water.city.nagoya.jp/intro/lohas/kurashi/4-03.html（検索日 2011.3.10） 
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<Abstract> 
This paper attempts to examine the complement of the English Copulative Perception Verb Construction (e.g. 
John looks happy.). First, this construction means that the speaker infers based on perceptual evidence that the 
subject referent has some property denoted by the complement, implying a two-stage process: the cognition of 
the subject referent and the evaluation of the subject referent by inference. Next, introducing the three-fold 
classification of predicates proposed in Kaga (2007), character-describing predicates, state-describing predicates 
and situation-describing predicates, I propose that only the first two predicates can occur with this construction 
because they are related to the cognition of the cognition of the inference of the subject referent. 

 
 
 
1.  

the Copulative 
Perception Verb Construction e.g. John looks 
happy.  

complement

(i)

(ii)

 
2

3
5

 
 
2.  
2.1.  

be
1

 (2005)

2005:213 : 
 
(1) a. John looks happy. 

b. It sounds reasonable. 
c. The flower smells sweet. 

d. The cake tastes good. 
e. The cloth feels soft. 

 
3

actor
experiencer

objective

by
by
 

 
(2) a.  Mary is looked at by John. 

b.  *Mary looks beautiful by John. 
c.   John looks happy (to me). 

 
to

by
see
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Jackendoff (1985, 2009) you
Taniguchi (1997)  (2005)

 (2005)

 

Vendler 
(1967)

stative achievement
activity accomplishment

2

 
 
(3)  a. John looks happy. 

b. *John sees happy. 
c. That sounds reasonable. 
d. *That hears reasonable. 

 
look  

 
(4) a. John looks happy. 

b. *John looks. 
c. That sounds reasonable. 
d. *That sounds. 

 

 
 
2.2.  

 
 
(5)  

 
 

evidentiality

Gisborne (2010) Word Grammar

Whitt (2010)

look see

look see
3

Rogers (1971:271)
 

 
(7) a. Reuben looked stoned to me. 

b. Reuben didn’t look stoned to me. 
c. I saw Reuben. 
d. I didn’t see Reuben. 

 
2

to me Reuben

(7d)

look

see

(i)
(ii) (iii)
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2.3.  
3

(Taniguchi 1997) Huddleston and Pullum 
(2002)

be
Gisborne (2010:243)

 
 
(8) a. Jane sounds nice. ( ) 

b. Jane sounds a nice girl. ( ) 
c. Jane sounds like a nice girl.  
d. Jane sounds like/as though she’s a nice girl. 

( ) 
 

 
(9) a. John looks {intelligent, happy, angry}. 

b. *John looks {present, absent}. 
c. John is {intelligent, happy, angry}. 
d. *John is {present, absent}. 

 
(10) a. John looks {threatening, disbelieving}. 

b. *John looks {running fast, breaking the 
glass}. 

c. John is {threatening, disbelieving}. 
d. John is {running fast, breaking the glass}. 

 
(11) a. John looks out of mind. 

b. *John looks out of the room. 
c. John is out of mind. 
d. John is out of the room. 

 

(9) (10)

(11)
be

 
 
(12) a. 

 
b.  

 

 
 
(13)  

(i) (ii)

 

 
 
3.  

Gisborne (2010)

 
(13) 

Their Xcomps 
[complements of the CPVC] have to be gradable.” 
(Gisborne 2010: 242) 
 
Gisborne

 
 
(14) a. *Jane sounds a woman. 

b. Jane sounds a nice woman. 
c. Jane sounds a fool. 

 
A woman

a nice woman nice

a nice woman

a fool
fool
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modal
 

woman

a woman a man

British National Corpus
 

 
(15) He looked a man at last, not a school student. 
(BNC) 
 

a 
man/ a school student

manness

a man

Gisborne and Holmes(2007)
”semantic-pragmatic conspiracy”  

Gisborne

dead
alive 2

 
 
(16) a. He didn't know they [the animals] were 

alive! We all thought they were dead. They 
looked dead – (COCA) 

b. Only her eyes looked alive -- big dark eyes 
in a thin white face. (BNC) 

 

a 
man dead

( )

 
 
(17) a. Dekko was almost dead with relief at how 

lightly he had escaped. (BNC) 
b. "Nowadays," observed Bromley, " one can 

make a corpse look almost alive." (BNC) 
 

4

a man/a school student a 
school student

a 
woman a man

(16a)

asleep alone
 

 
(18) a. Food you shall have, and your poor lady 

looks asleep on her feet. You shall have 
our solar, my lord. (BNC) 

b. He had looked and sounded alone, and 
inadvertently given the impression of 
paranoia. (BNC) 

 

alone

Gisborne
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4.  
4.1.  

 
 
(19)  

 
 

 
 
(20) 

 
 

 
 
(21)  

 
 

Gisborne (2010) Whitt (2010)

evidentiality

 
 
4.2.  

Kaga (2007)

(Kaga 2007:19)  
 
(22) there-inversion 

a. *There are doctors intelligent. 
b. ?? There are kids hungry. 
c. There are doctors available. 

 
(23) inverted be constructions 

a. *Intelligent is a young doctor (who has just 
got a medical license). 

b. ??Hungry are kids 
c. Available is a young doctor (who has just 

got a medical license). 
 
(24) reading for bare plural subjects 

a. Doctors are intelligent. (generic reading 
only) 

b. Kids are hungry. (generic reading preferred) 
c. Doctors are available. (existential and 
generic readings) 

 
(25) secondary depictive predicates 

a. *John bought the dogi intelligenti. 
b. Johni came home hungryi. 
c.*John sent the packagei availablei. 

 
Kaga

(2007:25-27): 
 
(26) character-describing 

predicates 
a. intelligent, tall, large, insane, etc. 
b. of considerable talent, of no 

importance, of a beautiful color, etc. 
 
(27) state-describing predicates 

a. hungry, torn, angry, raw, etc. 
b. in good health, in a desperate state, 

in high spirits, etc. 
 
(28) situation-describing 

predicates 
a. present, available, visible, etc. 
b. in the bed, on the table, in the cage, 

etc. 
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(28b)

 
 
4.3.  

 
 
(29) a. John looks intelligent. (=(9)) 

b. Well, you look intelligent,…. (BNC) 
c. The guy sitting inside is thin, looks tall, and 

has neat dark hair. (BNC) 
 
(30) a. John looks {happy, angry}. (=(9)) 

b. Her eyes widened and she looked angry. 
(BNC) 

c. Meanwhile, I noticed that the people looked 
hungry and miserable. (BNC) 

 
(29) (30)

British National Corpus

(i)
(ii)

 
dead/alive

 
 
(16) a. He didn't know they [the animals] were 

alive! We all thought they were dead. They 
looked dead – (COCA) 

b. Only her eyes looked alive -- big dark eyes 
in a thin white face. (BNC) 

 

(i)
(ii)

e.g. 
(iii)

look alive be alive

look alive
 

present/absent
2

 
 
(31) a. *John looks present. 

b. *John looks absent. 
 

Gisborne (2010) to 
judge by
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(32) a. #To judge by his look, John is present. 
b. #To judge by his sound, John is absent. 
c. John looks intelligent [angry]. 
d. To judge by his look, John is intelligent 

[angry]. 
 

(32c-d)

be

 
 
(33) 
a. John is present today. 
b. John is absent today. 
 

 

 
 
(34) a. John looks {threatening, disbelieving}. 

(=(9)) 
b. Jotan looked disbelieving. (BNC) 
c. Charles tried to sound believing, but failed. 

(BNC) 
 
(35) a. His face looked drawn and tired. 

b. Coleby looked impressed. 
c. Prentice didn’t sound impressed. 
d. She sounded put out. 

 

 

 
 
(36) a. *John looks {running fast, breaking the 

grass.} 
b. *John sounds hit by Mary with a stick. 

 

 

threaten

 
 
(36) Barnsley always looked threatening on the 

aerial front... (BNC) 
 

disbelieving believing
run break

 

 
 
(37) a. The piano sounds out of tune (key). 

b. *John sounds out of the classroom. 
c. John looks out of his mind. 
d. *John looks out of the classroom 

 
out of tune (key)

out of the classroom

 
 
5.  
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1. 

 
2. 

be
 

 

 
 

23

 
 

 
1 
Taniguchi (1997)  (2005)

Gisborne 
(2010)  
2 listen sound

sound lexical blocking
Oxford English 

Dictionary 2nd Edition listen
 

(1) a. That listened very well indeed, and we all 
climbed into a cabbage and vamped over. (1923 L. 
J. Vance Baroque xxvii. 174) 

b. [It] don't listen reasonable to me. (1923 L. J. 
Vance Baroque xxvii. 174) 

 
3 see look

look
 (1994)

look at see
 

 

look at

(p.340)  
4 Paradis (2001)
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you

Abstract
  The personal pronoun you is sometimes used to refer to the speaker himself instead of the hearer, especially 
when he talks about his experience or personal opinion. This paper is concerned with the meaning and usage of 
this kind of you by taking into account the referential relations between the second person pronoun you and 
generic or impersonal you, as well as their pragmatic functions. The following discussion is based on a 
hypothesis that such kind of you is derived from the generic use of you. It also accounts for the pragmatic effects 
of you such as politeness when it refers to the speaker. 

you

1. you 

1  When I was growing up in the U.K. and lived in the U.K. the water was heated by using what we called 
an immersion heater, which is basically a big tank and in that tank was a heating element immersed in the 
water, hence the name. […] And I always found when I ran a bath it would only fill up halfway before 
you ran out of hot water. English Journal, May 2011: 162  

 
you  

you you
generic/impersonal you you

you
3

you  
 

2. 
you 2 1 you

1 you
1990  

 
2. 1. 

2  I’m proud to tell people I’m a policeman. For other people, I don’t know if it’s mixture of fear and respect 
or what, but you’re not just a regular Joe, you’re a policeman. I’m the first person in the family to be a 
policeman.                                                              1990: 191  

 
2 1990 you

you
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2
you 3 2

 
 

3  We used to backpack. We would go backpacking in the Sierras. And you would hike in for miles and 
miles and miles with everything on your back, and usually without a tent. It would just be carrying your 
supplies and your sleeping bag, and then we would camp.          English Journal, July 2011: 149  

 
3 you

would

2
 

2 3 2
2 I’m proud to tell people I’m a policeman.

you
3

 
you

you 1  
 

2. 2. 
4 Quirk et al. 1985 4a 4b

you  
 
4  a. You can never tell what will happen.  

    b. It wasn’t a bad life. You got up at seven, had breakfast, went for a walk…  Quirk et al. 1985: 354  
 

2007 I you
5  

 
5  You train really hard every day to keep in good condition.         2007: 76  

 
you

5
 

Quirk et al. 1985 2007 Quirk et al. 1985
you

2007
5 3 4b

4b 5 you you
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6  
 
6  a. you  

   
  b. 5 you  
  
 

6 you
you  

 
3. you  

Swan 2005 7 you one
one you 8  

 
7  you / <more formal> one = people in general including the speaker and hearer      Swan 2005: 396  
8  a. If you want to make people angry, you just have to tell them the truth. 

  b. If one wishes to make oneself thoroughly unpopular, one has merely to tell people the truth. 
 

9 10 you one
 

 
9  One and you are only used… in very general statements, when we are talking about ‘anyone, at any time.’ 
10 One/You can usually find people who speak English in Sweden. 

  
Huddleston and Pullum 2002 you you

11

 
11  You can get fined for parking on the footpath. ‘you personally [the hearer] may be fined’  

Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 1468  
 

you 12
when you’re eight months pregnant

 
 

12  You have to avoid that sort of thing when you’re eight months pregnant.               Ibid.: 1467  
 

13 in those days
 

 
13  a. In those days, you always tipped your hat to a lady.                     Bolinger 1979: 202  

  b. In those days you did what you were told.                                    COBUILD  
 

you
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you
you  

you you
14 Huddleston and Pullum

you
you

4b  
 
14  You couldn’t hear yourself talk, it was so noisy.               Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 1467  

  

you Kitagawa and 
Lehrer 1990  
 

15  Greathouse said he felt some obligation as Adam’s replacement. “The past three games, our running  
 game has been a major factor. So I knew I had to gain some yards. I had to perform,” Greathouse said.  
 “It’s not pressure. You keep it in your mind; you know you have to do it. Out there, you don’t think about  
 it. You just go play by play.”                                 Kitagawa and Lehrer 1990: 748  
 
Kitagawa and Lehrer you you

15

5 5

5
 

you 16  
 
16  a. you  

 b. you  
   
 

16b you you
you

 
 
4.  

1990 you
17a 17a

you you 17a
17b  

 
17  a. You don’t see many handicapped people on the streets of Tokyo. 
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  = Anyone who visits Tokyo will be unlikely to see many handicapped people on the streets. 
 b. When I visited Tokyo, I didn’t see many handicapped people on the streets.  

1990: 70-71  
 

you
you you
you

 
5 you 18

 
 

18  You train really hard every day to keep in good condition. = 5  
     

 <Any athlete will train really hard every day.> 
     

 <I train really hard every day.>  
 

1 2 1 you

 
 

1  … And I always found when I ran a bath it would only fill up halfway before you ran out of hot water. 
 

2

you

 
 

2  I’m proud to tell people I’m a policeman. For other people, I don’t know if it’s mixture of fear and respect  
 or what, but you’re not just a regular Joe, you’re a policeman. …  

     = <Any policeman will be proud to be a policeman.> 
     = < I’m proud to be a policeman.> 

 <I’m not just a regular Joe, I’m a policeman.> 
 

you

 
19
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19  … And you would hike in for miles and miles and miles with everything on your back, and usually  
 without a tent. It would just be carrying your supplies and your sleeping bag, and then we would camp.  

= 3  

20 you
 

 
20  It wasn’t a bad life. You got up at seven, had breakfast, went for a walk…               = 4b  

 
you

21 Jodie Foster
Foster

4 I guess
you  

 
21  Gross:  Can you watch your own films, and are some of your films easier for you to watch than others? 

 Foster: [...] And then once the movie’s out, I never can watch them again. [...] 
 Gross:  Can you explain why? 
 Foster: I don’t know. I guess it’s a moment that’s passed, and you’ve lived it so much and so intensely,  
   but you just don’t want to go back there again. There’s part of you that just doesn’t want to go  
   back there again. And you do feel self-conscious about it, because you have seen it either so  
   many times or you’ve lived it so many times, you’ve talked about it so many times, you just are  
   not ready to live through it again. 

English Journal, April 2003: 24
   

 
you you

you
you

you
you you

22
you

 
 
22  I have trouble convincing him.—Then you try harder.                       Bolinger 1979: 207   

 
you

you
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5. you 
Bolinger 1979 you 23

you
I you

I one
 

 
23 How do you make a kite?—You do it like this.  Bolinger 1979: 205  

 
Bolinger you 23

you you
you  

 

6. you 
you

you
24 there’s… for you

you

2005 you
you

 
 

24 “There’s gratitude for you,” said Patrick. “After all I did for that girl.” 
 2005: 413 Christie, A Murder Is Announced  

 
25 when you think about it

Oxford Idioms Dictionary 
for Learners of English2 “used to draw attention to a fact that is not obvious or has not 
previously been mentioned”

25 They do have a big house, when you think about it. Oxford Idioms Dictionary for Learners of English2  

2 you
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you

you

you 26
Colin Firth  

 
26  ... I mean, we can’t get inside each other’s minds and hearts and souls. You just can’t do that, you try.  

 This is taking that reality, that truth and making a very extreme case out of it. Um, what you’ve done is,  
 if communication’s imperfect, let’s show a man for whom it’s traumatic.

English Journal, May 2011: 86
 

2 what you’ve done
 

 
7.  

27  
 
27  a. you you

b. you  “people in general” “anyone, at any time”  
   
 c. 
 d. you  
   
 e. you you  
   
 f.  
   
 

. 2005. . 

Bolinger, D. 1979. “To Catch a Metaphor: You as a Norm,” American Speech, 54 (3), 194-209. 

Huddleston, R. D. and G. K. Pullum. 2002. The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

Kitagawa, C. and A. Lehrer. 1990. “Impersonal Uses of Personal Pronouns,” Journal of Pragmatics 14, 739-759. 

. 1992. 185-209  

. 

Laberge, S. and G. Sankoff. 1979. “Anything You Can Do,” In T. Givon (ed.), Syntax and Semantics 12: Discourse and Syntax, 419-40. New 

York: Academic Press.  

. 1990.  . 

. 2007.  . 

Quirk, R, S. Greenbaum, G. Leech and J. Svartvik. 1985. A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language. London: Longman. 

Swan, M. 2005. Practical English Usage. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
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ryuhyo1981@gmail.com 

 

Abstract: This paper, firstly, indicates the remaining problems in the selection principles of anaphoric usage 
of Chinese demonstratives given by the previous works. Then, in this paper, discourse structure of Chinese 
narratives is divided into four parts. They are introduction, procession, conclusion and comment. Finally, 
this paper shows that there is a deep relationship between the selection principles of anaphoric 
demonstratives and discourse structure.  

 
 
 
 

Discourse 
Model  1999, 2000

 
3  

1)  
2) 

 
3) 

 
 

 
3

1964 1985
1980, 1985 1982

1980, 1985

3

1999 2004, 
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2007 2006 2006, 2011 1999
2006

2004, 2007
2006, 2011

2010
1

2

 
 

 
Brown & Yule 1983

Fauconnier 1994
1996

1999, 2000

DM-S DM-H
 

1.  2000  

DM-S    DM-H 
 
 
 

 
 

2000
discourse referent
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1 DM-S DM-H 2
 

2.  
DM-S    DM-H2 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
2001

2011

 

2001
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3

4 +NP +NP
28

 
 

1.  
      

+NP  35 129 39 17 220 
+NP  3 121 0 2 126 

 

 2011 5

2  
 
2.  

  

  
+NP  74 55 

+NP  121 0 
 

 
 

1 6

 

 
2
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3 4  
 

3
 

 
4

 

 
 

5 6  
 

5

 

 
6
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7 8  
 

7 “ ”
 

 
8  

 
 

2001
1978

 
 

 
9

 

 
10  

 
 

 

 

property 
predication  event predication 7
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1) 

 
2) 

 
3) 

 
3 3  

 
3.  

 

 

   

  

     

 

 
 

1. 2010
3

 
2. DM-H  
3. 90494

 
4. 2007 NP NP

/  
5. 2011

 
6.  
7. 2008
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Abstract  

There are several reflexive pronouns in Japanese. To choose a proper reflexive 

and to understand the implicated meaning of a selected reflexive are not easy for a 

Japanese learner. This study discusses the differences between two reflexive pronouns 

jibun and jiko. We introduce a comprehensive approach that regards syntax, semantics, 

and pragmatics as one system. In the perspective of syntax, the antecedent of jibun is 

not necessary to be local (i.e. within the same clause), while that of jiko must be local. 

In semantics, jibun is much “closer” to the speaker. In pragmatics, although the 

general frequency of jibun is higher than jiko, jiko was chosen in some fields such as a 

statute. Finally we show that implicated meanings and the potential functions of each 

word are related to all the three perspectives of our approach. 
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(1)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2)a. [ i  [ i i ]] 

b. *[ i i  [ i ]] 

 

 

 

( ) 

(3)a. i i  

b. * i * i  

 

( ) 

(4)a. i i  

b. i * i  

 

( ) 
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(5) *  

 

 

 

 

1997  

 

(6)  

 

 

 

 

 

(7)a.  

b.  

 

  

 

 

(8)a.    

b.  

c. *  
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Identity in practice: The use of terminological resources and identity formation 
at conversation analytic data sessions in Japan 

Cade Bushnell  
University of Tsukuba 

buu@intersc.tsukuba.ac.jp 
 
 

Abstract: 
A number of conversation analytic studies have engaged CoP in recent years. However, if and how the 
participants organize their group as community, and work up and manage identities as practitioners within that 
community, constitute empirical questions. In the present study, I examine interactions at conversation analytic 
data sessions in Japan. The analyses focus on how the participants use terminology during their participation in 
doing data analysis, and how such terminology use is implicated in constituting their group as a community, and 
in working up and managing identities within that community. 

Keywords Conversation analysis; Membership categorization analysis; Communities of practice; Identity 
 
1. Introduction 
This study uses conversation analysis and membership categorization analysis to examine interactions by a 
group of Japanese language users participating together in conversation analytic data sessions. Data sessions 
involve several conversation analytic researchers gathering together to view/listen to and discuss segments of 
interactional data provided by one of the participants in the group. In their groundbreaking study on an 
interaction taking place at a data session, Antaki, Biazzi, Nissen, and Wagner (2008) describe the ways in which 
their participants reformulate their evaluative, non-technical comments into technical conversation analytic 
terms. In so doing, their study robustly demonstrates the validity and richness of data gathered at conversation 
analytic data sessions. 

In my research, I am interested in providing an ethnomethodological respecification of the communities of 
practice (CoP) notions of community and identity (see Lave & Wenger 1991 and Wenger 1998). The analyses of 
the present study focus in particular on the ways in which the participants use conversation analytic terminology 
during their participation in doing data analysis at the data sessions, and how such terminology use is implicated 
in constituting a community and in working up and managing identities within that community.  
 
2. The use of terminology at the data sessions 
The conversation analytic terminological resources used at the data sessions may be roughly divided into three 
types, English, Anglo-Japanese, and Japanese. An important point to note here in terms of the present study is 
that there are instances where these three sets of terminological resources overlap. That is, it is frequently the 
case where English, Anglo-Japanese, and Japanese terms are available to do reference to single concepts and 
actions. A major focus of the analyses below is on how the participants differentially deploy such co-available 
terminology, and what kinds of actions they accomplish in so doing. 

In the first 3 excerpts, we will look at examples of the participants’ differential use of English, Japanese, and 
Anglo-Japanese terminology, respectively, in referring to a single referent: the conversation analytic notion of 
try marking (see Sacks & Schegloff, 1979). Excerpt 1 begins with Elmer asking about the intonational 
characteristics of one interactant’s deployment of the word kuruma. (See Appendix 1 for transcription 
conventions). 
 
Excerpt 1 
01  (1) 
02 E: .hh [ano kuruma wa:] (.2) ano: t-  
 .hh   um   car   T            um   t-  r- 

 .hh um a:s for car (.2) um t- r- 
03 M:  [(x x x x x)] 
04 E: a- aga (.5) tte (.4)  
    rising 

05 Y: oku [ruma.o 
  car. 

 ocar.o 
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06 E:  [masita kke?= 
    was      Q 

  was (it) rising?= 
07 P: =.FFF (.5) 
   .fff 

 =.FFF (.5) 
08 E: tr- [ano tr- try mark (.3) sareteru=  
 tr-    um   tr-  try mark         being done   
09 W:  [okuruma.o un. 
    car    yeah 

10 E: =ka doo ka. 
   Q   how    Q 

 whether or not (it) was being (.3) tr- um tr- try marked. 
 

In line 2, Elmer initiates a new sequence by topicalizing the element kuruma (“car”). After some self repair, 
he incrementally produces aga (.5) tte (.4) masita kke? (“remind me was it rising?”) (lines 4 and 6). In line 5, Yi 
displays her understanding of the trajectory of Elmer’s utterance-in-production by quietly enacting the 
intonational contour in question. Then, in line 8, Elmer employs the English term try mark to ask whether or not 
the participant’s production of kuruma featured try marking.  

In Excerpt 2, Elmer requests a Japanese equivalent for the English try mark. In this way, he displays an 
orientation to the Japanese language as being the medium of the interaction on this occasion (see, e.g., Gafaranga, 
1999, 2000; Gafaranga & Calvo, 2001). In response to Elmer’s request, the Japanese term sikoo hyoosiki (“try 
mark”) is collaboratively provided by Murata and Yi. 
 
Excerpt 2 
14 Y:  a: koko ni [:, 
  a   here  DA 

  a: here, 
15 M:  [>^a sikoo  
   a   try 

   ^a try 
16   hyoosiki (da)<.= 
   mark       C 

 mark.= 
17 E: =sikoo hyoo [siki? 
   try      mark 

 =try mark? 
18 M:  [sikoo hyoosiki (xxx)=  
    try     mark 

   try mark (xxx)= 
19 Y:  [a:: a:: ha:i=  
   a    a    yes 

   a:: a:: ye:s= 
20 M:  =so so soo. 
  that that that 

 =right right right. 
 

Prior to line 14, Yi was searching for an answer to Elmer’s question in an article she had brought to the 
meeting. In line 14, she claims success in her search, and identifies the location through a pointing gesture and 
the word koko (“here”). In line 15, Murata overlaps with a sikoo hyoosiki da (“oh it’s try mark”). This utterance 
1) claims a recognition of and validates the word in the article as being the relevant answer, and 2) makes the 
word available to Elmer, for whom the article was not visible. Then, in line 17, Elmer moves to obtain a 
confirmatory response, this utterance is overlapped with confirmation displays from Murata and Yi in lines 18 
through 20.  
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Finally, Excerpt 3 provides an example of the participants’ use of an Anglo-Japanese term. Approximately 
five minutes after Excerpt 2, Murata briefly leaves the room, and Yi, Elmer and Wendy are discussing the data 
in her absence.  
 
Excerpt 3 
16 Y: u:n. so- sono baai mo aru n  
 yeah  th-  that  case  also exist N 

 yea:h. (there) are those cases too 
17   desu yo ne, 
  C   P   P 

 right, 
18 E: u:n. 
 yeah 

 yea:h. 
19 Y: torai ma [aku tte [yu no wa: 
  try    mark     QT    say  N   T 

 as far as try mark goes 
20 W:  [u:n. 
   yeah 

   yea:h 
21 E:  [u:n. soo desu ne, 
   yeah  that   C    P 

   yea:h. right, 
((lines omitted)) 
34 W:   [((noise from mouse)) 
35 Y: de soo yu koto na n da kedo:,  
 and that say thing C  N   C  but 

 and that’s how things are bu:t, 
36   koko de wa soo yu torai maa (.3) ka  
 here  at  T  that   say  try    mar     ker 

37   jana:i kara: [.sss] 
  C-NG   because  .sss 

 the try mar (.3) ker here is no:t that kind so: .sss 
38 E:  [u:n.]  
   yeah 

   yea:h. 
39   (.5) 
 

In line 19, Yi produces torai maaku (“try mark”). Compared to the participants’ just prior production of sikoo 
hyoosiki, for which joint effort and reference to an article was necessary, Yi’s production of torai maaku is 
smooth and without hitch. Yi also produces an additional instance of torai maaku (omitted lines), and a 
morphological variant, torai maakaa (“try marker”) in line 36. 

Excerpts 1 through 3 show the participants using an overlapping set of terminological resources in order to 
refer to the notion of try marking: try mark, sikoo hyoosiki, and torai maaku/torai maakaa. Questions arise in 
regard to the interactional work accomplished by such differential use terminology. For instance, how do the 
participants co-constitute certain terminological resources as being valued for participation? How does the 
participants’ use of terminology function to constitute the data session group as a community? How is the 
deployment of terminological resources involved in working up identities as practitioners at the data sessions as 
a community?  
 
3. The use of Anglo-Japanese terms for doing data analysis 
Ethnomethodology views social order as being an ongoing members’ accomplishment (Garfinkel, 1967). Sacks 
(1984) adopts this stance in discussing how people accomplish “being ordinary.” Sacks argues that being 
ordinary is not a given, but that it is accomplished by “making a job of, and finding an answer to, how to do 
‘being ordinary’” (1984, p. 415). In other words, according to Sacks, being ordinary is accomplished in and 
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through ongoing work to constitute actions and states of affairs as being unremarkable and usual. Such a 
viewpoint is relevant to the analyses of this section. As we will see, the participants treat certain terminology as 
constituting an unremarkable and unnoticeable participatory resource.  

Prior to the following excerpt, Zed had noted an area in the data where he claimed that the participants could 
have accomplished a topical shift but did not. Zed formulates a description of the area. The excerpt begins with 
Yi requesting a clarification in regard to Zed’s prior talk. 
 
Excerpt 4 
01 Y: nana juu nana gyoo me de hoka no otoko no 
 seven ten  seven line.number at other M     man    M 

 at line number seventy-seven “is it another 
02   ko desu ka? tte yu koto de: (1.1) doo  
 child C     Q     QT say thing   by            how 

 boy?” by saying this (1.1) how 
03   owarase:reba ii ka ga?  
 cause.to.end  good  Q   S 

 to end it is? 
04   (.6) 
05   ((sound of pages turning)) 
06 Z: soo. (.2) de(h)su ne, nanka nana .hh (.8)  
 that               C       P     some   seven .hh 

 right. (.2) le(h)t’s see, like seven .hh (.8) 
07   k- ko- koko de wa: ano hanashi wo tenkan  
 k-  ko-   here   at  T     um     talk      O   change 

 h- he- here um changing the topic 
08   shite mo ii desu kedo: .hh [kore wo (.4)  
 alright.to.do     C     but     .hh    this   O 

 would be alright bu:t .hh this (.4) 
09 Y:  [u:n. 
   un 

   yea:h. 
10 Z: mae no hanashi (watashi wa) wakarimashita yo  
 front M     talk          I        T       understood      P 

11   tte yu: .h koto shimesu tame ni kono nana juu  
 QT    say  .h  thing     show    so.that    this  seven  ten 

 in order to show that “I understood the prior talk” this line number seventy 
12   nana gyoo me  no .hh [hoka no otoko no ko  
 seven line.number M   .hh  other   M    man    M child 

 seven “is it another boy?” 
13 Y:  [a::. 
    a 

   a::. 
14 Z: desu ka? tte yu   yoo    na (.) ma ripea tte yu ka 
   C     Q     QT  say appearance M       well repair   QT say   Q 

 this kind of (.) well repair or 
15   .hh sono: watashi wa rikai siteiru tte  
 .hh    that       I       T comprehend doing      QT 

 .hh tha:t “I understand” 
16   yu    yoo    na (1) situmon wo sita n desu yo ne?  
 say appearance M         question   O    did   N     C    P    P 

 he asked this kind of (1) question, you know? 
 

In line 14, Zed deploys ripea (“repair”) as part of his response to the request by Yi in lines 1 to 3. Following 
Yi’s request, there is a .6 second pause filled with the sound of pages turning. Then, in line 6, Zed produces soo 
(“right”). This seems to treat Yi’s lines 1 to 3 as a request for confirmation rather than clarification. However, 
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following a .2 second pause during which he receives no uptake from Yi, Zed produces further talk in lines 6 
through 16, which ends up reformulating his description and naming of the interactant’s actions. It is in the 
course of this activity, in line 14, that Zed produces ripea (“repair”). This item is produced following a 
micropause, prefaced by the discourse marker ma, which can display a tentative stance, appended with the self 
repair initiation marker tte yu ka (“or rather”) (Rosenthal, 2008) and followed up with a reformulation of Zed’s 
just prior suggestion. These features, taken together, indicate that Zed has used ripea as a provisional name for 
the actions. It is important to note that ripea is deployed smoothly within the intonational contour of the phrase 
ma ripea tte yu ka (“well repair or rather”). In this way, Zed treats the term as an unremarkable solution to the 
problem of providing a provisional name for the actions. Thus, Excerpt 4 is an example of how the Participants 
treat their deployment of Anglo-Japanese terminology as an unnoticeable and unremarkable event. 
 
4. Terminology use and identity in the community 
4.1 Self repair and constructing an identity as a practitioner 
We may now examine some cases where the unnoticeable is made noticeable, so to speak. This is done primarily 
through the use of self repair. A point that requires emphasis here is that, in most instances, the terminology 
which participants target with self repair is mutually understandable for all co-present. In other words, the self 
repairs are not relatable to problems in intelligibility. 

Just prior to Excerpt 5, the Participants were discussing whether or not the participant’s actions observable in 
the data at hand are analyzable as constituting embedded correction (see Jefferson, 1983). 
 
Excerpt 5 
 
01 Y: ah. (.) e. (.2) juu go de: 
  ah          e          ten five  at 

  ah. e. (.2) at fifteen 
02   (.2) isu?= 
         chair 

  (.2) chair?= 
03 A: =i- a: ju [u go de  
   i-   a   ten five   at 

  =i- a: at fifteen 
04 Y:  [tte yuu. 
      QT   say 

   say. 
05 A: is [u tte yuu to [ka, 
   chair     QT   say   and.so.forth 

  say chair and so forth 
06 S:  [un. a:. 
07 Y:  [sore wa: (1.3) 
     that   T 

   that is (1.3) 
08   maa <syuufuku> (.4) inisieesyon. 
  well repair              initiation 

  well <repair> (.4) initiation. 
09   (.3)  
10 Y: a- a- n. ripea inisiee [syon. 
  a  a  n  repair    initiation 

  a a n repair initiation 
11 S:  [u:n.= 
    yeah 

    yea:h. 
 

In line 5, Abe asks a hypothetical question in regard to what kind of action would be instantiated were the 
participant to have said isu (“chair”) rather than mono (“thing”). In response, in line 8, Yi produces syuufuku 
inisieesyon (“repair initiation”). This element is prefaced by the discourse marker maa, which functions to 
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display a tentative stance. This, taken together with the 1.3 second delay (line 7), and the slowed production of 
syuufuku (“repair”), functions to frame the element syuufuku as being the tentative upshot of a word search.  

Line 8 is a possible completion point for Yi’s turn, and is followed by a .3 second transition space during 
which none of the participants offer any talk. Then, Yi breaks the silence with a self repair initiation (“a- a- n.”), 
and then replaces the element syuufuku with ripea (“repair”) (line 10). Thus, in lines 7 to 10, Yi treats the term 
ripea as being relevant and valued for participation at this time. Also, though orienting to using the valued term, 
she simultaneously accomplishes the group as a group, with certain valued resources, and her participation as a 
display of membership in that group.  
   
4.2 Terminology use in accomplishing the visibility of otherness 
So far, we have seen how the use self repair can display orientations to using certain terms over others, and how 
this functions in working up and managing group membership. A corollary to this is categorization as a 
newcomer or relative outsider through assembling self and other into separate categories. One procedure used to 
accomplish such categorization is the deployment of everyday Japanese terminology (rather than the 
terminology of the community) in utterances directed to incipient group members. Such terminology use 
effectively treats incipient members as not sharing the terminological repertoire of the community.  

The term used regularly by the Participants during their participation in doing data analysis to refer to the 
notion of pre-action (see, e.g., Schegloff, 2007) is purii (“pre”). In Excerpt 6, however, this term is avoided, and 
an alternate term from everyday Japanese, maeoki (“preface, introduction”), is used instead. In the excerpt, Ru, 
who had participated in only one prior data session, uses this shift between activities as an opportunity to ask a 
question to Zed.  
 
Excerpt 6 
01 R: sumimasen. 
 excuse.me 

 excuse me. 
02 Z: hai. 
 yes 

 yes. 
03 R: zed san wa (.2) ano ima mondai  
 Zed   Mr.  T           uhm   now  problem 

04  siteru tokoro wo moo itido  
 doing     place    O   more  once 

05  ukagatte mo yorosii de [su kah? u heh 
   alright.if.I.ask-H         C       Q     u  heh 
 would it be alright if I were to ask once the place (.2)  
 you are probleming? u heh 
06 Z:   [a eet:o: .hh  
     a   uhm      .hh 

    a uh:m: .hh 
07  futatu  aru n desu ke [do:  
 two.items exixt N   C       but 

 there are two items bu:t 
   [((nods)) 
08 R:   [hai. 
    yes 

    yes. 
09 Z: hitotu wa juu go gyoo me:, (.2) 
  one       T  ten five line.number 

 one is line number fiftee:n, (.2) 
10 R: hai.= 
 yes 

 yes.= 
11 Z: =no:. (.3) eeto puro tosite  
   M              uhm    pro     as 
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12  motitakunai desu ka? [tte yu no ga:  
 don’t.want         C    Q       QT  say one  S 

 =whe:re. (.3) uhm the one ‘as a pro don’t you want to have it?’ is 
   [((nodds)) 
13 R:   [un. 
    yeah 

    yeah. 
14 Z: .hh maa n:anraka no kooi no (.2) pu-  
 .hh   DM   some.kind   M  action  M          pr- 

15   ano::: maeoki ni natteiru [to yu  
 uhm       preface    becoming      QT say  

 
16 R:   [((nods)) 
17 Z: fuu ni kanjita n [desu kedo:  
   like      felt     N      C      but 

 .hh well I felt like it forms a (.2) pu- maeoki for 
 s:ome kind of action bu:t 
18 R:   [hai. 
    yes 

    yes. 
19 Z: sore ga doo yu  kooi no maemuki  
 that   S   what say action M    positive  

20  ni natteru ka wo .hh (.4) kijutu  
   becoming     Q   O   .hh          describe 

21  suru no ga hitotu no mokuteki: de ((continues)) 
 do     N   S     one      M   purpose       C 

 what kind of action it forms a positive for .hh 
 (.4) describing this is one purpo:se and 
 

The center of focus for the analysis below is on Zed’s self repair work in lines 14 and 15. These lines are 
produced by Zed as part of his answer to Ru’s question about the area of the data in which Zed is interested 
(lines 3 to 5). Zed indicates that his answer will be organized into two parts (line 7). In the analysis, we will 
examine only the first part of Zed’s two part answer. In lines 9 to 12, Zed first indicates an area on the transcript 
and then quotes the interactant’s utterance at this location. He then indicates that the quoted utterance might 
instantiate a pre for some kind of action (lines 14, 15, and 17). In line 14, Zed produces what is almost certainly 
the first part of purii (“pre”), pu- (line 14). However, Zed cuts off mid production and follows with the 
considerably sound stretched filler ano::: (“uhm”). Zed then resumes by producing maeoki (“preface, 
introduction”). Ru receipts this with a nod (line 16), and Zed continues on smoothly (lines 15 and 17).  

As discussed above, the participants occasionaly apply self repair to replace certain terminological items. In 
so doing, I argued, they are able to constitute their group as a community with a shared set of resources, and 
themselves as practitioner-members within that community. Notably, however, the instances examined above 
involved replacement with a term treated by the community as a resource for participation in doing data analysis. 
Zed’s self repair work in lines 14 and 15, however, is the inverse of this. In other words, rather than using a 
valued terminological resource to replace another term, here Zed replaces a valued term, purii (“pre”), with an 
everyday term, maeoki (“preface, introduction”). In this way, Zed treats purii as being possibly problematic in 
some respect, while simultaneously treating maeoki as being unproblematic in that respect. Importantly, this 
action is assembled as part of a response to Ru. Thus, Zed constitutes identities for (a) himself, as a practitioner 
who prioritizes the use of community resources (i.e., he initially starts to produce purii), and (b) Ru, as an 
outsider or newcomer who is not yet conversant with community resources. It may be further noted that, in line 
19, Zed also deploys maemuki (“positive, forward facing”). Because this word does not make sense within this 
context, and because it employs an utterance format identical to that in lines 14 and 15, that is, X kooi no Y 
(“action X’s Y”), it seems that maemuki here is a slip of the tongue production of maeoki. Assuming that this is 
the case, this subsequent use of a replacement term for purii further displays an orientation to purii as requiring a 
substitute term from everyday Japanese on this occasion.  
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5. Conclusion 
The analyses have demonstrated that the participants’ differential deployment of terminological resources is 
deeply intertwined with membership categorization work implicated in the constitution of identities related to 
the participants’ joint activity of doing data analysis. First, it was demonstrated that the participants treat certain 
terms as being unremarkable resources for participation. This behavior was discussed in relation to the 
ethnomethodologically-based argument by Sacks (1984) that being ordinary is accomplished in and through 
work members perform as they make an ongoing job out of doing being ordinary. Then, it was shown how the 
participants display an interactional attention to the terminology they use through the application of self repair. I 
argued that this display of attention functioned to make visible for one another the data session as a community, 
and the participants’ membership in that community. This was shown to be tied to the reflexive constitution of 
terminology as being valued by community members, and making the data session group mutually visible as a 
community with a shared set of participatory resources. In this way, for the participants, identity, shared 
resources, and community are reflexively constituted in and through their behavior in interaction while 
participating in doing data analysis at the data sessions. 
 
Appendix 1: Transcription conventions (see Jefferson, 2004)  
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^word glottal stop  
heh hah laughter tokens 

 high or low pitch 
>words< quicker than surrounding talk 
<words> slower than the surrounding talk 
wo[rd beginning of overlapped speech 
wo]rd end of overlapped speech 
=  latching (no pause between utterances) 
(3.3) pause (seconds and tenths of seconds) 
(.) pause less than one tenth of a second 
(xxx) unrecoverable utterance 

((words)) commentary by transcriptionist 
wo:::rd sound stretch 
WORDS louder than surrounding talk 
°words° softer than surrounding talk 
words more emphasis than surrounding talk 
wo- cut-off 
a:: rising intonational contour 
a:: falling intonational contour 
, level or slightly rising intonation 
? fully rising intonation 
. falling, final intonation 

Key for Interlinear Abbreviations 
C: Copula 
M: Noun modification particle (no, na, etc.) 
N: Nominalizer  
NG: Negative 
O: Object marker 

P: Interactional particle (yo, ne, sa, na, etc.) 
Q: Question marker 
QT: Quotation marker  
S: Subject marker  
T: Topic marker 
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Mental causality in BECAUSE/SINCE/IF clauses: 
A case study of grammar-pragmatics interface 

Hirohito KATAOKA 
(Osaka Dental University) 

[Abstract] The paper discusses a close connection between causal sentences and what 
Dennett calls ‘intentional stance.’ Sometimes contexts license paradoxical combination 

of factivity and counterfactuality in causal clauses, while other contexts prohibits. The 

former cases involve the intentional stance, while the latter do not.  

1 The problem 

This cognitive ability to attribute intentional states such as beliefs, desires, and intentions to 

other agents, or what Dennett calls "intentional stance," plays an important role in our 

comprehension of ordinary utterances. Consider the examples below:  

(1) It was 12 p.m. She/I went home.  

(2) The guests were boring. She/I left the party early.  (Pander and Degand 2001: 218) 

These utterances hardly make sense without taking into account what 'she' or 'I' believed and 

intended. She didn't mechanically go home driven by invisible force of time. The guests' being 

boring did not directly cause her leaving the party early with no awareness of it. As Pander and 

Degand (2001: 218) point out, these discourses implicitly requires attribution of reasoning and 

awareness to the protagonists: i.e. it requires intentional stance.  

Now my claim is that the intentional stance could be a key to understand some apparently 

paradoxical constructions like these:  

(3) They refused the chicane because it would have been unfair, against the rules and 

potentially dangerous."  (GrandPrix, Jun 22, 2005) 

(4) I’ll take an umbrella because/if it will rain. (cf. ‘if it rains’) 

These are paradoxical mainly for two reasons. First, BECAUSE-clauses and counterfactuality. The 

causal construction in (3) contains a counterfactual clause, which is a full-frontal violation of the 

usual factive constraint posed by the BECAUSE-clause. That is to say, BECAUSE-clauses, or causal 

clauses in general, presuppose that the embedded proposition is taken for granted to be a fact. We 

can observe this constraint at work in (5):  
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(5) He came back because he loved her. #But he didn't loved her. 

Since the BECAUSE-clause presupposes the fact that he loved her, denial of the same proposition 

will be contradictory. Indeed, it is contradictory and unnatural to say (6):  

(6) Last week it was warm *because (a) it would have been raining.  

(b) it wasn’t raining.  

This observation precludes a possible objection. One might say, "there is no paradox here, because 

the causal clause just presupposes the truth of the proposition, and counterfactual propositions do 

have truth-values; so there is nothing weird for the embedded counterfactual propositions to be 

presupposed to be true." If so, the example just mentioned should have been perfectly well-formed 

and acceptable. The objection have missed something important, and that is the semantic clash 

between factivity and counterfactuality.  

This is the Apparent Paradox I to be addressed here:  

(7) In some cases, factive because-clauses do license an embedded counterfactual proposition, 

while in other cases they don't.  

As far as I know, this problem has been mostly unnoted in the literature, let alone left unsolved.  

Second reason for the paradox is the reversed temporal relation. This is what Palmer (1974: 

148) has once called 'reversal of time relations.' In (8), the time of taking the umbrella precedes the 

time of possible raining: taking the umbrella comes first, the event of raining follows it.  

(8) [=(4)] I’ll take an umbrella because/if it will rain. (cf. ‘if it rains’)  

This goes the opposite direction of causality. The speaker says the cause is the raining, real or 

hypothetical, and the effect is his/her taking the umbrella. So you can see the direction of causality 

goes backward from the following event to the preceding event, apparently. And this is apparently 

paradoxical, since we usually assume that the direction of causality goes from a preceding event to 

the following event: A fire causes a smoke, not a smoke causes a fire.  

Note that the allegedly unusual occurrence of the modal WILL in the subordinate clause1. If it 

were absent, the temporal relation would be usual one: it starts raining, and you'll take your 

umbrella. Now this is the second paradox to be addressed.  

(9) The events are in the reversed order that goes the opposite of the causal relation. 

                                                  
1 It is a well-established fact that usually modal WILL can’t occur in subordinate clauses even 
though the clause refers to a future event:  

a. If it rains (*will rain) tomorrow, the match will be cancelled.  
b. If it rained (*would rain) tomorrow, the match would be cancelled.  
c. If it had rained (*would have rained) yesterday, the match would have been cancelled. 

(Haegeman and Guéron 1984: 45) 
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2 The claim 

Now my main idea is, "There are no paradoxes in the first place." They are just apparently and 

seemingly paradoxical, and the concepts of mental causation and intentional stance will help us 

explain why. The overall picture here is something like this (Fig 1). A causal construction with the 

form 'P BECAUSE Q,' where P and Q stand for states of affairs, will be interpreted as involving 

implicit beliefs and intentions, with causal relation holding between the belief that Q and 

intention that P, not between P and Q themselves. Now what we have to show is that we do 

actually infer implicit beliefs and intentions in specific cases. 

 

3 Mental causation and belief implication 

Searle (2001: 41) has coined the term ‘mental causation.’  

(10) There is only one kind of causation, and it is efficient causation. However, within efficient 

causation, there is an important subcategory having to do with mental state, or where a 

mental state causes something else. And within the subcategory of mental causation, 

there is yet another subcategory, that of intentional causation.  

We will use the term for a causal relation that holds between mental states such as beliefs, desires, 

intentions, perceptions, emotions, and so on. Take a simple example to illustrate the notion.  

(11) He opposed torture because he thought it was a violation of the American tradition of 

respect for human life and human rights. 

In this case, BECAUSE-clause denotes his thought (a subtype of mental state) and the main clause 

denotes an intentional action: there is an implicitly underling intention to oppose torture (notice 

how odd it is to say “He opposed torture without any intention to do so”). Direct cause of his 

opposition is his intention to do so. Thus the causal construction denotes a causal relation that 

hold between (a) his thought and (b) intention to oppose torture – between two distinct mental 

states. In linguistic terms, a diagnostic feature of mental causation is implication of belief. 

Compare the examples below:  

(12) He opposed torture because it was a violation of the American tradition of respect for 

human life and human rights.  

Situation Q Situation P

Belief(Q) Intention(P) 
CAUSALITY 

Fig 1.  
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(13) … But he didn’t think so. [i.e. He didn’t think that it is a violation of the American 

tradition of respect for human life and human rights.] 

The example (12) does not have the matrix clause "he thought" in (11). Yet, both of them can't be 

followed by (13) without giving rise to contradiction, which suggests that 'because it was a 

violation' somehow implied that he thought it was a violation. In other words, we've automatically 

applied some inferential rule from 'because p' to 'because someone believes p.' Notice that an 

identical BECAUSE-clause will imply a belief in some cases while it won't in others:  

(14) So he got into the van and drove to the bottom end of the paddock because he was so tired 

and needed some sleep.  

a. #But he wasn’t tired.  

b. #But he didn’t think he was tired. [belief implication] 

(15) Even though he didn’t think he was tired, he missed the ball because he was so tired. [no 

belief implication] 

The difference between the two is that (14) is an instance of mental causation while (15) an 

instance of non-mental causation. Generally speaking, mental causation implies some belief on the 

part of the agent/protagonist, while non-mental causation does not. Consider the following 

examples:  

(16) He skipped spending sunset on the beach because it was cloudy. [mental causation]  

(Los Angeles Times, May 12, 1988) 

(17) I drank hot tea instead of my usual orange juice this morning because it was cloudy. 

[mental causation] (Sacramento Business Journal, Dec 21, 2001) 

(18) He further testified that he took his jacket because it was cloudy (...)[mental causation] 

(California Courts of Appeal Reports, Oct 9, 1961) 

(19) Then they[=Solar Cars] couldn't get any power because it was cloudy. [non-mental causation]  

(Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Jul 28, 1990) 

Since the subordinate clauses are identical, the trigger of the inference can't be the linguistic 

expression per se. Rather, it must be the type of causal relation the construction denotes: mental 

vs. non-mental causal relations.  

4 Intentional stance as an inference rule 

The latter half of the overall picture is concerned with intentions. As I’ve said, an intentional 

action is construed as being caused by the very intention to do so. Jackendoff (1995: 214-215; 2007: 
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265) has formulated this as a default inference of intentional stance (this is inspired by Dennett’s 

work, but should not be confused. For one thing, Dennett’s version of intentional stance is not 

confined to intention, but more widely concerned with mental states in general).  

(20)  The intentional stance [as an inference rule] 

[X ACT] default  

(Jackendoff 1995: 214-215; 2007: 265) 

The formula might seem rather complicated at first sight, basically it says that "if there is an 

action in a given semantic structure, take it to be intentional." We call this inference “default” 

since it is cancellable: “unless there is evidence otherwise, we assume that any action is 

intentional” (Jackendoff 2007: 265). Take (12) for example again. At face value, the sentence seems to 

denote a causal relation between two states of affairs – between the fact that torture is a violation 

of the American tradition and his opposition to torture. But the inference of intentional stance 

brings in his intention behind the opposition as the immediate cause of the action. The fact that 

torture is a violation of the American tradition can’t be a cause/motivation of his intention unless it 

is accessible for him. This is why belief implication occurs in the case of mental causation. Hence 

we end up with an instance of mental causation – a causal relation holding between inferentially 

introduced mental states rather than two explicit states of affairs P and Q.  

5 A solution to the Apparent Paradox I  

Now it's time to show the solution to the Apparent Paradox I: Why could a counterfactual 

proposition could be embedded in a factive causal clause. There are two facts we should recall here. 

First, counterfactual propositions could be embedded in mentally causal clauses, while they 

couldn't be in non-mentally causal clauses. Second, mentally causal clauses imply some agent's 

belief(s). Now the solution is not hard to see. The counterfactual propositions can be embedded in 

mentally causal clauses since the clauses have implicit belief operators (probably in their 

conceptual/semantic structures).  In fact, the examples below are perfectly well-formed:  

(21) The Euromobile was supposed to visit Denmark in April. But the trip was called off 
because the government thought it would have been inopportune on the eve of the 

national referendum on the Maastricht treaty. (New York Times, June 12, 1992) 

(22) Some International Olympic Committee members said that the vote was not a rejection 

of Mr. Obama and that his presentation was formidable. Richard W. Pound, a committee 

member from Canada, said that the other cities wanted to knock Chicago out early 

because they thought it would have been more difficult to do so in the later rounds. 

X  ACT  
[[FROM [  COM [Situation, +Action ]]] 
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(New York Times, October 2, 2009) 

Notice that the counterfactuality is ascribed to the speaker's perspective, not to the protagonist's 

perspective. What the government thought/believed in (21) is something like "it will be 

inopportune," since the government didn't know the outcome at the point of time. This is probably 

due to the intensional-with-an-S context created by the psychological predicate. Let us 
summarize the question and the answer. Question: Why don't the counterfactual propositions 
give rise to semantic clash with factive constraint of the causal clauses? – Answer: Because 
they are implicitly embedded in the scope of belief operators. Now let us take a closer look at 
specific examples.  

(23) They refused the chicane because that it would have been unfair, against the rules and 

potentially dangerous. 

This utterance contains a counterfactual clause it would have been unfair, against the rules and 
potentially dangerous, which presupposes that nothing unfair was done in fact, in reality. Taken at 

face value, this should cause semantic anomaly due to the clash between factuality implication of 

the BECAUSE-clause and the counterfactual meaning of the subjunctive past perfect. However, 

insertion of a belief operator changes the face value to something that can be paraphrased as 

follows:  

(24) They refused the chicane because they believed that it would have been unfair, against 
the rules and potentially dangerous.  

Since their mental state of believing the proposition is not counterfactual, there will be no 

semantic clash between because and the embedded counterfactual proposition. Note that the 

situation designated by the counterfactual clause was not counterfactual until they refused the 

chicane.  

The same explanation applies to other examples. Consider the following one:  

(25) Senator Hilary Rodham Clinton said the legislation “never got through the House.” The 

House did pass a bill to define patient’s rights in August 2001. But Democrats denounced 

it as a sham, because it would have limited patients’ ability to sue insurers for injuries 

caused by the denial of care. And the two houses of Congress never reached agreement.  

(New York Times, Jan 7, 2006) 

Insertion of a belief operator into the conceptual structure that corresponds to the because-clause 

results a meaning that could be paraphrased like this:  

(26) … because they [=Democrats] believed it would have limited patients’ ability to …  

Again, the expected semantic clash can be avoided by the insertion, deriving exactly what the 
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utterance is intended to mean.  

The above examples might give the impression that the believer role of the inserted belief 

operator should be identified as the grammatical subject of the matrix clause. However, this 

impression is wrong. There are more complicated cases. Consider the example below:  

(27) Democracy arrived so late in Mexico not because it was infeasible, but because it would 
have diluted the political control of elites.  

(D. Acemoglu and J. Robinson, "On the economic origins of democracy," Daedalus, Winter 2007) 

This example is complicated in three respects. First, the surface sentence does not describe the 

entire causal chain that leads to the delayed democratization in Mexico. Rather, it just picks up 

two situations as focal points, leaving the rest to be inferred by the addressee. The entire causal 

chain could be depicted as a historical tree. The tree has three branches that indicate alternative 

histories. The causal chain implicitly involves some action taken by the ‘elites’ to interrupt the 

process of democratization in Mexico. Second, the believer of the propositional content embedded 

in the because-clause is not the grammatical subject of the main clause (i.e. Democracy), but the 

elites. Thus, the simple explanation that the grammatical subject should be the believer fails to 

explain the interpretation. Third, what is contrary to fact is not the propositional content of the 

because-clause: Democracy actually arrived and their political control was diluted in the end. Yet, 

as we can see from the historical tree in the Diagram, there is an alternative history where 

democracy arrived earlier if the elites had not interrupted the democratization. The subjunctive 

past perfect construction invokes this hypothetical history along with other possible alternatives. 

What is crucial to the utterance interpretation, though, is the insertion of the belief operator. 

Without it, the construction would be totally incomprehensible.  

6 A solution to the Apparent Paradox II  

What solved the Apparent Paradox I also solves the Apparent Paradox II. At first sight the 
(28) might seem like a case of temporal reversal, but the causal clause is construed to embed 
the proposition ‘it will rain’ in the scope of the speaker’s prediction:  

(28) I’ll take an umbrella because it will rain.2 [cf. because it rains]  
 

                                                  
2 School grammars sometimes suggest that WILL should not be used in certain syntactic 
circumstances including if, when and because clauses, but we do sometimes find instances of 
WILL in because-clauses: e.g.  

(i) We are aware we are going to be caught on the weekend again, because it will rain, 
then it will freeze. (CBC.ca, Dec 20, 2007) 

(ii) Keep that raincoat or umbrella handy if you plan any outdoor activities this weekend, 
because it WILL rain on Saturday. (Atlanta Journal Constitution, Nov 28, 2008)  
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Abstract 
Modal harmony occurs when one single modality is realised as two modal expressions, as in: ‘Possibly 
this gazebo may have been built by Sir Christopher Wren’ (Halliday 1970: 328). The importance of this 
phenomenon is reflected in papers such as Geurts and Huitink (2006), who coined the term ‘modal 
concord’, and Huitink (in press). In light of this recent development, this paper focuses on the following 
question: How can the study of Japanese modality contribute to the ongoing discussion of modal 
concord as a general and cross-linguistic phenomenon? Japan has a rich tradition in the field of modality, 
and valuable research has been conducted on patterns of co-occurrence between modal adverbs and 
grammaticalized modal markers. There is thus a solid theoretical and empirical foundation for 
cross-linguistic work. I discuss collocational patterns described in the literature on Japanese modality 
and suggest that Japanese has the following types of modal concord: epistemic, evidential (including 
reportative), and possibly deontic and exclamative concord. 
 
Keywords: Modal concord, modal harmony, epistemic, deontic, evidential, adverb-modal collocations 
 
 
1. The topic 

This paper focuses on the following research question: How can the study of Japanese modality 
contribute to the ongoing discussion of modal concord as a general and cross-linguistic phenomenon? 
However, before turning to the discussion of Japanese, I shall introduce some general aspects of the 
topic. The term ‘modal concord’ (also called ‘modal harmony’) is used for cases where one single 
modality is expressed by the combination of two modal expressions, as in Halliday’s example below 
(Halliday 1970: 328, boldface added): 

 
(1) Possibly this gazebo may have been built by Sir Christopher Wren.  

 
Halliday (1970: 331) notes that ‘possibly’ and ‘may’ in (1) “reinforce each other (as ‘concord’)”. In 
discussing this example, Huitink (in press: 2) explains that it “doesn’t express that it is possible that it is 
possible that Sir Christopher Wren built this gazebo”. Halliday shows that such examples differ from 
those where the modal expressions are “cumulative in meaning”, as in his example below (Halliday 
1970: 331): 

 
(2) Certainly he might have built it (‘I insist that it is possible’ or ‘I grant that it is possible’).  

 
Consider also the following examples from Huitink (in press: 2): 
 
(3) My eyes must certainly be deceiving me. 

 
(4) My eyes must be deceiving me. 

  
(5) My eyes are certainly deceiving me.  
 
Huitink (in press: 2) explains: “although sentence [3] contains both a modal verb and a modal adverb, it 
seems to express just a single modality. In fact, [3] expresses what could also be expressed by using [4] 
or [5]”. As seen in the examples above, for modal concord readings to occur, the modal adverb and the 
auxiliary must be semantically compatible in modal force. Sawada, making reference to Halliday, noted 
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such collocational possibilities already in 1978 (Sawada 1978: 9). Since Halliday (1970), modal 
harmony has been noted by Lyons (1977: 807-808), Bybee et al. (1994: 214-225), and Hoye (1997). The 
term ‘modal concord’ was coined by Geurts and Huitink in their important 2006 paper. Since then some 
papers have appeared, for example, Zeijlstra (2008) who argues that “modal auxiliaries are semantically 
vacuous in languages like English and Dutch”. See Huitink (in press) for a review of different 
approaches to the phenomenon. 
 
2. Types of modal concord  
 Examples (1) and (3) above exhibit epistemic concord. In the literature there are also examples of 
deontic concord, as in:  
 
(6) Power carts must mandatorily be used on cart paths where provided (Geurts and Huitink 2006: 

15). 
 

(7) Students must obligatorily register (Zeijlstra 2008). 
 

Further, Schenner (2008) was, to the best of my knowledge, the first to use the term ‘evidential concord’. 
He poses the following question (2008: 209): 
 

Given one or more evidentiality markers EV1 ..., EVn in a language L, can two or even 
more instances of these markers occur in the same clause or sentence? If yes, does a 
cumulative or concord interpretation result?  

 
Schenner presents examples with the German sollen (2008: 210): 
 
(8) Anna soll angeblich krank sein.  

Anna should allegedly  sick be 
Cumulative reading: ‘it is said that it is said that Anna is sick’ 
Concord reading: ‘it is said that Anna is sick’ 
 

Note also that the English ‘must’ has, in addition to its deontic and epistemic readings, an evidential use. 
As Hoye (1997: 275) notes, it is collocable with evidential adverbs such as ‘apparently’, ‘evidently’, 
‘inevitably’, and ‘obviously’. The following sentence, from Palmer (1990: 27), seems to me to be an 
example of evidential concord: 
 
(9) Evidently, she must have talked to her mother about them, you see, because…. 
 
In addition to these basic types of modal concord, one may also make a distinction between what I call 
modal concord in the narrow and broad sense. The former refers to cases where the modal expressions 
are clause-mates, as in all examples above. Consider now the following example, in which there is 
interclausal modal harmony between ‘think’ and ‘may’. 
 
(10) Mary thinks it may rain. 

 
Portner (2009: 260) says, about (10), that “two modal elements are really present, but their combination 
happens to be equivalent to a single operator”.  
  
3. Modal concord in Japanese 
 With the basic distinctions presented above in mind, I now turn to Japanese. Narrog (2009: 76) 
states that “modal adverbs in Japanese usually co-occur with modal markers in the verbal complex”. He 
also points out the similarity to English modal concord when saying: “this is similar to English where 
Hoye (1997) speaks of ‘adverb satellites’ for modals”. Furthermore, although it seems that the terms 
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‘modal harmony’ or ‘modal concord’ are not used in Japanese linguistic literature, the phenomenon as 
such, is well known. Japan has a rich tradition in the field of modality, with prominent linguists such as 
Haruhiko Kindaichi, Yasushi Haga, Takashi Masuoka, Akira Mikami, Fujio Minami, Yoshio Nitta, 
Harumi Sawada, Yukinori Takubo, Hideo Teramura, Minoru Watanabe, and the list goes on (see Larm 
2006 for a review of the Japanese tradition). Japanese grammarians have described different types of 

 ko-oo ‘agreement’ relations, including adverb-modal co-occurrence (see for example Kudo 2000, 
Morimoto 2011 and Sugimura 2009). Thus, I do not claim originality to the data presented below. On 
the contrary, my point is that there is a solid theoretical and empirical foundation for cross-linguistic 
work. 
 Japanese has modal concord both in the narrow and in the broad sense. To start with the latter, 
epistemic modal harmony occurs interclausally between the propositional attitude verb omou ‘think’ 
and the subjective epistemic daroo as in (Larm 2009: 73): 2 
 
(11) Ashita  wa  ame  ga   fur-u  daroo   to omo-u.  

tomorrow TOP rain NOM  fall-NPAST CONJ COMP think-NPAST  
‘I think that it will probably rain tomorrow.’ 

 
Note that when omou ‘think’ is in the nonpast form, the cognitive agent must be the speaker. The 
function of this construction seems to be to reinforce the subjective modality. Although interclausal 
modal concord is worth further attention, I shall not pursue it in this paper.  
 As for modal concord in the narrow sense, where the modal expressions are clause-mates, 
Japanese has the following types of concord: epistemic, evidential (including reportative), and possibly 
deontic and exclamative. The collocational properties of the examples below are well attested in 
Japanese linguistic literature. Epistemic concord occurs with the subjective marker daroo, as in (12) 
where it combines with tabun ‘perhaps’ (see Larm 2009 for a discussion of subjective and objective 
modality): 
 
(12) Tabun  Ken wa ik-u daroo.  

perhaps Ken TOP go-NPAST CONJ 
‘Perhaps Ken will go.’ 
 

Epistemic concord is also observed in the following examples with the objective markers kamoshirenai 
‘may’ and nichigainai ‘must’. The former often co-occurs with hyottoshitara ‘possibly’ and the latter is 
collocable with kitto 'certainly': 
 
(13) Hyottoshitara  kare  wa  kuru  kamoshirena-i. 

possibly he TOP come.NPAST SPEC-NPAST 
‘There is a chance that he will come.’ 
 

(14) Kitto  kuru  nichigaina-i. 
certainly come.NPAST DED-NPAST 
‘There is no doubt that (s/he) will come.’ 

 
Japanese also has evidential concord. Consider the sensory evidential –sooda in (15), the inferential 
yooda in (16), and the external evidence marker rashii in (17), all three of which can collocate with 
dooyara ‘apparently’: 
 
(15) Dooyara   hare-soo  da. 

apparently  clear up-SENSEV  COP.NPAST 
‘It looks as if the weather is going to clear up.’ 
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(16) Dooyara  ame ga     yan-da   yoo  da.  
apparently  rain  NOM  stop-PAST INF COP.NPAST 
‘It appears to have stopped raining.’ 
 

(17) Dooyara  kare  wa  hon  o  yon-de i-ru  rashi-i. 
apparently he    TOP  book ACC read-GER be-NPAST EXEV-NPAST 

 ‘He seems to be reading the book.’      (Aoki 1986: 234, original translation, gloss modified)                                 
 
There is also a subtype of evidential concord which may be called ‘reportative’ or ‘quotative’ concord. 
The quotative sooda (not to be confused with the sensory evidential –sooda above) marks reported 
evidence and thus collocates with nandemo, which may be translated, as least in the example below, as 
‘reportedly’: 
 
(18) Nandemo Ken  ga  kekkon  suru  soo  da. 

reportedly  Ken  NOM  marriage  do.NPAST  QUOT COP.NPAST 
‘I hear Ken is getting married.’ 
 

It has been difficult to find Japanese examples with deontic concord. However, the following sentence 
with kanarazu ‘necessarily’ and –nakereba ikenai ‘must’, provided by my informant, seems comparable 
with the English sentence (7) above.  
 
(19) Gakusei  wa kanarazu  tooroku  shi-nake-reba  ik-e-na-i.  

student  TOP necessarily registration do-NEG-PROV go-POT-NEG-NPAST 
‘Students must necessarily register.’ 

 
Thus we see that Japanese has epistemic, evidential, and possibly deontic concord. In addition, I suggest 
that the Japanese exclamative construction, where nante ‘how; what’ combined with no daroo, can be 
characterised as ‘exclamative’ or ‘mirative’ concord, as in: 
 
(20) Kesa   wa nante samu-i  no daroo!  

this morning TOP how cold-NPAST NML CONJ 
‘How cold it is this morning!’ 
 

It would be of value to investigate whether there are similar examples in other languages.  
 

4. Collocational range  
 By shifting the attention from the grammaticalized modal markers themselves to their possible 
combinations with modal adverbs, as in the above examples, we can get a grip of their meaning. For 
example, the subjective epistemic daroo is context dependent to the extent that it could be argued that it 
lacks a fixed semantic meaning. As Takubo (2009: 175) puts it, “the modal force of daroo is not 
lexically specified, so the exact translation cannot be given out of context. It can be glossed as ‘will 
probably’ or ‘will without doubt’ depending on the modal adverb it co-occurs with.” As is well known, 
daroo may co-occur with adverbs such as tabun ‘perhaps’, osoraku ‘probably’, and kitto ‘surely’: 
 
(21) Tabun/osoraku/kitto  Ken wa ik-u daroo.  

perhaps/probably/surely Ken TOP go-NPAST CONJ 
‘Perhaps/probably/surely Ken will go.’ 

Daroo does not, however, co-occur with hyottoshitara ‘possibly’:  

(22) * Hyottoshitara  Ken  wa  kuru   daroo. 
  possibly  Ken TOP come.NPAST CONJ 
  ‘Possibly Ken will come.’ 
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Kamoshirenai and ni chiganai are more specified for modal force. As was shown in (13), kamoshirenai 
co-occurs with hyottoshitara ‘possibly’, but it does not readily combine with osoraku ‘probably’, and it 
cannot co-occur with kitto ‘certainly’ (examples from Sawada 1993: 228): 
 
(23) ? Sekigunha  wa  osoraku  ima,  Arujeria  ni  i-ru  kamoshirena-i.  

  the Red Army  TOP probably now  Algeria  in  be-NPAST  SPEC-NPAST 
  (Presumably intended to mean) ‘Probably the Red Army may now be in Algeria.’ 
 

(24) * Sekigunha  wa  kitto  ima,  Arujeria  ni  i-ru  kamoshirena-i.  
  the Red Army  TOP surely now  Algeria  in  be-NPAST  SPEC-NPAST 
  (Presumably intended to mean) ‘Certainly, the Red Army may now be in Algeria.’ 
 

Ni chiganai collocates with kitto ‘certainly’, as in (14) above, but not with hyottoshitara ‘possibly’ and 
osoraku ‘probably’: 
 
(25) * Hyottoshitara  kare  wa  kuru  ni chigana-i. 

  possibly  he TOP come.NPAST DED-NPAST 
  ‘(lit.) Possibly, he must come.’ 
 

Thus, the collocational possibilities of a modal marker make clear its range of meaning in terms of 
modal force. Moreover, collocability is also useful for distuingishing evidential and epistemic modality. 
Evidentials do not co-occur with epistemic adverbs such as kitto ‘certainly’, osoraku ‘probably’, and 
tabun ‘perhaps’: 

 
(26) * Kitto/*osoraku/*tabun   kuru  rashi-i/ ki-sooda. 

 certainly/probably/perhaps  come.NPAST  EXEV-NPAST/ come.SENSEV 
  ‘Certainly/probably/perhaps (s/he) seems to come/it looks as if (s/he) is coming.’ 
 

(27) * Kitto/*osoraku/*tabun   kuru   yooda/sooda. 
  certainly/probably/perhaps  come.NPAST  INF/QUOT 
 ‘Certainly/probably/perhaps (s/he) appears to come/(s/he) is said to come. 
 

And, conversely, the epistemic markers daroo and ni chigainai do not co-occur with the evidential 
adverb dooyara ‘apparently’: 
 
(28) * Dooyara  kuru  daroo/ni chiganai. 

 apparently  come.NPAST  CONJ/DED 
‘Apparently (s/he) will/must come.’ 

 
As for kamoshirenai, Sugimura (2009: 242) says that it is compatible with dooyara as in (29), but my 
informant finds this example a little odd: 
 
(29) Ashita  wa  dooyara ame  ga  fur-u  kamoshirena-i. 

tomorrow  TOP  apparently  rain  NOM  fall-NPAST  SPEC-NPAST 
‘(Presumably intended to mean) Apparently it may rain tomorrow.’  
 

5. Concluding remarks 
 After having considered examples of epistemic, evidential, deontic and exclamative concord, the 
question arises: Why does modal concord occur? Huitink (in press: 8) suggests that “concord readings 
arise out of the need to disambiguate lexically underspecified modal expressions”, but this does not 
seem to be the case in Japanese, or, at least it is not the whole story. In contrast to English, where modals 
such as ‘must’ and ‘may’ have both epistemic and deontic readings, modal concord in Japanese occurs 
with modals that are unambiguous in terms of modal flavour. Modals such as daroo, kamoshirenai, and 
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nichiganai are not used deontically. As for modal force, disambiguation may be involved in the case of 
daroo, which is highly context dependent, but modal concord also happens with the less ambiguous 
kamoshirenai and nichigainai. It should be pointed out that Huitink is well aware that modal concord 
may work differently in other languages, and that there can be other reasons for this than disambiguation. 
She also presents the English counterexample ‘You might perhaps have overlooked this 
counterexample’ where the “reason might be politeness” (Huitink, in press: 10).  
 Srdanovi  Erjavec, Bekeš and Nishina (2008: 252) point out that “co-occuring of modal adverbs 
and clause-final modality forms in the Japanese language exhibits a strong agreement-like behaviour”. 
Referring to the work of Kudo, they state that “the function of modal adverbs is to secondarily reinforce 
the primary sentence and clause-final modality” (Srdanovi  Erjavec, Bekeš and Nishina 2008: 254). In 
this connection it is to be noted that Japanese differs from English in that some modal adverbs, for 
example hyottoshitara ‘possibly’ and dooyara ‘apparently’, almost require a corresponding sentence 
final modal. The following examples ending with the nonpast, conclusive form are somewhat unnatural: 
 
(30) ? Hyottoshitara kare  wa  kuru.  

  possibly  he TOP come.NPAST 
 ‘(lit.) Possibly, he will come.’ 

 
(31) ?Ashita  wa  dooyara ame  ga  fur-u. 

 tomorrow  TOP apparently  rain  NOM  fall-NPAST  
 ‘Apparently, it will rain tomorrow.’ 

  
These sentences can be rescued by making their endings less conclusive. Although this need not 
necessarily be done by an epistemic or evidential marker, there is nevertheless a sense that the modal 
adverb anticipates a corresponding modal expression. Thus, the motivation for modal concord may be 
different in Japanese and English. A more in-depth discussion of this issue will, however, have to be left 
to future work.     

 

                                                 
1 I wish to thank Dr. Janneke Huitink for comments on aspects of modal concord. I would also like to thank the 
audience at this conference for their helpful feedback. As this paper represents the content of my presentation, I 
have not incorporated all the comments and suggestions here, but they will certainly be useful in my future work 
on this topic. It was a valuable experience for me to take part in the conference; my network has been enriched with 
new ‘modality-friends’. 
2 The abbreviations used in this paper are: ACC = accusative, COMP = complementiser, CONJ = conjectural, COP 
= copula, DED = deductive, EXEV = external evidence, GER = gerund, INF = inferential, NEG = negative, NML 
= nominaliser, NOM = nominative, NPAST = nonpast tense, PAST = past tense, POT = potential, PROV = 
provisional, QUOT = quotative, SENSEV = sensory evidential, SPEC = speculative, TOP = topic. 
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Abstract 
This paper examines metaphorical promising, wherein a political actor is held accountable for 
some future action or state as a result of a discourse jointly constructed by the politician and 
others. Metaphorical promises are labeled “promises” by, for example, news media yet they 
do not comprise a single speech act. They are complex discourses jointly constructed by 
multiple speakers, hearers, and referees, but with outcomes attributed to a single actor. 

Keywords metaphorical promising, political discourse, media discourse, speech acts 
 
1. Introduction: Canonical speech acts 
 Political promising can be dangerous. Within societies that hold what Alessandro Duranti 
(1988, 1994) calls personalist ideologies, an individual speaker is held responsible for the 
content and the consequences of his or her acts of speaking. In mainstream Japanese, British, 
or American society, as in many other societies, dominant language ideologies hold that 
speakers can make promises which they are then committed to fulfill. Political actors, in 
particular candidates for elected office, will frequently promise that if they are given a 
position they will undertake certain actions for the society and specific positive results will 
follow. Since the speaker is seen as having both the obligation and the power to fulfill these 
promises, if the anticipated results do not follow, the politician risks loss of popular support 
and political power, and possible removal from office. 
 Speech Act Theory as traditionally construed holds to such a personalist ideology. In his 
1969 essay, Speech Acts, John Searle defines the act of promising in terms of the actions and 
the intentions of the speaker: the speaker expresses a proposition; the proposition predicates a 
future act by the speaker; the speaker intends to do the action; the speaker obliges himself to 
act; etc. Such a formulation implies that meaning and intent are psychological properties of an 
individual, the speaker, and that they exist within the speaker prior to the moment of linguistic 
interaction. 

  Figure 1. John Searle’s (1969) definition of a promise 

S sincerely and non-defectively promises that p to H if and only if the following 
conditions 1-9 obtain: 
1. Normal input and output conditions obtain. 
2. S expresses the proposition that p in the utterance of T. 
3. In expressing that p, S predicates a future act A of S. 
4. H would prefer S's doing A to his not doing A, and S believes H would prefer his doing A to 
his not doing A. 
5. It is not obvious to both S and H that S will do A in the normal course of events. 
6. S intends to do A. 
7. S intends that the utterance of T will place him under an obligation to do A. 
8. S intends (i-I) to produce in H the knowledge (K) that the utterance of T is to count 
as placing S under an obligation to do A. S intends to produce K by means of the 
recognition i-I, and he intends i-I to be recognized by virtue of (by means of) H's 
knowledge of the meaning of T. 
9. The semantical [sic] rules of the dialect spoken by S and H are such that T is 
correctly and sincerely uttered if and only if conditions 1-8 obtain. 
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 Such personalist ideologies are not universal, however. Michelle Rosaldo (1982), for 
example, argued that members of Ilongot society in the Philippines do not have folk theories 
of speaker intent, so that they do not consider sincerity and felicity as elements of verbal 
interaction. Rosaldo's analysis of Ilongot speech acts removes the individual speaker from the 
central position and considers the social context of hearing. Similarly, Duranti (1988, 1994) 
describes a Samoan tradition of interpretation in which an utterance's meaning is understood 
as the change it helps to affect among hearers, without regard for the speaker's intentions. Jane 
Hill (2001) points out that the “danger” of political promising holds within personalist 
regimes such as that in the United States. Thus, my remarks about the dangers of political 
promising should be seen not as universal but as an element of linguistic interaction in 
particular social settings, specifically, in Japanese and American electoral politics. 
 
2. George H.W. Bush: Read my lips 
 Hill (2001) analyzes a classic example of dangerous political speech which uses a 
canonical – that is non-metaphorical – but indirect promise. In his speech at the 1988 
Republican National Convention accepting the party's nomination as candidate for president, 
George H.W. Bush told a narrative that foresaw his own future actions. Speaking of the 
United States Congress, Bush said, “The Congress will push me to raise taxes and I'll say no. 
And they'll push, and I'll say no, and they'll push again, and I’ll say to them, ‘Read my lips: 
No new taxes’” Two years later in negotiations with the Congress, then-President Bush agreed 
to new taxes on alcohol and tobacco, as well as an increase in the top income tax rate. 
 Although some aides to the president, including Peggy Noonan, who had written the “No 
new taxes” speech, insisted that the speech was not intended as a promise, critics, including 
Bush's rivals within the Republican party, charged that he had broken a promise and that he 
had lied about his intentions. Hill (2001) analyzes these competing claims in terms of two 
social expectations placed on American politicians. On one hand, politicians are expected to 
present an emotionally appealing self-image, which Hill labels the discourse of theater. In the 
discourse of theater a political campaign constructs a message through images and music as 
well as emotionally appealing speech from the candidate. On the other hand, politicians are 
also expected to provide specific information about their plans for the future, which Hill 
labels the discourse of truth. In the discourse of truth a politician gives voters his or her word 
by expressing goals for the future. This expression of goals is bound by H. Paul Grice's 
maxim of quality: “Try to make your contribution one which is true” (1975: 27). If a 
politician's word is found to be untrue, that politician will be held unworthy of election. In this 
case, George H.W. Bush was judged insincere and lost his bid for reelection in 1992. 
 Speech act theory has long recognized that surface linguistic form is neither necessary 
nor sufficient for identifying a speech act. Speech acts may be indirect. Thus, “I'll say to them, 
'Read my lips: No new taxes,” may serve as an act of promising, equivalent to “I hereby 
promise not to raise taxes,” if the speaker and the hearer share the necessary beliefs, intents, 
and understandings. This case seems also to suggest, contra Searle, that at least in political 
promising, the understanding of hearers and referees may play a more important role than the 
intent of the speaker in determining whether an utterance constitutes a promise. Although 
Bush did not intend to promise, listeners understood him to have promised; the effect of the 
speech was to create an obligation in accordance with the hearers’ understanding. 
 Let me turn to two more cases of political promising in which the understandings of 
hearers do not seem to match the intent of the speakers. What makes these cases especially 
interesting is not just the match between understanding and intent. These are internal states 
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which are, of course, impossible to read directly from the discourse. What makes the cases 
notable is the match between effects and actual utterances. In each of these cases, an 
individual politician is charged with having broken his word, yet in neither case is there an 
utterance in which that word is given. 
 I present two cases. The first, concerning George W. Bush and AmeriCorps, is based on 
preliminary analysis of a corpus of 190 newspaper articles published between 2001 and 2003 
in the Washington Post, the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, and USA Today. The 
second case, concerning Yukio Hatoyama and Marine Air Station Futenma, is drawn from my 
contribution to the forthcoming book Discourses of War and Peace. It is based on a corpus of 
approximately 450 newspaper articles published in English between 2009 and 2010 in Daily 
Yomiuri, the International Herald Tribune Asahi, The Japan Times, and the Kyodo news 
service, as well as the 2009 election manifestos of various political parties 
 
3. George W. Bush: AmeriCorps and community service 
 Although the George W. Bush administration is today generally regarded as a 
conservative American government, at the time of the younger Bush's election in 2000 he was 
regarded as a “third way” politician in the mold of Bill Clinton or Tony Blair, neither purely 
of the political right or left (Milbank 1 Feb 2001). One of the first activities undertaken by the 
Bush White House was the establishment of an “Office of Faith-Based and Community 
Initiatives”, a program that would provide federal funding to religious organizations so that 
they in turn could provide various community services (LA Times 30 Jan 2001). One of the 
first things Mr. Bush did to expand community service was to appoint one of his advisers, 
Steve Goldsmith, to oversee the existing AmeriCorps program (Washington Post 30 Jan 2001). 
AmeriCorps is a program created by President Clinton to encourage young people to do 
volunteer community service by helping them pay back their student loans. Largely because 
of his support for two programs - AmeriCorps and his Faith-Based Initiatives - Bush was 
labeled a “communitarian”, a leader dedicated to community service. Throughout 2001, as a 
law to establish and fund the Office of Faith-Based Initiatives made its way through the 
legislature, newspaper editorials and reporting in the United States made note of this 
commitment to community. 
 On September 11th, 2001, terrorists affiliated with al Qaeda attacked the World Trade 
Center in New York and the Pentagon in Washington. Bush would soon launch the so-called 
“War on Terror” as a heading for numerous military attacks as a response (see e.g. Hodges 
and Nilep 2007 among many others). But some of his earliest speeches after the attack were 
further calls for community service and civic unity. 
 In January 2002 Mr. Bush gave his first State of the Union address. It included the 
following lines. 
 

USA Freedom Corps will expand and improve the good efforts of AmeriCorps and 
Senior Corps to recruit more than 200,000 new volunteers. And America needs 
citizens to extend the compassion of our country to every part of the world, so we 
will renew the promise of the Peace Corps, double its volunteers over the next five 
years and ask it to join a new effort to encourage development and education and 
opportunity in the Islamic world. [Bush 2002] 
 

Like his father's narrative of future events (“I will say to them...'no new taxes',”), the younger 
Bush's description of future events could be understood as an indirect promise. And indeed, 
AmeriCorps and Senior Corps did recruit more than 200,000 new volunteers over the next 
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five years. According to the most recent information on Senior Corps' web site, that group 
now has more than 400,000 volunteers, while AmeriCorps has approximately 85,000, up from 
50,000 in 2002 (seniorcorps.gov 2011). Applications to the Peace Corps also increased by 
39% following Bush's 2002 State of the Union address. 
 Within about a week of the president's speech, charities began predicting that it would be 
difficult to train and administer all of these new volunteers, given that there was not much 
increased funding promised (Salmon 8 Feb 2002). Newspapers noted a disparity between so-
called “values conservatives” such as the president and “anti-government conservatives” in 
Congress who vowed not to increase government spending in support of these volunteer 
organizations (Balzar 17 Feb 2002). The Congress, divided between conservative and 
progressive members, did not agree on funding for these programs during 2002, despite calls 
for support of the programs by, among others, Democratic former president Bill Clinton and 
Republican former cabinet secretary William Bennett. Unlike Clinton or Bennett, though, 
George W. Bush did not push for increased funding. In December 2002, and again in February 
2003 the Washington Post suggested that the White House was not lobbying the government 
to fund these volunteer programs. The Post cited anonymous members of Congress among 
other sources for the claim. 
 In the spring of 2003 the White House Office of Management and Budget, the office that 
oversees accounting of government spending, found technical errors in AmeriCorps's 
accounts. In order to correct these errors and replace money it had spent inappropriately, the 
organization would need to cut about $64 million from support for current volunteers. In 
response the House of Representatives authorized an emergency spending bill. But the Senate, 
the upper house of Congress, did not approve that bill, meaning that the money could not be 
spent. The White House made no argument on the issue of emergency spending. 
 A July 17th editorial in the New York Times suggested that by failing to speak on the issue 
of emergency spending, Mr. Bush was “betraying his oft-repeated promise to expand” 
AmeriCorps. George Miller, a Democratic member of the House of Representatives said, “at 
the end of the day he [Bush] broke his promise” (New York Times 26 August 2003). Hillary 
Clinton, a senator from New York, said that her husband, Bill Clinton, had asked Mr. Bush “to 
take care of AmeriCorps,” but she charged, “So far, that promise made... has not been 
fulfilled.” 
 What we see in the case of AmeriCorps is two promises. The first is a relatively straight-
forward, if indirect, commisive speech act. Mr. Bush said in a public speech, “USA Freedom 
Corps will expand and improve the good efforts of AmeriCorps and Senior Corps to recruit 
more than 200,000 new volunteers.” In so saying, he obliged himself to create USA Freedom 
Corps as a White House program, and further obliged USA Freedom Corps to expand and 
improve AmeriCorps and Senior Corps. USA Freedom Corps was created, and AmeriCorps 
and Senior Corps did expand (though more slowly and less evenly than supporters may have 
wished). The episode also features a second 'promise': Mr. Bush was, in the minds of many 
people, obliged to lobby on behalf of AmeriCorps and to help secure its funding. We know 
that people including Hilary Clinton, George Miller, and the editorial board of the New York 
Times understood this obligation to exist since they accused the president of failing to 
discharge it. In each case, they called this failure an unfulfilled or broken promise. Unlike the 
promise to create USA Freedom Corps, however, this obligation was not a direct consequence 
of any one statement by the president. Instead, a complex chain of discourse, including the 
president's statements in support of AmeriCorps, statements by rival politicians against 
increased funding, and statements in news reporting, among others, jointly created the 
obligation. This resembles a canonical promise in some ways – a message is communicated so 
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that an obligation exists – but it also differs in crucial ways. The message is not delivered by 
the person obligated, but is jointly created by multiple speakers across multiple occasions. It 
is, in short, a metaphorical promise. 
 
4. Yukio Hatoyama: U.S. Marine Air Station Futenma 
 Let us consider a second metaphorical promise, one which had much more 'dangerous' 
results for the politician it obligated. 
 In August 2009 Yukio Hatoyama became the prime minister of Japan when the 
Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) took control of the Diet by defeating the Liberal Democratic 
Party (LDP) in a general election. A public opinion survey found 72% approval for the 
Hatoyama government at its launch in September 2009. Within nine months, however, 
approval had fallen to around 20% and newspapers, opposition politicians, and even former 
coalition partners were calling for Hatoyama’s resignation (Japan Times 2010, May 5). Press 
coverage cited two causes for the rapid fall in the government’s popularity: a financial scandal 
and a broken promise. The financial scandal involved former DPJ president Ichiro Ozawa, an 
ally of Hatoyama who would later face trial over his alleged misdeeds. The charge of false 
promises, though, is trickier to untangle. 
 According to news coverage and editorials, Hatoyama failed to deliver on his promise to 
remove US Marine Corps Air Station Futenma from Okinawa. Of course Hatoyama did not 
remove the base, and his handling of the issue has made subsequent negotiations between 
Washington, Tokyo, and Okinawa increasingly difficult. What makes this 'promise' interesting 
to me, though, is the fact that Hatoyama did not specifically mention the base during the 
election campaign. Indeed an editorial in the International Herald Tribune Asahi newspaper 
just before the election expressed disappointment that the DPJ did not promise to remove the 
base (IHT/Asahi 2009, July 27). Yet by the following spring the same newspaper was among 
those charging that Hatoyama “failed... on his promise to move the facility” (IHT/Asahi 2010, 
May 15). A chain of discourse produced by Hatoyama, members of his cabinet, rival 
politicians, and the news media among others came to be understood in retrospect as a 
promise attributed specifically to Hatoyama. 
 A 2006 agreement between the Japanese and American governments called the 
“Roadmap for Realignment Implementation” (MOFA 2006) called for the removal of U.S. Air 
Station Futenma from the city of Ginowan in Okinawa prefecture. Foreign Minister Taro Aso 
and Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice signed the agreement (henceforth the Aso-Rice 
agreement), laying out plans to build a replacement base, to move some of the Marines and 
their families to Guam, and to return the Futenma facility to the Japanese people. Although 
this plan would remove the base from the city of Ginowan, it was still unpopular with critics 
who noted that the replacement facility would be nearby on the same Okinawan island. 
Despite objections, though, subsequent governments made no move to change it. 
 In its 2009 manifesto the DPJ made only one passing mention of military realignment, in 
Point 51. 
 

[DPJ 2009a] 
Propose the revision of the Japan-U.S. Status of Forces Agreement. Move in the 
direction of re-examining the realignment of the U.S. military forces in Japan and the 
role of U.S. military bases in Japan. [DPJ 2009b] 
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As the party's primary campaign document, the manifesto can be understood as a political 
promise. It is not clear, though, what is promised. The document mentions a re-examination, 
but even then promises only to “move in the direction of re-examining.” This imprecise 
language seems to be the product of disagreement among DPJ politicians. While some 
favored removal, others opposed it. The rival Liberal Democratic Party’s manifesto criticized 
this DPJ position, suggesting, “We cannot entrust the safety of Japan to a political party... that 
cannot even reach agreement among its members about their stance on these [military and 
diplomatic] issues” (LDP 2009). 
 The Democratic Party won the election on August 30th and began negotiations with the 
Social Democratic Party and the People's New Party to form a coalition government. 
According to the Japan Times, the Social Democrats wanted the new government to 
renegotiate the Aso-Rice agreement, but the DPJ refused, not wanting to show any 
disagreement with the US (Japan Times 2009, September 11). 
 Over the next few weeks, various cabinet members made conflicting statements on 
realignment. The State Minister for Okinawa suggested that the government may revisit the 
Aso-Rice agreement (Kyodo 2009, October 3a), but the Defense Minister said that it would be 
difficult to find any other solution (Kyodo 2009, October 2). The Foreign Minister said that he 
planned to renegotiate the agreement with the United States in exchange for Japan's continued 
support of the war in Afghanistan (Kyodo 2009, October 3b). Eventually, Prime Minister 
Hatoyama held a press conference to address these conflicting statements. He said that the 
party's manifesto “is certainly one promise we have made,” but added “I would not deny the 
possibility that it could change in terms of time” (Kyodo 2009, October 7). Hatoyama's 
remarks frame the manifesto as a promise, but they do not make clear what if any action was 
promised. 
 In October and November parliament met in extraordinary session. Since the United 
States Congress had recently voted to accept the Aso-Rice agreement, editorials from the 
major newspapers all called for the government to announce its relocation plan quickly (Daily 
Yomiuri 2009, October 14; Japan Times 2009, October 23; IHT/Asahi 2009, October 27). 
When the Diet session ended without addressing the issue, editorials criticized Hatoyama 
(Daily Yomiuri 2009, December 4; IHT/Asahi 2009, December 5). 
 In December Hatoyama announced that he would not make any decision on the Futenma 
relocation issue before the end of the year. Public approval for the government fell from 
around 70% to less than 50% with many respondents expressing displeasure with the prime 
minister’s lack of leadership (IHT/Asahi 2009, December 23). 
 In January 2010 Hatoyama announced, “The government shall decide on a specific 
replacement site by the end of May” (Kyodo 2010, January 30). Unlike earlier statements, this 
was a clear and specific commitment to a future action: Hatoyama promised that his 
government would make a decision by the end of May. By April editorials in the major papers 
were referring to Hatoyama’s plural “promises” (IHT/Asahi 2010, March 6; Daily Yomiuri 
2010, April 15; Japan Times 2010, April 24). Hatoyama insisted to reporters that neither the 
DPJ manifesto nor any official statement from the government had ever promised to remove 
the base from Okinawa. On May 6th he told reporters, “Moving it at the very least outside the 
prefecture merely represented my own thinking” (Asahi.com 2010). Editorials, however, 
seized upon the words “at least outside the prefecture,” and cast this not as an excuse for why 
the government might not act but as a promise that it would. The Japan Times, for example, 
wrote on May 7th, “Before the Aug. 30 Lower House election last year, Mr. Yukio Hatoyama... 
made a campaign pledge to move U.S. Marine Corps Air Station Futenma, Okinawa, outside 
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Okinawa or even abroad.” Media and party documents from 2009, however, record no such 
pledge. 
 On May 13th the DPJ released its revised base realignment plan. Contrary to expectations, 
it was substantially identical to the 2006 Aso-Rice plan, with several minor modifications. 
Hatoyama seemed to feel that he had delivered on his promise, as the government did decide 
on a replacement plan before the end of May. Since the decision did not meet the public's 
expectations for major change, however, the press declared that Hatoyama “has effectively 
reneged on his promise” (IHT/Asahi 2010, May 15). Amid growing criticism from the news 
media and from the coalition partner Social Democratic Party, Hatoyama announced his 
intention to resign on June 2nd, 2010. 
 In the events as I have just described them, Yukio Hatoyama produced three relevant 
spoken utterances - his statement that the DPJ manifesto constituted a promise, his promise 
that the government would announce a plan by the end of May, and his hedge that moving the 
base outside of Okinawa was a personal preference but not a political promise. Hatoyama 
should also be regarded as an author of the party's election manifesto. In addition, though, 
several other individuals or groups also contributed to this discourse. They include Taro Aso, 
Condoleeza Rice, and other contributors to the Roadmap for Realignment; members of the 
Hatoyama cabinet; the Social Democratic Party, which urged the government to renegotiate; 
and many news reports and editorials. By May 2010 there was an expectation that the 
government would do something about Air Station Futenma (though there does not seem to be 
any broadly shared notion of what that something was). There was also a belief that, as the 
head of the government, Yukio Hatoyama was responsible for fulfilling this expectation. 
When the government's plan disappointed most observers, news media and editorials declared 
that Hatoyama had broken a promise.  
 
5. Metaphorical promising and canonical promises 
 As a metaphor features a match between some, but not all, of the semantic features of the 
vehicle and the target, the description and what is described, a metaphorical promise features 
a match with some, but not all, of the characteristics of a traditional promise. In the discourses 
described above, the 'promise' is not a particular utterance produced by an individual speaker, 
but a chain of utterances and interpretations. Clearly such a discourse cannot fulfill the usual 
conditions for the speech act of promising, which center on the speaker, the proposition, and 
the speaker's intentions. Just as clearly, though, this discourse has consequences similar to 
those of other political promises for the individual held responsible for its effects. Like a 
traditional promise, a metaphorical promise is politically dangerous. 
 

 canonical promise metaphorical promise 

locutionary act “I promise that A” 
(“I can do A for you” etc.) 

[multiple utterances, events, 
and speakers] 

illocutionary act S promise H that S does A H expects that S does A 

perlocutionary act S is obliged to do A S is obliged to do A 
 Figure 2. Canonical promises and metaphorical promises 
 
 None of the preceding should be taken as political apologetic. I am not concerned here 
with whether it is more politically effective to make plans individually or in concert, nor if it 
is better to express those goals directly or indirectly. Neither are my remarks a criticism of the 
media sources analyzed. It seems that English uses the same label, promise, both for the 
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commissives traditionally analyzed in speech act theory and for the related but more complex 
discourse chains analyzed here. Thus for the media to refer to metaphorical promises as 
“promises” might reveal something about English meta-linguistic categories, but it says 
nothing in particular about the individuals who use the word. 
 Instead, these remarks are intended to provide a new analytic lens for the understanding 
of discourse in political and other interpersonal domains. The metaphorical promises 
described above resemble the traditional speech act of promising in important ways. In either 
case, an individual – we could call him or her S – is obliged to undertake a particular action. 
In both cases, the expectation that S will undertake that action comes about as a result of 
spoken or written discourse. What differs is the nature of the actual discourse. Unlike the 
promises traditionally analyzed by speech act theory, metaphorical promises are not spoken 
by that individual, S. Instead, the discourse is jointly produced by multiple speakers, and then 
attributed to S. 
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<Abstract> 

This data is from my fieldwork in 2005−2006 and 2011. In Dhaasanac, stress on 
negative sentences cancels negation and emphasizes an affirmative answer. Such 
polarity reversal requires specific context such as the presence of really or the hearer's 
doubt. As the non-truth-conditional interpretation of negation is a characteristic of 
metalinguistic negation (Horn 1985), I will argue that the focused negative sentence 
expresses objection toward the previous utterance, and that disbelief is not allowed in 
any of the deontically accessible worlds of the speaker. 

Keywords focus, really, bias, truth-condition, modality 
 
 

1. Focused Negation in Dhaasanac  
Dhaasanac is a Cushitic language spoken by approximately 40,000 people in Ethiopia and 
Kenya (Lewis 2009). Apart from the studies conducted by Sasse (1976), Tosco (2001), and 
Nishiguchi (2007, 2009), there is little linguistic literature available on Dhaasanac. The data 
used in the present study is based on my fieldwork conducted in 2005 and 2006 in New York 
State and summer 2011 in Kenya. 
1. Negation Negation in Dhaasanac is an obligatory bipartite, that consists of the 
negative marker ma ‘not’ and a negative verbal suffix an or n. (1) would form a 
negative answer to an unbiased question as in (2A). 
 
(1) Yaa ma dhaanan. 

I  not  swim.PERF.NEG 

I did not swim.’ 
(2)  A:  Ko  dhanate? 

you  swim.2SG.PAST 

Did you swim?’ 
B1:  Yaa  dhandhe. 

I.NOM  swim.1SG.PAST 
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I swam.’ 
B2:  Yaa  ma  dhanan. 

I.NOM  not  swim.1SG.PAST 

I did not swim.’ 
 

Speaker A does not have any preconceived idea about whether the hearer swam or not. 
Neither the affirmative answer in (2B1) nor the negative answer in (2B2) has a sharp 
pitch or intensity accent, which is present in the following example. 
2. Focus and Bias On the contrary, the biased question with the presence of kin ‘really’ 
triggers pitch and intensity accent to have a rising intonation on negative verbs as in 
(3). Interestingly, stress on negative sentences, as in (3B), reverses the polarity and 
emphasizes the affirmative answer. I did not swim with stress means I did swim. In 
particular, pitch and intensity accent with rising intonation on negative verbs 
emphatically affirms the positive counterpart as demonstrated in (4). 
 
(3)  A:  Ko  kin  dhanate? 

you  really  swim.2SG.PAST 

  Did you really swim?’ 
B:  {YÁÁ/YU} ma  DHAnan.i  

I.NOM/I.ABS  not  swim.1SG.PAST 

   I did swim, didn’t I?’ 
(4)  a.  Yaa  ma  sien. 

I  not  go.1SG.PAST.NEG 

I did not go.’ 
b.  YAA  ma SIEN. 

I  not go.1SG.PAST.NEG 

I did go.’ 
 

Such affirmative interpretation of focused negative sentences requires specific context, 
such as the presence of really in the question in (3A) or the hearer’s doubt with regard 
to the affirmative answer. Really is known to signal the questioner’s bias toward the 
negative answer, and is called the VERUM focus operator (Romero & Han 2004). 
3. No Embedding Focused negation in embedded clauses, as in (5), is never interpreted 
to be positive. Affirmative interpretation of focused negation is limited to simple 
sentences. 
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(5)  Baalii  keiye  yaa{i=speaker}  ma  dhanan. 
Baali  say.3SG.PAST  I.NOM   not  swim.1SG.NEG 

Baali said {he/I} did not swim.’ 
 

4. PPI Licensing by Focused Negation Maadhat ‘someone’ is a positive polarity item 
(PPI) antilicensed by negation, while maa ‘person’ is a negative polarity item (NPI) 
licensed by negation as in (6B2) (cf. Klima 1964). The PPI maadhat ‘someone’ is 
grammatical in (7B), where negation is focused and receives affirmative interpretation. 
 
(6)  A:  Ko  kin  maadhat  argiye? 

you  really  someone  see.PAST 

Did you really see someone?’ 
B1:  Yaa  (maadhat)  arge. 

I  someone  see.PAST 

I saw someone.’ 
B2:  Yaa  maa  arge   man. 

I.NOM  person  see.PAST  not 

I didn’t see anyone.’  
(7)  A:  Ko  kin  maa   argiye   man? 

you  really  someone  see.PAST.2SG  not 

Did you really see someone?’ 
B:  Yu  maadhat  ma  arging. 
I  someone  not  see.PAST 

I did see someone.’ 
 

2. Descriptive Negation 
If we interpret focused negation truth-conditionally, an affirmative interpretation 
would not be obtained from negative propositions. 
 
(8)  a.  {YÁÁ/YU}  ma  DHAnan. 

I.NOM/I.ABS  not  swim.1SG.PASt 

I did swim, didn’t I?’ 
b.  YAA ma  SIEN. 

I  not  go.1SG.PAST.NEG 

I did go.’ 

(9) [[ ¬¬ p ]] = [[ p ]] = [[ ¬pF ]] 
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Since the sentences in (8) are negative, we have no other way apart from interpreting 
the focus to be equivalent to another negation, and to reverse polarity. According to the 
law of double negation, focus is supposed to cancel the other negation. For example, 
Baali didn’t go with focus in (8b) is equivalent to it is not true that I didn’t go, which is 
the same as I went. Focus appears to substitute for another negation, which cancels the 
predicate negation. However, is this actually the case? 
 

3. Metalinguistic Negation 
1. Metalinguistic Negation According to Horn (1985), non-truth conditional 
interpretation of negation is considered one of the characteristics of metalinguistic 
negation. Therefore, some kinds of negation are not treated as semantic or 
truth-functional operators but rather as devices for objecting to a previous utterance. In 
the original example in Russell (1905), The present king of France is not bald, neither 
the present king of France is bald nor the present king of France is not bald is true if 
the king in France is absent.  
 Supposing that there is a king of France, an existential presupposition of the definite 
description the king of France is preserved under the negation in (10a). Not is a 
predicate negation that negates the predicate be bald. In contrast, negation in (10b) 
cancels the existential presupposition of the king of France. 
 
(10)  a.  The king of France is not bald. He still has hair. 

b.  The king of France is not bald. There is no king in France.  
 
Internal negation, as in (10a), is truth-conditional or descriptive negation, which 
preserves presuppositions. The definite description the king of France maintains 
existential import. Negation is a hole for presuppositions. On the other hand, external 
or metalinguistic negation, such as in (10b), cancels presuppositions. There is no king 
in France; therefore, the negation negates the assertability of the utterance. 
 Metalinguistic negation is used to negate the phonetic sound (11a), to express 
unwillingness to assert conditionals (11b), and to cancel scalar implicature (11c). The 
negation in (11a) negates the pronunciation of ‘7-CL’ in western Japanese dialect. In 
(11b), the negation does not negate the proposition, but instead cancels material 
implication—when the antecedent it rains is true, the consequent the mall gets 
crowded holds false (Grice 1975). Negation eliminates upperbounded implicature 
associated with the scalar adverb predication. In (11c), Mao skated well implicates that 
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Mao’s skating was not excellent or perfect which are located at higher scalar points. 
 

(11)  a.  I did not say hichinin. I said shichinin. [pronunciation] 
b.  It is not true that if it rains, the mall gets crowded. There was no 

one there last Sunday when it rained. [conditional] 
c.  Mao did not skate well. She performed perfectly. [scale] 

 
 In each case, metalinguistic negation signals the speaker’s unwillingness to assert a 
given proposition and registers objection to a previous utterance, including its 
pronunciation. 
2. Metalinguistic Negation in Dhaasanac Adopting Horn’s theory can allow for the 
explication of a curious phenomena in Dhaasanac. Since negation does not negate the 
proposition—NOT I swam does not mean I did not swim—focused negation in 
Dhaasanac is not descriptive negation, but instead metalinguistic negation. Negation is 
used to express the speaker’s objection to content.  
2.1. Modality The question ‘Did you really swim’ in (3A) signals the speaker’s bias 
that s/he does not believe that the hearer actually swam. In all accessible worlds 
compatible with the available evidence, the hearer did not swim in (12). 
 

(12)  [[Ko kin dhanate? ‘Did you really swim?’]] ~> ∀w’∃e[Epi(w)(w’) 

swim(e)(w’) & agent(e) = h & time(e) = t & t  now] (w: actual world, h: 

hearer, Epi: epistemic accessibility relation, α  β  indicates α proceeds β in 
time) 

(13) [[YAA/YU ma dhanan ‘I did swim’]] ~> ∀w’∃e [Deon(w)(w’)  
[say(e)(w’) & theme(e) = Yaa ma dhanan & agent(e) = h] (w: actual world, h: 
hearer, Deo: deontic accessibility relation) 

 
In the hearer’s response in (13), the focused negative sentence expresses objection 
toward the previous utterance. Specifically, the previous event by the addressee, 
uttering disbelief for the fact is not allowed in any of the worlds that are deontically 
accessible from the actual world. The hearer should not have asked such an 
inappropriate question if the rules for conversation or proper manner are strictly 
enforced (Grice 1975). 
2.2. Negation Outscopes TRUE Now that focused negation is a non-truth-conditional 
negation, what exactly does it contribute to? As NPIs are ungrammatical under 
metalinguistic negation, Linebarger (1981) formalizes external negation by 
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representing the logical form of denial. The LF in (14b) suggests that the NPI red cent 
fails to be licensed by negation because the negation applies to a semantic TRUE and 
denies the truth of the statement, not the propositional content. If Linebarger (1981)’s 
analysis is applied to metalinguistic negation in Dhaasanac, we obtain the LF in (15): 
 
(14) a.  *The king of France didn’t contribute one red cent because there is 

no king of France. 
b.  NOT TRUE (the king of France contributed one red cent...) 

(15)  NOT TRUE (Yaa dhandhe ‘I swam.’) 
 
Negation cancels the assertability of the utterance I swam. The speaker is expressing 
unwillingness to assert the proposition. 
2.3. Negation Outscopes VERUM Reminiscent of Linebarger (1981)’s analysis, 
Romero and Han (2004) analyze preposed negative questions and explain 
non-truth-conditional interpretations of negation by scopal interaction between verum 
focus operator and negation. Verum focus (stress on polarity elements (Höhle 1992)) 
signals the presence of the VERUM operator in LF (cf. really) (Romero & Han 2004). 
Romero and Han (2004) claim that preposed negative yes-no questions contain the 
epistemic conversational operator VERUM. Their argument is based on the fact that in 
contrast with nonpreposed negative yes-no questions (16S2), preposed negation in 
yes-no questions necessarily contributes to positive implicature when the speaker is 
positively biased (16S1). 
 
(16)  a.  A:  Jane came. 

S1:  Didn’t Pat come too? [Positive epistemic implicature: The 
speaker believes or at least expects that Pat came.] 

S2:  Did Pat not come too? [No epistemic implicature] 
b.  LF:  [CP Q NOT VERUM [TP Pat is coming ]] 

 
In preposed negative yes-no questions, as in (16aS1), negation is not interpreted 
clause-internally since the VERUM operator intervenes between the proposition and 
the negation, as shown in the LF in (16b). On the other hand, without the presence of 
VERUM or epistemic bias in nonpreposed negative yes-no-questions, negation is 
interpreted internally. 
 The speaker’s bias or the presence of VERUM is also signaled by polarity focus or 
the lexical item really. Positive bias licenses the PPI too in (18a), because too is not in 
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the scope of negation that is metalinguistic, while a negatively biased question licenses 
the NPI either in (18b). 
 
(17)  A: After all the studying he did, Tom got an A in Ling106. 

S3:  DID he study for that class? (negatively biased) 
S4:  Did he REALLY study for that class? (negatively biased) 
LF:  [CP Q VERUM [NOT [TP he studied for the class]]] 

(18)  a.  S: Isn’t Jane coming too? (positive bias) 
LF:  [CP Q NOT [VERUM [TP Jane is coming too]]] 

b.  S:  Isn’t Jane coming either? (negative bias) 
LF:  [CP Q VERUM [NOT [TP Jane is coming too]]] 

(19)  [[VERUMi]]gx/i = [[reallyi]]gx/i = [[be sure]]([[i]]gx/i)  

= λp<st>.λws: ∀w ∈ Epix(w)[p(w’) = 1] (i: addressee or the individual sum 
of the addressee and the speaker) 

(20) Assumption: Focus on negative sentences necessarily contributes an 
epistemic operator VERUM. 

 
In Dhaasanac negation, speakers presuppose that Baali went, that is, positively biased. 
The implicature raised by focused negation is a positive implicature. 
 The VERUM operator is explicit in focus (Romero & Han 2004). VERUM that arises 
from polarity focus (focus on polarity elements such a verb and auxiliaries) contributes 
to positive implicature, and outscoped negation is not interpreted clauseinternally. 
 
(21)  a. Baali ma sien. 

b.  LF: [CP NEG [TP Baali went ]] 
(22)  a.  Baali ma sien. 

b.  LF: [CP VERUM NEG [TP Baali went ]] 
 
Thus, the presence of the VERUM operator, signaled as the speaker’s bias, blocks the 
clause-internal interpretation of metalinguistic negation. 
 

4. Conclusion 
This paper presented new data on Dhaasanac, an understudied language. In this 
language, when a speaker wishes to correct a hearer’s belief regarding a negative 
proposition, the speaker uses greater intensity and rise-and-fall intonation on a 
negative verb, thereby causing the utterance to be interpreted as affirmative. Such 
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negation is not truth-conditional or predicate negation, but metalinguistic negation. 
Epistemic bias signaled by focus blocks the clause-internal interpretation of negation. 
 
NOTE 
i Dhaasanac is a tone language, as the following minimal tonal pairs suggest: 
(i)  a.  ár ‘bull’  - ar  ‘song’ 

b.  éllu  ‘back’  - ellu  ‘cheeks’ 
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"Okay" in the Pre-second Position in Q&A Sessions of International Scientific 
Conference Presentations 

 
Yusuke Okada 
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<Abstract> 
This conversation analytic study aims to clarify what the type of "okay" accomplishes, 
which is employed in the pre-second (i.e. pre-answering) position after a question from an 
audience member. The analysis of four examples found in the corpus of 41 Q&A sessions of 
international scientific conference presentations discovered that "okay" is employed at the 
pre-second position in a specific sequential environment. The analysis indicates that "okay" 
is tactically employed by the presenters in that environment as a transition marker to 
maximize reclamation of presenter's knowledge on the questions being asked by the 
audience members. 

 [Keywords]: 1 okay, 2 pre-second position, 3 knowledge construction, 4 Q&A sessions,  
 
 

1. Introduction 
The act of questioning reveals any given participants' knowledge on the issue that the 

question addresses. Questioning makes an answer conditionally relevant (Schegloff, 1968): 
therefore, when an answer is not given to a question, an implication is drawn. In debate, for 
instance, failing to oppose an interlocutor's question means the respondent's failure to defend 
his or her position on the issue raised by the question (Bilmes, 1999, 2001). The power of 
questioning is very strong and one cannot "'naively choose' not to answer" a question 
(Schegloff, 1968, p. 1086). In addition, the design of a question limits or biases the format 
and amount of the response to the question. However, there is a sequential slot in which a 
respondent can show his or her epistemic stance free from the question format on the issue 
being topicalized by the question: that is, the pre-second position ⎯ the sequential position 
before the second-pair part which is relevant to the second pair part rather than the first  

There are some studies on response tokens used in the pre-second position (e.g. "oh" 
by Heritage, 1984 and "well" by Schegloff & Lerner, 2009) and how they contribute to the 
discursive knowledge construction of a participant. "Okay" can be considered as one of the 
response tokens. It has been found that "okay" in the third-turn position (i.e. the turn taken by 
the imitator of an adjacency pair after the second pair part is performed). shows that the 
initiator of an adjacency-pair accepts the second pair part performed by the 
co-conversationalist and also displays the initiator's orientation to close the sequence and the 
topic developed by the adjacency pair (e.g. Beach, 1993; Gurthrie, 1997; Pillet-Shore, 2003; 
Schegloff, 2007). However, what "okay" performs at the pre-second position has not been 
addressed so far, although "okay" in the pre-second position is found in my data corpus of a 
type of naturally-occurring interaction.  

The aim of this study is to describe the participants' use of one of the response 
tokens⎯"okay"⎯in the pre-second position in the question-answer sequence and to 
investigate how such use of the token is related to the construction of the interactant's 
knowledge on a specific issue being asked by the questions. The findings of this study will 
contribute to the effort that the past research studies have made for explicating the ways 
knowledge is discursively constructed.  
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2. The data 
The data used for this chapter are from the corpus of video-recorded data of 41 Q&A 

sessions of scientific presentations at an international scientific conference. It was held in 
Japan and 204 research studies were presented over four days. The participants of the 
conference came from 22 countries and regions. Each presentation had a 12-minute 
presentation part and a 3-minute Q&A session. In the presentations, English was used as 
lingua franca. Of the 41 data, all the presenters were English as second or foreign language 
speakers except for one presenter.  
 

3. Data Analysis 
Out of the 41 Q&A-sessions data, four cases were found in which the presenters used 

"okay" in the pre-second position. The segment below is an example of that type of "okay."  
 
Segment 1 [10QA: 1-D-IV-1] ('Q' for Questioner (Japanese), 'P' for Presenter (Japanese)) 
12 Q:   thank you very much for your: presentation. I have some 
13      question. (0.3) the: there is uh (.) eh three components of  
14      (.) turbulent (0.3) heat flux. (0.3) you show the:: 
15      (.) ehto ehto- ehto- (0.3) (the) components (0.3) eh:to 
16      of the dublyu (("W")) (0.2) seeta ((" ")) (0.2)  
17      to the .hh (0.5) ↑did you, (0.5) observe (no) measure (.) 
18      (than the) there are the other (.) components.  
19      (1.2) 
20 Q:   (than-) three components.  
21      (0.7) 
22  P:  uh okay a:nd uh: (0.2) the- uh: (0.4) open spaces is  
23      maybe uh: the: cases are heat sources are (.) uh  
24      the- surfaces uh (0.5) uh >ground surfaces.< .hhh  
25      an’ then the: are: ↓the:: (.) this cases uh maybe  
26      uh the: ↓uh:: measure of heat transfer from the  
27      vertical uh directions. .hhh 
28      but (0.4) a:n’ then the: (0.2) >(urban)< spaces in the: 
29      ↓uh the (0.3) wall and (.) uh:: road (.) .hh this  
30      case is maybe uh:: (0.5) uh: >maybe-< very  
31      complicated but .hh the: uh: from the surface, (0.4) 
32      uh: the heat transfer (0.5) uh:: w- (0.3) we can (.) 
33      exact- eh- (0.2) uh: exact uh: the: (0.2) ° u:n°  
34      measure- (0.3) measures (.) is: (0.2) very- uh 
35      difficult. .hhh 
36      an’ then a- another po- uh the maybe the (adbiction)  
37      te:rms (0.4) from the: (0.4) horizontal (0.3) uh maybe 
38      the ex ((“X”)) and wai ((“Y”)) (0.4) uh: component.  
39      maybe uh the: (0.3) uh some cases very important. .hhh  
40      but uh this cases are only uh the: uh: (0.3) ↓u::n 
41      (0.4) my uh: our: uh attention is this uh: (0.2) uh 
42      heat=transfer from the vertical heat transfer only. 
43      .hh uh: (0.9) y- uh (0.2) i know uh what you say uh:  
44      the very important uh: point.  
45      (0.2) 
46 P:   uh: the in the future that i: would try it. 
47      (1.5) 
48 Q:   °(i’m okay)° 

 
In line 22, the presenter uses "okay" before specifically addressing the question initiated in 
lines 13–18 and 20. Therefore, the "okay" appears in the pre-response part of the 
question-answer adjacency pair. Looking at the question turn format, we can see it is prefaced 
with a specification of the point which is delivered in the presentation lines 14–17 and is 
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formatted with a kind of negative interrogative "did you, (0.5) observe (no) measure (.) (than 
the) there are the other (.) components." (lines 17–18). The design of this question suggests 
that the questioner expects that the presenter did not measure besides the components 
introduced in the presentation and this question format invites a negative answer (see Heritage 
2010). Therefore, the design of the question-turn can be considered as challenging: if the 
presenter answered "no," then the next question would be "why didn't you measure it?" or 
some similar kind of accusation would be issued; if the presenter replied "yes," then "why 
didn't you talk about it in the presentation" would be a possible next question. So in either 
way, the presenter has to give a detailed account on the issue and this of course requires a 
certain amount of relevant knowledge. However, in the next turn after the question, which is 
normatively attributable to the presenter because of conditional relevance (Schegloff, 1968), 
he does not respond to the question and a 1.2-second gap of silence is produced. 

The questioner treats the 1.2-second gap of silence as the presenter's trouble in 
understanding the question and executes a repair for a possible trouble source, that is, a part of 
his question by rephrasing "(than the) there are the other components" (line 18) to "(than-) 
three components" (line 20). However, this does not result in getting a reply, with a 
0.7-second gap of silence being left. Then, after this gap, the presenter says "uh okay a:nd uh: 
(0.2) the- uh: (0.4) open spaces is" in line 22. His reply extends to lines 46. The questioner 
accepts the presenter's answer with the third turn position "okay" in line 48.  

In this segment, although "okay" is used in the pre-answer position, it does not come 
immediately after the question; a certain amount of silence precedes the "okay." As reviewed 
in the previous section, the presenter's job in the Q&A session is to defend his or her position 
delivered in the paper presentation part, because the main activity of the Q&A sessions is an 
evaluation of the presenter's point of view. Therefore, if the presenter fails to give a response 
to a question, then an unfavorable inference is normatively made (Bilmes, 1993): that is, the 
presenter is seen to be unknowledgeable on the topic of the question, although a question in 
Q&A sessions is normatively supposed to be related to the contents of the presentation. While 
the silence in line 19 is constructed as a questioner-caused trouble due to the questioner's 
repair (line 20) of his clumsy question construction in line 18, the silence occurs after the 
repair in line 20, which retrospectively implies that the silence in line 19 is caused by 
something other than trouble in the construction of the question. Therefore, in this segment of 
interaction, the presenter's being silent in line 21 and also in 19 retroactively implicates that 
he cannot answer the question because of some kind of trouble of his own.  

"Okay" is used in this sequential environment and it seems to achieve three 
interactional effects in the pre-second position: first, it indicates the presenter's acceptance of 
the previous question; second, by displaying his acceptance, "okay" puts a period on the 
sequence in which the presenter's knowledge on the issue is questioned; and third, since 
"okay" works as a quasi-answer to the question, it invalidates the bias made on the answer 
format by the questioning turn design. The first two points is made possible by the 
conventional meaning of "okay" which is seen at the third turn position. Because the 
conventional meaning, "okay" in the pre-second position makes the presenter look competent 
enough to at least understand the question and move to the postponed second pair part. The 
last interactional value of "okay" is specific to the "okay" employed in the pre-second position. 
Although it is not a corresponding answer to the question and therefore cannot be categorized 
as one which appeared in the pre-second position, it is a kind of reply to a question: after the 
"okay" any form of answering is acceptable. This is what the presenter does in line 22: his 
response to the question is neither "yes" nor "no" but after the "okay" is " a:nd uh: (0.2) the- 
uh: (0.4) open spaces is". A similar pattern is found in the segment below. 
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Segment 2 [04QA: 1-B-III-2] ('Q' for Questioner (Japanese), 'A' for Audience members; 'P' 
for Presenter (Japanese)) 
12 Q:   (    ) is Mitsui °from (   ) university.° uh- uh- I  
13      understand the: £flow pattern of the (   )£ 
14 P:   haha 
15 A:   hehehe 
16 Q:   but >I JUST WON-< (0.2) wonder uh: the (0.3) can we ss 
17      (0.2) call this tube as micro channel?  
18      (1.1) 
19 Q:   yeah because uh: the I think uh the (    ) flow is  
20      dominant and the du- due to maybe due to the very low 
21      (0.5) uh:::n density ratio. °I thi[nk ° 
22 P:                                           [yeah. 
23      (0.9) 
24 Q:   so (0.3) i- it too looks uh: uh (   ) conventional ch- 
25      ch- uh ch- channel.  
26      (0.3) 
27 Q:   so: i- (0.8) u- usually (.) in the mini channel or 
28      micro channel. uh: the (   ) or (0.6) (   ) flow is 
29      dominant and the ss sometime¿ (.) nyean .h very  
30      often (0.2) uhn the:: (0.6) the:: very big, (0.6)  
31      (bubble) 
32      (1.3) 
33 Q:   such as two hole of the two and thus (0.7) the flow  
34      pattern is a (0.2) ↓very different from this:.  
35      (2.1)   
36 P:   yeah. so- [so- so(h)rry. heh .h  
37 Q:               [(    ) 
38      (0.3) 
39 Q:   difficult question but (1.4) yes.  [(     ) 
40 P:                                             [eh:: 
41      (1.4) 
42  P:   oka(h)y. (0.4) ((turns to the slide)) eh (0.8)  
43      this uh: (0.4) this period show uh shows the flow 
 
It is obvious that the presenter's knowledge on the question topic is cast into doubt because of 
his silence in the face of a challenging question and the questioner's subsequent explicit 
disagreement to the presenter's position as well as the questioner's categorization of the 
question as a difficult question. In this interactional environment, "okay" in line 42 seems to 
achieve the same interactional effects that we saw in the previous segment: that is to say, 
"okay" indicates that the presenter's understands the question and projects he can answer it 
while invalidating the imposed answer format and the tilted answer type by the 
questioning-turn design. The question was "but I wonder, can we call this tube as micro 
channel" (lines 16–17), so this design invites a negative answer, but after "okay" in line 42, 
the presenter does not start with "not" but rather an explanation of the diagram shown in the 
PowerPoint slide.  

In the segment below, "okay" is used after a repair-sequence initiated by the presenter, 
which is directed to a part of the question asked by the chairperson. 

 
Segment 3 [18QA: 1-E-II-2] ('C' for Chairperson (Japanese), 'P' for Presenter (Chinese)) 
6 C:   any questions? 
7      (10.6) 
8 C:   okay >a- a- a- I-< I have a a one- one question. 
9      s- very very simple- question. ↑how about, (0.2) 
10      the increase (   ) in the pressure track.  
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11      (1.2) 
12 P:   yeah ↑increase grade of what. 
13 C:   pressure track. 
14      (0.6) 
15 P:   pressure?  
16 C:   pressure. 
17      (1.0) 
18 C:   required for the: (0.3) making the flow. 
19  P:   oh okay. the PRESSURE TRACK.=  
20 C:   =yes. 
21  P:   okay .hh and the pressure track, (0.4) uh uh:  
22      we did a measure (     ) (0.3) but i- it’s  
23      (        ). yeah it (would not) be small.   
24      (1.0) 
25 P:   yeah okay [thank you. 
26 C:               [fine.  

 
The pre-second position "okay" comes in line 21. The construction of the turn shows that 
"okay" is not oriented to the previous repair-sequence in lines 12-20 but to the question 
delivered in lines 9–10. It does not appear as an isolated item but as a part of a 
turn-constructional unit: the prosody of "okay," indicates that more items to be given and in 
fact the in-breath and "and the pressure track," follow. Although a 0.4-second pause is there, 
the prosody of "pressure track," suggests that the presenter does not yield but holds the turn 
and in fact the presenter continues speaking (and in addition the chairperson does not take the 
turn), executing a reply directly relevant to the question ("uh uh: we did a measure (     ) 
(0.3) but i- it’s  (        ). yeah it (would not) be small."). The meaning of the utterance 
"and the pressure track," works as the presenter's (re)setting of the question agenda.  

It is not certain whether the presenter's "okay" in the pre-answer position of this 
conversational segment is successful in invalidating the forced answering format, since the 
question ("how about") invites a variety of response forms. However, it can be seen that the 
"okay" is employed to make a sequence transition to move on to executing an answer to the 
question, announcing the presenter's ability to respond to the question. The following segment 
is the final example of the type of "okay" that is used in the pre-second position.  

 
Segment 4 [26QA: 2-C-I-3] ('C' for Chairperson (Japanese), 'P' for Presenter (American)) 
6 C:   =hh hehe so uh:: .hh £any ↑question °or° comment,£  
7      (0.6) °suggestion from audience?° 
8      (5.4) 
9 C:   >↑okay< so:: >I have a question for you< so: .hh >uh 
10      to be honest< so uh:: I’m so: (0.2) >not so familiar   
11      with this field uh so< .hhh >I’d like to< make sure  
12      so: (.) >what’s the meaning< °of the° ah in the title  
13      so you mention ↓so:: uh >experimental condition is 
14      twenty five degree see ((‘°C’)) and- (0.6) pee eich  
15      ((‘pH’)) four point five. 
16 P:   oh the [(   ) 
17 C:           [>↑what's the meaning.< 
18      (0.4) 
19  P:   [okay first (of all) (0.4) good point. we (control)= 
20 C:   [°(     )° 
21 P:   =these experiment (of) pee eich ((‘pH’)) for forty  
22      five. °(   )° .hh pee eich ((‘pH’)) sixty °we didn’t  
23      want- didn’t show you but it’s quite interesting.° (.) 
24      .hhh the (0.5) REASON for the particular choice, 
25      (0.8) is that the (0.3) <purification> (0.4) lysozyme  
26      is u:sually taken from precipitation from .hhh excess  
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27      (     ) is a precipitant. this is normally than,  
28      (0.3) at- pee eich ((‘pH’)) four point fi:ve.  

 
The question "what’s the meaning< °of the° ah in the title" is initiated by the chairperson in 
line 12. However, the chairperson does not yield the turn to the presenter, instead holding it to 
clarify the point of his question with " so you mention ↓so:: uh >experimental condition is 
twenty five degree see and- (0.6) pee eich four point five.", which (25°C pH 4.5) is part of the 
presentation title. The presenter's "oh" in line 16 indicates that he does not expect such a 
question (Heritage, 1998). Overlapping a part of the presenter's turn, the chairperson re-issues 
his question "↑what's the meaning.". However, the presenter's reply does not immediately 
follow it and a 0.4-second gap of silence occurs in line 18. The presenter employs "okay" in 
the next turn and this is followed by an assessment of the chairperson's question "first (of all) 
(0.4) good point". After this, his answer to the question follows. The "okay" makes a 
sequential transition by showing the presenter's acceptance of the question.  

The microanalysis of the four cases shows that "okay" is employed at the pre-second 
position in a sequential environment in which a distance (either in the form of a gap of silence, 
a repair-sequence, or a combination of the two) is interactionally produced between the 
first-pair part and the second-pair part. In such an interactional environment, "okay" at the 
pre-second position works as a transition marker that announces the speaker's acceptance of 
the first-pair part and thereby closes the sequence which has postponed the second-pair part. 
This interactional effect of "okay" discursively constructs the knowledge in the Q&A 
sessions: it makes the speaker looked knowledgeable at least enough to understand the 
question. In addition, as "okay" can serve as a kind of reply to the question though it is not a 
corresponding answer to the issue delivered in the question, it invalidates the required answer 
format and the speaker can choose from a variety of ways to construct the answer turn.  

A question arises here: why do the presenters choose "okay" in this interactional 
environment when there must be other alternatives? In the Q&A session corpus, one case was 
found in which one of the possible formulations "I understand" is employed at the pre-second 
position. A comparison will indicate the differences between "okay" and "I understand" and 
suggest a reason why the presenters of the four cases employed "okay." 

 
Segment 5 [33QA:2-D-III-2] ('Q' for Questioner (Japanese), 'P' for Presenter (Japanese)) 
11 Q:   my name is hirakawa from (    ) University.  
12      (0.3) um you show the (0.2) uh: (0.5) the  
13      consideration of the continuous background  
14      (0.6) uh: (    ) uh >(influence),< (0.5) and::  
15      (.) so could you ↑tell me the (.) uh thishh 
16      method apply to the another (.) (    ) system. 
17      (0.5) 
18 Q:   uh it’s except for your system,(0.5) and: other,  
19      (.) uh (0.6) a:nd conversion condition.   
20      (15.7) 
21 P:   °so° (3.3) °so° (0.7)  
22 C:   so °↑can I add some (to) (.) his question?°  
23 P:   ↓uh::m 
24 C:   he: asked that in this uh (0.6) conclusion uh:  
25     (0.3) measurement technique can be applicable to  
26      the: other system. 
27      (0.8) 
28 C:   it’s except for your s- uh: (1.1) experimental  
29      (0.4) uh (.) system. 
30      (2.0)  
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31  P:   °u::n° (0.4) I ↑un- understand ↓um: (0.7) the  
32      question (.) .hhh uh bu(h)t huh (3.8) ↓uh:: 
33      I answer, (2.4) I cannot- (0.4) .hhh (11.5)  
34 C:   okay I:’ll repl(h)y .hh huh instead of ↑you, . 
 
The presenter's utterance "I understand" appears in line 31. The turn previous to this 
presenter's turn is the chairperson's repair on the question initiated by an audience member in 
lines 15–16. It is apparent in the sequence of this segment that the presenter is having a lot of 
trouble, so the chairperson's repair is aimed at helping the presenter understand the question. 
However, the presenter responds to the chairperson's repair with a claim that he understands, 
but cannot respond: "I ↑un- understand" (line 31) but "I answer, (2.4) I cannot-" (line 33). 
After that, the chairperson, who is in fact a co-author of the presenter, says that he will reply 
to the question instead of the presenter. "I understand" is therefore simply a display of the 
presenter's comprehension of the previous question and does not indicate he or she has the 
competence or sufficient knowledge to respond to the question. 

The difference between "okay" and "I understand" suggests the tactical nature of the 
presenters' use of "okay" at the pre-second position. When an answer to a question is delayed, 
the presenter's knowledge is normatively doubted because the context of the talk (a Q&A 
session) is programmatically relevant to the defensive response to a question raised by 
audience members and chairperson. Since "I understand" only suggests the presenter's 
understanding of the question, it is not enough to dismiss the doubt: understanding and being 
able to give a response are two different matters. On the other hand, "okay" encompasses 
understanding of a question and also projects an ability to answer the question. In addition, it 
can invalidate a forced answering format by the question. Therefore, in the four cases, in 
which the presenters' answers are delayed, they select "okay."   

 
4. Discussion 

Q&A sessions are institutional talk in which the presenter's knowledge on his or her 
research study explained immediately before the session is challenged (Jacoby & McNamara, 
1999; Stubbs, 1983; Wulff, Swales & Keller, 2009): therefore the presenter has to defend his 
or her position through answering the question asked by audience members or chairpersons. If 
the presenter fails to answer a question that is supposed to be related to the content of the 
presenters' studies, the value of his or her study can be cast in doubt. In order to prevent or at 
least suspend for a certain amount of time such a negative inference, "okay" is selected as a 
formulation at the pre-second position. 

"Okay" is employed at the pre-second position on the basis of its conversation 
meaning: it conventionally indicates understanding and acceptance of prior talk and orients to 
closing the topic. This conventional meaning of "okay" makes it suitable to be used in the 
pre-second position in which the speaker fails to give an immediate response to a question 
asking the speaker's knowledge on an issue that the speaker should know. "I understand" 
cannot be selectable in that sequential and contextual environment because it does not project 
the speaker's knowledge to answer a question; nor would the behavior of nodding be chosen, 
since the nonverbal behavior is more indexical. Importantly, while the four presenters' 
linguistic skills in English are apparently different, the commonality in their use of "okay" in 
the same sequential position to exert the same interaction force suggests the conventional 
meaning of "okay" is shared by them; in addition, the fact that the questioners in the four 
segments wait the presenters' answering after the pre-second position "okay" indicates that the 
questioners also share the conventional meaning of "okay" regardless of their linguistic ability 
in English.  
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The best way for presenters to maximally advertising their knowledge on the issues 
raised by questions will be an immediate, direct, and clear-cut logical reply to the question. 
When a speaker's knowledge on an issue is once cast into doubt because of the failure to give 
such a reply, how to minimize the negative inference on his or her knowledge and how to 
maximize the re-advertisement of his or her knowledge on the questioned issue are called for. 
The use of "okay" at the pre-second position is a way to maximize knowledge reclamation. 
"Okay" is seemingly a small token, but it in fact has an influence on such knowledge 
construction in interaction. 
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Language and Power in Blogging: A Critical Discourse Analysis 
 

RABINDRANATH S. POLITO 
 
 

Abstract 
 

Relatively few studies have investigated the role of language in exposing ideology 
in society. As asserted by Huckin (1997), whenever language is studied, one should not 
forget to include the society and the context where language exists. This study explores 
the ways in which forms of language, from individual words to complete discourse 
structures, encode something of the beliefs and values held by the language users, 
particularly the ideology on power in society. The study examines 40 blogs of freshman 
students of Mindanao State University—Iligan Institute of Technology and analyzes them 
using the three Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) methods: transitivity, presuppositions, 
and deixis. The results reveal that the 40 blogs of the respondents follow the recurring 
presentation-opinion pattern. Using the three CDA methods, the ideology on power 
consists of fifteen types which are reflected in the 40 blogs. These types of power are 
manifested through the roles they play in the sentences. Using transitivity and thematic 
role method, the powerful entities function as agents. In the presupposition, the ones 
assumed as dominant and influential by the bloggers are considered powerful forces. 
Using deixis, the place, time, and person frequently referred to are the ones regarded as 
powerful. The results of the study suggest that indeed language encode, shape and 
maintain ideology in the society that proves the assertion that language and power always 
go together. On the basis of the results of this study, the following recommendations are 
presented to future researchers: (1) that other methods of critical discourse analysis be 
used to determine the ideologies and powers revealed in the blogs of professionals such 
as teachers, lawyers, businessmen and others; and (2) that other social networking sites 
be considered for critical discourse analysis. 

 
Introduction 

 
It is a human impulse to express opinions and feelings. Expressions come in 

varied ways through writing and speech. Hence, a lot of studies have been done on these 
expressions to try to explain matters. However, most of these studies are more on the 
linguistic aspect—studying phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics. It is as 
though language is produced in isolation (or simply a text), which is not really the case. 
Language exists in “some real-world context,” so it is very much affected by such factors 
as the production, interpretation, and context (Huckin, 1997). So whenever language is 
studied, one should not forget to include the society and context where it exists. 
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Since a particular text (spoken and written) exists in a particular context which 
has varied meanings depending on the process of production and interpretation, linguists 
like Saussure and philosophers like Wittgenstein agree that language plays an important 
role in structuring and creating reality and ideology of a society (Clark, 2007).  

The study which focuses on eliciting ideology from both written and spoken texts 
is the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). CDA, until now, does not have a formal 
methodology on analyzing particular texts; thus, it is believed to be an approach or an 
attitude toward textual analysis which makes it unique from all other textual analysis in 
six major respects as presented by Thomas N. Huckin (1997).  First, it analyzes texts in a 
real-world context and it tries to take into account the most relevant textual and 
contextual factors including history. Second, it studies text in three levels (production, 
interpretation, and context). Third, it concerns with the societal issues overtly or covertly 
manifested in texts. Fourth, it draws attention to the imbalances, injustices, and inequality 
in a society. Fifth, by revealing negative practices in a society, it aims to support the 
victims of oppression to reconstruct the society for a change. Finally, it uses clear and 
simple words to reach nonspecialists in society.  
 
Statement of the Problem 

This study focuses on the 40 blogs of MSU-IIT freshman students because 
blogging is the most modern and accessible way through which these students express 
their ideology on power. The objective of this research is to study the 40 blogs and to 
explain and answer the following questions: 
 1. What is the structure of the students’ blogs? 
 2. What ideology on power is embedded in the language of their blogs? 
 3. How is this ideology expressed in their blogs? 
 
Critical Discourse Analysis 
 In a capsule, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) attempts to study the structures 
of ideology, especially on power and authority, which underlies the acts of both speech 
and writing (Clark, 2007). In the context of this study, writing with its associated 
practices, helps construct and shape the ideology, reality and the world. CDA is critical in 
the sense that the readers, when reading texts, like blogs, should not remain passive and 
take all the assumptions raised by the blogger. Instead, every reader should question these 
assumptions. Also, the readers are encouraged to analyze the social issues raised in the 
blogs as these issues are constructed in the blogs and how these contribute to the 
construction of ideology in the society. Furthermore, Clark (2007) emphasizes that CDA 
actually is a fusion of theories from sociology, critical theory, and linguistics as it tries to 
elicit the power relations, including issues on gender, ethnicity, and social class. CDA 
best fits the study of blogs because its approaches and analytical methods allow 
researchers to study written language in all genres (Clark, 2007). 
 The linguists working using CDA believe that language is an important tool in the 
production, maintenance, and change of social relations of power. CDA’s aim is to make 
the users of language become conscious of how language conveys the domination and 
control of people in society. Fairclough (2001, as cited in Clark, 2007) asserts that CDA 
is a means of “helping people to see the extent to which their language does rest upon 
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common-sense assumptions and the ways in which these common sense assumptions can 
be ideologically shaped by relations of power” (p. 154). 
 
Blogging 

A blog is a type of website or part of a website. Blogs are usually maintained by 
an individual with regular entries of commentary, descriptions of events, or other material 
such as graphics or video (www.blog.com). A blog can also be used as a verb, meaning to 
maintain or add content to a blog. The person who posts blogs is called a blogger and the 
very act or process of doing blogs is blogging.  
 Many blogs include commentary or news on a particular subject; others function 
as more personal online diaries. A typical blog combines text, images, and links to other 
blogs, Web pages, and other media related to its topic. The ability of readers to leave 
comments in an interactive format is an important part of many blogs. Most blogs are 
primarily textual, although some focus on art (Art blog), photographs (photoblog), videos 
(video blogging), music (MP3 blog), and audio (podcasting) (www.blog.com). 
  Blogging is a good material for CDA for at least two reasons. The first one is that 
there is no study conducted yet using CDA on blogs (at least after reading CDA articles 
and books). The other one is that blogs have political impact that can be a very good 
subject of CDA, as it tries to analyze the politics of language. The impact of blogs gives 
greater credibility to blogs as a medium of news dissemination. Though often seen as 
merely gossips, bloggers sometimes lead the way in bringing key information to public 
light, with mainstream media having to follow their lead. More often, however, news 
blogs tend to react to material already published by the mainstream media. 
 

Research Design and Methodology 
 

 This study uses a qualitative research paradigm to describe and analyze the 40 
blogs of freshman students enrolled in English 1 at MSU-IIT under Prof. Lynnie Ann P. 
Deocampo during the first semester of SY 2010-2011. The blogs are chosen through 
random sampling to ensure no bias or personal preferences and to assure equal 
probability for each blog to be chosen as a sample.   

To interpret the blogs, three CDA methods of analysis are employed: transitivity 
(Clark, 2007) and thematic roles (O’Grady & Archibald, 2001) to reveal the recurring 
agents of the clauses; presuppositions (Huckin, 1997; Brown & Yule, 1989) to expose the 
recurring assumptions in the sentences; and deixis (Fromkin & Rodman, 1983; Lyons, 
1987) to divulge the frequent time, place, and person references in the paragraphs.  

 
The Structure of Blogs 

 
It has been observed that the students’ blogs follow a recurring presentation-

opinion pattern. In the presentation part, the blogger presents a topic or idea to be 
commented on in the blog. Presentation varies according to the choice of discussion of 
the blogger. Usually, this part is also accompanied by a short background or a brief 
summary of a story or of an issue. 

The next part of the blog is the opinion. It is in this part where the bloggers 
express their opinions about the topics presented. In this study, the opinions are divided 
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into  three categories: (1) comments, (2) suggestions/advices, and (3) edifications. For 
comments, the bloggers simply add information which is highly opinionated on the idea 
or topic presented. For suggestions, the blogger simply presents a suggestion or an advice 
to the readers for solving an existing problem or for answering a question. The third 
category of opinion is edifications. This type of opinion teaches or enlightens the readers. 

In relation to ideology on power, the presentation part of the blog becomes the 
avenue for exposing power as perceived by society as a whole and the opinion part 
becomes the place for revealing power as perceived by the blogger as an individual. 

 
Transitivity and Thematic Roles 

 
 One of the common methods used in CDA in studying language is transitivity. In 
this study, transitivity is fused with thematic roles since both more or less share the same 
elements. The participants in transitivity are expressed as agents and themes in thematic 
roles.   
 In the blogs of the freshman students of MSU-IIT, ideology on power is clearly 
reflected. In this study, seven ideologies on power are identified from the blogs of the 
students: gender, social class, religion, government, media, family, and language. In this 
article only two types of power are discussed. 
 
Gender 
 The first type of power disclosed using transitivity and thematic roles is on gender. 
While focusing on social issues in the society, most CDA analysts, like Van Dijk (2008), 
Clark (2007), Huckin (1997), and McCarthy and Carter (1994), inevitably reveal biases 
as regards gender. To be specific, the ones who hold power and authority in society are 
the males and this is clearly reflected in the blogs of the freshman students.   
 In the blog entitled Mayon, the blogger explains the legend of Mount Mayon, a 
famous active volcano in the Philippines. In this blog, one can confirm that the 
Philippines is a male dominated country because most of the agents in the sentences are 
males. O’Grady and Archibald (2001) define agent as the “entity that performs the 
action” (p. 265). In the blog Mayon there are only four instances in which the maiden 
Daragang Magayon functions as agent: “She fell in love,” “She told,” “Daragang 
learned,” and “She hurriedly went.” The rest of the clauses and sentences have males, 
Tiong (her father), Panganoron (her beloved), and Paratuga (the villain) functioning as 
agents. Here are some of the sentences that show males as agents of the clauses: 
 

• …he still told her… 
• …he will find the best way… 
• Paratuga kidnapped… 
• …he planned to save the girl… 
• He loves… 
• Tiong Makusog buried… 

 
The sentences above contain males functioning as agents or doers of the actions. 
Although there are times that Daragang Magayon plays as a participant, she only 
functions as theme, or plainly the receiver of the action performed by the male characters 
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like her father and lover. Theme, according to O’Grady and Archibald (2001) is “the 
entity undergoing an action or a movement” (p. 265). 
 
Religion 
 The other type of power drawn from the blogs pertains to religion. Pierrce (2003), 
after giving a series of definitions of ideology, comments that “language is the key in the 
process of creating the personal, social, economic, and governmental structures that guide, 
promote, and constrain life” (p. 296). The last phrase is striking as it tells that ideology is 
present to “constrain life” or restrict or limit the people in society. This concept is clearly 
manifested in the structure of the language used by the freshman students. In the 
following blogs, the word “religion” is not explicitly stated, but the idea of God is 
recurring in the content. There are seven blogs which show how God controls the life of 
the bloggers.  

The blogs I Will Soar On Wings Like Eagle, Parent Trap, HAPPYness, Stairway 
to Heaven, Make Things Possible, Make Peace, and an untitled blog depict God as a 
powerful being as shown through the different roles God performs:  agent, theme, source, 
and goal. However, in most of the clauses, God functions as agent. Below are the 
examples of God functioning as agent: 
 

• God has given us the chance 
• …the time God has given us? 
• …the life that He gives…. 
• …and He gives second chances…. 

 
 
In all the examples above, it is learned that the noun God clearly performs the process 
give or has given. All these verbs are examples of material process. The other verb which 
is also recurring next to give is help.  
 

• God helps me…. 
• He will help me…. 
• He helps you…. 
• God will help you…. 
 

God’s power is demonstrated through the various roles God performs. In material, mental, 
behavioral, verbal, and relational processes, God acts as agent, theme, goal, and source, 
respectively. 
 

Presuppositions 
 

Brown and Yule (1989) assert that in discourse analysis, one should also consider 
presupposition. They define presupposition as “the assumption the speaker makes about 
what the hearer is likely to accept without challenge” (p.29). Huckin (1997) agrees with 
them that one of the various methods he suggests for analyzing using CDA is 
presupposition. He defines presupposition as the use of language in a way that appears to 
take certain ideas for granted, as if there were no alternative (Huckin, 1997, p. 83). This 
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idea is also confirmed by Fromkin and Rodman (1983) for they define presupposition as 
the “explicit assumptions about the real world” (p. 189). 
 In the blogs of the freshman students of MSU-IIT, more issues on society are 
clearly reflected using presupposition. In this part of the study, twelve issues were 
discovered through the blogs of the said students: gender, social class, education, 
occupation, religion, values, media, Philippine products, places, relationships, cosmetics, 
and language. In this article, only two are presented. 
 
Social Class 
 One type of power exposed in the blogs of the students using presupposition is 
social class. A reflection on the story Hani and My Missions in Life are two blogs 
reflecting the assumptions on people belonging to the lower class. In this blog, the 
blogger explains how the story of Hani inspired a lot of people. Hani is a story of a young 
girl who pursues her dreams despite the financial status of her family. After presenting a 
brief summary of the story, the blogger then starts to give comments and realizations. It is 
in those parts where the assumptions about social class are revealed. Consider the 
sentence below: 
 

• During those times when we were not having a good life, 
I mean when we don’t have that much money, I studied 
better compared to now. 

 
It is very clear that in the first subordinating clause, the blogger says when we were not 
having a good life. It is interesting to note that there is an explanation to that 
subordinating clause with not having a good life and that is found in the next 
subordinating clause when we don’t have that much money. In other words, not having a 
good life is equivalent to not have enough money. This is a common perception in society 
that if one does not have enough money then it must mean he does not have a good life. 
Since the rich have enough money or even much money so they are perceived as enjoying 
a good life or even a better life.  
 People not only think that the poor do not have a good life but also think that they 
are suffering from poverty. Consider the example below: 
 

•…we suffered how hard it is to live if you don’t have 
enough money…. 

 
In the above example, it is shown in the main clause that the pronoun we undergoes the 
verb suffer and the reason for such suffering is in the subordinating if-clause. The reason 
is found in the phrase not have enough money. The discussion earlier presented is that not 
having enough money is equivalent to not having a good life. Now, it is made even worse 
because not having enough money is equated to suffering. This appears to be the reason 
for thinking that the poor, because they do not have enough money, not only have a good 
life but also a life of suffering. Thus, because the rich have money, they have good life 
and they do not suffer, and so people think of them as superiors. 
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Philippine Products 
 Another type of power revealed in the blogs of the students using presupposition 
is the Philippine products. It is already known to most Filipinos that the Philippines has 
been colonized by the Spaniards, Americans, and the Japanese. Such colonization has 
made a great impact on the Filipinos even after the colonizers have left the country. One 
of these effects is the idea that Philippine products are substandard or inferior to those 
produced by the Americans or even the Japanese. This ideology is assumed by at least 
two blogs about two views from freshman students in MSU-IIT: Bagong Buwan and 
GRANDCHASE-BEST ONLINE GAME EVER.  
 In Bagong Buwan, the blogger made a comment why he liked the movie. He 
mentioned that he liked the movie so much because it has inspired him to become a 
peacemaker in response to the Christian-Muslim conflict in Mindanao. The blogger was 
convincing Filipinos to help build peace and unity in Mindanao. The message of the 
blogger appears to be pro-Philippines; however, there is one comment in this blog which 
manifests his assumption on Philippine movies. Consider his statement below: 
 

•I have a great interest in this movie even though it is only a 
Filipino created movie…. 

 
The comment included that he is interested in the movie Bagong Buwan even though it is 
only a Filipono created movie. A reader of this blog may accept such concept that it is 
only a Filipino created movie but the question is: Why consider it as only a Filipino 
created movie? What is with Filipino created movies? The adverb only is used in this 
statement, which means “nothing more.” This blogger clearly assumes that when it is a 
Filipino movie it is substandard and inferior compared to Hollywood movies or probably 
movies made outside the Philippines.  
 In the blog GRANDCHASE-BEST ONLINE GAME EVER, the blogger described 
his favorite online game which is Grandchase. According to him, “Grand Chase is a free-
to-play, two-dimensional side-scrolling MMORPG developed by the Korean company 
KOG Studios.” Also, this game has servers in Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Brazil, 
Philippines, United States, Thailand, Japan, and Indonesia. Later, this blogger explains 
how the game works and how young people find it interesting. During the near end of the 
blog, there is a comment on such version in the Philippines: 
 

•Right now, The Grandchase Philippines is still on the state of 
update from the mainframe. 

 
The blogger mentioned that there is this Grandchase Philippines. The information may 
be positive because the game is truly a hit among the youth today. However, there is a 
comment that it is still on the state of update from the mainframe. Such statement has two 
assumptions: (1) that there is a non-updated version in the Philippines; and (2) that such 
version needs to reach the level of the standard of a mainframe, which definitely is not in 
the Philippines. Because it is not updated and it still has to conform to the mainstream, 
the Philippine version is thus considered to be substandard and inferior. 
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Deixis 
 

The term deixis, to Lyons (1978), comes from a Greek word meaning “pointing” 
or “indicating” (p. 646). Fromkin and Rodman (1983) further explain that deixis is an 
aspect of pragmatics which uses words or expressions whose references rely entirely on 
the circumstances of the utterance and can only be understood if one knows these 
circumstances. With that, they categorized deixis into three: place, time, and person. This 
article focuses only on the analysis using person deixis method as the place and time 
deixis methods simply confirm the findings using transitivity with thematic role and 
presupposition methods.  

 
Person Deixis 

The blogs of the freshman students contained two main person deixis—the 
pronouns I and you. Since all blogs include personal commentary on a particular subject, 
bloggers cannot help but use the pronoun I to refer to themselves and the pronoun you to 
address their readers. After thorough reading of the blogs of these students, it is observed 
that the most powerful being in blogging is the blogger because he can manipulate and 
control the topic and readers.  
 First, a blogger can discuss anything in his blogs from personal to political. As 
found in the discussions under transitivity and presupposition, the subjects discussed by 
the bloggers are varied. Consider the example below from Filipino versus English: 
 

•I am just wondering why these two languages compete in 
many different ways. 

 
This sentence begins with a person deixis I showing that such thought refers to the 

blogger’s. This is just an example of how a blogger begins a blog with a person deixis or 
the personal pronoun I to indicate that the following discussion is the blogger. 

Second, a blogger has all the freedom to take different turns in the selected topic. 
In other words, a blogger can choose any related topic to develop his blog. Consider these 
examples below from the blog My Missions in Life an example of this kind of 
development: 
 

•Ever since I was a child, I really wanted to become a doctor. 
•I also wanted to become a doctor to bring joy to my parents. 
•So I plan to have only a small family. 
•I hope that He guide me in all the things that I do and never to let 
me stray in my path. 

 
The first sentence comes from the opening part of the blog. In the sentence, the person 
deixis I confessed his desire of becoming a doctor. So from that, a reader may expect to 
read the ways the I is doing to become a doctor. The blogger did include those ways for 
her to be a doctor, and she also incorporated the topic on family as she opened the second 
example above in the middle of the blog. Thus, the topic now is developed from ways of 
becoming a doctor to reasons of becoming a doctor. The third example shows that the 
blogger now takes the discussion to not only becoming a doctor but also to planning a 
family in the future. Here, the blogger now shifts from why she wants to be a doctor to 
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when she becomes a doctor. According to her, when she becomes a doctor, she wants to 
have a small family. Then, before the end of the discussion, she opened a topic on God as 
the one who can make her dream of becoming a doctor possible. In summary, she begins 
with I want to be a doctor to I want to be a doctor because of my parents then shifts to I 
want a small family in the future and finally to God guides me. Clearly, the blogger can 
always manipulate the blog in the sense that he has this liberty to insert and shift topics 
anytime. 
 Finally, a blogger manipulating the readers is indicated by the use of the person 
deixis you and we, by strong suggestions. There were 33 of the 40 blogs of the students 
that contained strong suggestions. (Actually, all the blogs contained suggestions but the 
researcher cannot identify the type of suggestions used in the seven blogs for now. Thus, 
only the two types from the 33 blogs are named in this study.) Most of the times, the 
blogger used the pronoun we or us (called the inclusion type, since it includes the 
blogger) when suggesting, and sometimes, the pronoun you (called the exclusion type, 
since it excludes the blogger) is also used in suggesting ideas to the readers.  

The exclusion type uses the pronoun you and is obvious. In this case, the blogger, 
the pronoun I, is directly giving suggestions to the readers. Its usual form is the pronoun 
you plus a modal, like must, should, ought to, have to etc. A variety of this type uses an 
imperative form, hiding the pronoun you and proceeding right away to the main verb. 
Here are some examples:  

 
•You can’t judge a person for what they think is moral or ethical, 
or even justifiable. 
•So when you watch it, you better have a bucket to fill up for your 
tears. 
•Live and enjoy LIFE but know your limitations to prevent 
unwanted frustrations. 
•Remember that God had teach us to become righteous. 
•Just do your job, and you may not know that everybody else is 
doing it too. 

 
The first two sentences are examples of the exclusion type with the pronoun you. In these 
sentences, the bloggers suggest to the readers to not judge a person (in the first example) 
and to not bring a bucket when watching the movie (in the second example). The last 
three sentences are examples of the exclusion type that is imperative. In these sentences, 
the readers are suggested to live and enjoy life (in the third example), to remember God’s 
teaching (in the fourth example), and to do one’s job with good manners (in the last 
example).  
 The exclusion type appeared in almost 40 % of the 33 blogs that contained strong 
suggestions. The 60 % of the blogs used the inclusion type. This type is subtle yet 
stronger than the exclusion type because it positions the readers to the level of the 
blogger to give a sense of participation. Its form is the pronoun we plus a verb or a modal, 
like should. A variety of this type uses the objective type of pronoun us and the genitive 
type of pronoun our. Below are some of these examples: 
 

•We should always remember that there are still some loyal 
people that can always be trusted. 
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•We should have to treat them [Filipino and English] equally. 
•We should not put the blame to our forces and our 
government…. 
•…we should be one to make our country a better place. 
•So we should alot time to practice them. 
•God had teach us to become righteous even in simple ways and 
we ought to do that. 

 
Through person deixis, it has been discussed that the blogger is the most powerful 

being in blogging because he can manipulate the topic, the development of the topic, and 
even the readers by using either the inclusion and exclusion types of suggestions. It is 
therefore proven that the use of deixis, particularly person, as a method of analysis can 
definitely reveal ideology in relation to power.  

That the blogger has power is supported by Douglas Brown (2001) and Barbara 
Kroll (1990). Brown claims that a writer holds power as he writes. This power includes 
the power “to emend, to clarify, to withdraw” (p. 341). Such power is further explained 
and elaborated upon in the three writing theories presented by Barbara Kroll. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
 Findings of the present study have shown that the forty blogs follow a recurring 
presentation-opinion pattern. The presentation part contained ideology of the society in 
general, and the opinion section expressed the ideology held by the bloggers. 

The study also reveals that the students’ blogs conveyed the following types of 
power as part of Filipino ideology: (1) Males are superior individuals in society; (2) The 
rich are only for the rich and are the only ones who have the right to be happy; (3) 
Education gives power because of the knowledge it provides; (4) Medical doctors are 
superior because of their help and money, and the OFWs have the power to help the 
country through the dollars they send; (5) God is powerful being  because He is the 
source (of strength, wisdom, understanding, success, help, and life), a hero, a controller 
of events, a cause for success, and the reason for honor; (6) Good values make one 
superior because they make people moral; (7) The media is powerful because of the 
positive and negative effects it has on people; (8) Foreign products are preferred by 
Filipinos because they are of good quality and standard; (9) The tourist spots, like Bohol 
is superior to any place in the Philippines because it is preferred by both Filipinos and 
foreigners; (10) Love is power because it can make a girl a real girl, it controls one’s 
thoughts, it can change one’s activities and feelings; (11) Cosmetics is power because it 
makes women beautiful and attractive; (12) The English language is superior to the 
Filipino language because English can financially help its users, it is an international 
language, it offers benefits to its users, it is an intellectual language, and it is the language 
of the rich; (13) The parents, especially the father, are considered as powerful entities 
because they can motivate their children to study and affect their children’s decision; (14) 
The government has  power because it can affect and control people’s activities and it is 
believed to save society from troubles and problems; and (15) The blogger is powerful 
because he can manipulate and control both the topics and the readers. 

Furthermore, this study discloses that all the fifteen types of power were reflected 
through the language used by the bloggers. By using transitivity, the powerful sectors in 
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the society participated as agents in the sentences and the inferior sectors were conveyed 
as passive and functioned as mere themes or recipients of the actions performed by the 
agents. By using presuppositions, the power from the dominant sectors in the society was 
assumed to be superior. Finally, by using place, time, and person deixis, the types of 
power found in transitivity and presuppositions were validated. However, it is also 
discovered that the most powerful being in blogging was the blogger himself. The 
blogger was considered powerful because he controlled and manipulated the development 
of the blog; therefore, he had the influence over the readers. 

 
Conclusions 

 It can be concluded from the findings of the study that the students’ blogs are 
structured to accommodate the ideology of society in relation to power as a whole and 
that of the bloggers as individuals in society. This shows that blogging, just like 
newspapers and magazines, is also an avenue for building and maintaining power in 
society.  

Then, the Philippine society manifests ideology in relation to power similar to that 
of the Western countries. In fact, most of the types of power revealed in the students’ 
blogs are from the ideology of the colonizers. This suggests that the Filipinos have 
maintained the ideology on power instilled by the colonizers, resulting in deethnicization, 
cultural immersion, and hybrid identity.   

Also, the structure of the language of the 40 blogs clearly revealed ideology on 
power in society. Such ideology on power being reflected in the blogs confirms the idea 
of Fairclough (2001) and McCarthy and Carter (1994) that language helps in shaping and 
maintaining ideology in the society because the language itself reflects ideology and 
power. The fact that the language of the freshman students in MSU-IIT reflects ideology 
and power proves the assertion that language and power always go together.   

 
Recommendations 

On the basis of the results of this study, the following recommendations are 
presented: 

1. that other methods of critical discourse analysis be used to determine the 
ideologies and powers revealed in the blogs of professionals such as teachers, 
lawyers, businessmen and others;  

2. that other social networking sites be considered for CDA to compare with the 
findings of this study; 

3. that plays, novels, poems, and short stories by Filipino authors  be studied to 
validate the claims on post-colonial ideologies; and  

4. that the discourse between teachers and students in the classroom be considered 
for CDA analysis to expose the dominant entity in the classroom. 
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Addressing Syntactic Issues Semantically/Pragmatically: 
A Case Study of Island-(in)sensitivity in Japanese Cleft Constructions 

 
Tohru Seraku 

St. Catherine’s College, Oxford 
 
 
<Abstract> 
This paper defends the thesis that what are usually conceived as “syntactic” issues are fruitfully 
dealt with in light of “semantics/pragmatics”, as modelled within Dynamic Syntax. To this end, 
this paper presents a case study of island-(in)sensitivity in Japanese clefts. As widely noted, two 
types of clefts differ in terms of whether a focus item can be associated with the gap inside an 
island. This apparently syntactic difference emerges as an outcome of semantic/pragmatic tree 
growth. The analysis to be presented is preferable over previous accounts in that it handles the 
data in a uniform fashion. It is also argued that “topic” and “focus” effects in clefts are viewed as 
a by-product of gradual updating of a semantic/pragmatic tree.  
 
<Keywords> dynamic syntax, incrementality, complex NP, topic, focus  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Japanese, there are two types of cleft constructions, depending on whether a focus item has a 
particle. (What is meant by “a focus item” is a pre-copula item, like kono-huku (= ‘this-cloth’) in 
(1, 2); the notion of “focus” is clarified in Section 4.) I shall call clefts without a particle, as in (1), 
“clefts–P”, and call clefts with a particle, as in (2), “clefts+P”. As observed in Hoji (1990), clefts–P 
are insensitive to island constraints, while clefts+P are sensitive to island constraints.  
 
(1)  [[[ei  ej ki-teiru]  hitoi]-ga    kawaiku-mieru   no]-wa 
    [[[  wear-CONT] person]-NOM cute-look        NO]-TOP  
    kono-hukuj   da.  
    this-cloth     COP   

 ‘It is this cloth xj that the person who wears xj looks cute.’   
 
(2)  *[[[ei  ej ki-teiru]  hitoi]-ga    kawaiku-mieru   no]-wa 
    [[[  wear-CONT] person]-NOM cute-look        NO]-TOP  
    kono-hukuj-o da.  
    this-cloth-ACC COP  
 
Here, the island is the Complex NP [ki-teiru] hito (= ‘a person who wears ej’) (cf. Ross 1967). In 
(2), where the focus item kono-huku (= ‘this-cloth’) has the accusative case particle o, the string is 
unacceptable presumably because the focus item is associated with the gap inside the island. In 
(1), where the focus item lacks a case particle, the string is acceptable despite the island. 
  In the literature, this island puzzle has been treated syntactically on the basis of syntactic 
operation or representation (e.g. Hiraiwa and Ishihara to appear, Hoji 1990, Kizu 2005). This 
paper addresses the issue from the perspective of how an interpretation is incrementally built up as 
a string is parsed word-by-word, as modelled within Dynamic Syntax (Cann et al. 2005). Through 
this case study, I shall defend the thesis that what are usually construed as “syntactic” issues are 
fruitfully handled “semantically/pragmatically”.  
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2. FRAMEWORK 
This paper is couched within Dynamic Syntax (Cann et al. 2005). In this framework, a string is 
mapped onto a semantic/pragmatic tree incrementally as the string is parsed word-by-word online. 
The initial state of tree growth is specified as (3) by the AXIOM.  
 
(3)   AXIOM 
 
 ?t,  
 
?t is a requirement that this node be decorated with type-t content. Thus, semantic/pragmatic tree 
growth is goal-driven, the goal being to construct type-t content, or an interpretation of the string. 
The root node is also decorated with the pointer , which indicates a node under development. 
Once the initial node is set out, it is incrementally updated by a combination of computational, 
lexical, or pragmatic actions. For a model of pragmatics, I assume Relevance Theory (Sperber and 
Wilson 1995). This set of actions constitutes the grammars of natural languages; “syntax” is 
nothing over and above this set of actions, and an independent level of syntactic structure is not 
postulated. Semantic/pragmatic tree growth comes to an end when a well-formed final state (i.e. 
tree without requirements) arises. A string of words is said to be grammatical iff there exists a 
well-formed final state of tree transitions.  
  To take the English string He smokes as an example, the parse of the string updates the initial 
state progressively, yielding the well-formed final state (4).  
 
(4)   Parsing He smokes 
 
  smoke’(Tom’) : t,  
 

Tom’ : e      smoke’ : (e t) 
 
Each node, if fully decorated, represents semantic content and type. Content of a mother node is 
calculated on the basis of the contents of its daughters by functional application, and the type of a 
mother node is calculated on the basis of the types of its daughters by type deduction. Content of 
he is a place-holding variable, but it is pragmatically assigned the value Tom’. Such pragmatic 
processes are accommodated over the tree, since what is built up is a semantic/pragmatic tree.  
  In addition to these general machineries, there are two other mechanisms to be noted. First, a 
node may be initially underspecified for its place in a tree and will be fixed at a later point. This 
apparatus dispenses with “movement” in GB-Theory or “internal merge” in Minimalism. To take 
the topicalization string Tom, Mary likes as an example, the node for Tom is initially unfixed and, 
after the parse of likes has created an object node with a place-holding variable, the node for Tom 
unifies with the object node, substituting the place-holding variable with the value (i.e. content of 
Tom). Second, tree growth involves paired structures, where one structure is LINKed to the other 
in virtue of the presence of a shared term. Once a LINK relation is built up, it is “evaluated”; that 
is, the content of a LINKed structure is incorporated into the content of a main structure. These 
mechanisms of “structural underspecification and subsequent resolution” and “a LINK relation” 
are relevant to my analysis of clefts, and they will be illustrated in the next section.  
 
3. ANALYSIS 
Before presenting the analysis of the asymmetry between (1) and (2), it might be helpful to sketch 
the heart of the analysis in an intuitive way. In general, the sequence “NP + case-particle” tells a 
parser whether the NP is a subject, or an object, etc. of a predicate, and that the relation between 
the NP and the predicate is non-global (i.e. put theoretically, “not across an island boundary”). It 
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is this non-global nature of case particles that prevents an island-involving tree from being further 
updated. The crucial point is thus that a string of clefts with an island structure is parsable (hence, 
island-insensitive) only if the focus item lacks a case particle.  
 
3.1. Clefts–P 
Let’s start with the cleft–P (1), repeated here as (5).  
 
(5)   [[[ei  ej ki-teiru]  hitoi]-ga    kawaiku-mieru   no]-wa 
    [[[  wear-CONT] person]-NOM cute-look        NO]-TOP  
    kono-hukuj da.  
    this-cloth  COP   
    ‘It is this cloth xj that the person who wears xj looks cute.’   
 
  As mentioned in the last section, the starting point of tree transitions is always determined by 
the AXIOM, as in (3). Starting with this initial state, the first item to be parsed is the predicate ki (= 
‘wear’). Since Japanese is a fully pro-drop language, it is a predicate that constructs a template for 
a propositional structure. Thus, the lexical actions of ki update the tree (3) into (6), yielding an 
open proposition with subject and object slots. These slots correspond to the gap ei and the gap ej 
in (5). The content of a gap is notated as a type-e term, such as ( , x, P(x)), in Epsilon Calculus. 
In this calculus, a term is defined as the triple: an operator, a variable, and a restrictor. To take the 
term ( , x, P(x)) as an example,  is an existential operator that binds the variable x, and P(x) 
is a restrictor, where P is an abstract restrictor (Kempson and Kurosawa 2009: 65).  
 
(6)  Parsing Ki  
 

ki’( , x, P(x))( , y, Q(y)) : t,   
 
( , y, Q(y)) : e  ki’( , x, P(x)) : (e t) 
 

( , x, P(x)) : e ki’ : (e (e t)) 
 
In this paper, I disregard the parse of tense or aspectual particles, such as teiru in (5), which is not 
directly relevant to the current discussion. 
  In order to parse the head noun hito (= ‘person’), the computational action LINK ADJUNCTION 
introduces an inverse LINK relation from the current type-t node to a type-e-requiring node. This 
LINK relation is expressed by the curved arrow in (7). The head noun hito is then parsed at this 
type-e-requiring node, and the node gets decorated with content of hito, and it is also specified as 
a type-e node. The computational action LINK EVALUATION incorporates the content at the type-t 
node into the type-e node. This type-e node is initially unfixed, since a parser cannot see at this 
point whether the head noun hito will be a subject, or an object, etc. In (7), the node has been 
fixed as a subject node by the lexical actions of the nominative case particle ga.  
 
(7)  Parsing [[Ki-teiru] hito]-ga  
 
       ?t,  
 

ki’( , x, P(x))( , y, Q(y)) : t  ( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : e  
 
( , y, Q(y)) : e  ki’( , x, P(x)) : (e t) 
 

( , x, P(x)) : e ki’ : (e (e t)) 
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Here, I follow Cann et al.’s (2005: Ch.6) treatment of Japanese relatives, but their analysis is not 
formally licit in that it introduces two unfixed nodes hung from the same node during tree growth. 
I sidestep this issue in the tree (7), since it is not directly pertinent to the current discussion; see 
Seraku (2012) for an alternative analysis of Japanese relatives within Dynamic Syntax.  
  The current node in (7) is enriched by the parse of the predicate kawaiku-mieru (= ‘look-cute’).  
 
(8)  Parsing [[Ki-teiru] hito]-ga kawaiku-mieru 
 
          k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : t,  
 
ki’( , x, P(x))( , y, Q(y)) : t  ( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : e  k-m’ : (e t) 
 
 
 
The internal structure of the relative clause is abbreviated by a triangle in (8). In addition, content 
of the predicate kawaiku-mieru is notated as k-m’.  
  Cann et al. (2005: 285) regard no as a nominalizer that copies a term (in the present case, the 
term ( , x, P(x)) in (8)), and pastes it at a type-e node to which the type-t node is LINKed. This 
LINK relation is expressed by the arrow with the notation “no” in (9).  
 
(9)  Parsing [[Ki-teiru] hito]-ga kawaiku-mieru no  
 
        “no” 
 k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : t  ( , x, P(x)) : e,  
 
 
 
In (9), the whole structure that has been constructed prior to the parse of no (i.e. the tree (8) as a 
whole) is schematized by a triangle for the sake of brevity.  
  Then, the lexical actions encoded in the topic particle wa (Cann et al. 2005: 268) put at a 
LINKed type-t-requiring node the requirement ?<D>( , x, P(x)), for more on which see below.  
 
(10)  Parsing [[[Ki-teiru] hito]-ga kawaiku-mieru no]-wa  
 
        “no” 
k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : t ( , x, P(x)) : e 
           “wa” 

  
?t, ?<D>( , x, P(x)),   

 
  What comes next is the focus item kono-huku (= ‘this-cloth’). In order to parse a type-e item 
within an island, an inverse LINK relation is introduced, as in (11). This updating is formalized as 
a computational action in Cann et al. (2005: 169).  
 
(11)  INVERSE-LINK INTRODUCTION 
 
        “no” 
k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : t ( , x, P(x)) : e 
           “wa” 

  
?t, ?<D>( , x, P(x))  

       ?e,  
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The type-e-requiring node is fleshed out by the lexical actions of the focus item kono-huku, and 
once decorated by the processing of kono-huku, this decoration is incorporated into another node 
as ?<D>( , x, huku’(x)), a requirement that a node somewhere below the current node should be 
decorated with the term ( , x, huku’(x)). This requirement ensures that the term ( , x, huku’(x)) 
is used in the construction from the current type-t-requiring node (Cann et al. 2005: 169).  
 
(12)  Parsing [[[Ki-teiru] hito]-ga kawaiku-mieru no]-wa kono-huku 
 
        “no” 
k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : t ( , x, P(x)) : e 
           “wa” 

  
?t, ?<D>( , x, huku’(x)),   

      ( , x, huku’(x)) : e  
 
Note that the requirement ?<D>( , x, P(x)), which was present in (11), has been deleted in (12). 
This is because the new requirement ?<D>( , x, huku’(x)) is stronger than the old one; that is, if 
the new requirement is satisfied, the weaker initial form of requirement will also be satisfied.  
  Finally, the lexical actions of the copula da put a place-holding variable at a type-t-requiring 
node (Seraku 2011). This place-holding variable licenses the re-run of a set of previous actions to 
construct a propositional structure. In the present case, what is re-run is a set of previous actions 
creating the structure of the pre-no clause (i.e. the structure which is schematized by a triangle in 
(12)). During this re-run, the node for the gap gets decorated with ( , x, huku’(x)), which meets 
the requirement ?<D>( , x, huku’(x)).  
 
(13)  Parsing [[[Ki-teiru] hito]-ga kawaiku-mieru no]-wa kono-huku da 
 
        “no” 
k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : t ( , x, P(x)) : e 
           “wa” 

  
  k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, huku’(x))(y)) : t,   

  ( , x, huku’(x)) : e  
 
 
This is the final state of the tree transitions for the cleft–P (5). The current node in (13) represents 
the interpretation of the cleft–P (5): ‘It is this cloth xj that the person who wears xj looks cute.’ 
  The presence of tree transitions that lead to a well-formed final state ensures that the cleft–P (5) 
is grammatical, and it further shows that clefts–P are not sensitive to island constraints.  
 
3.2. Clefts+P 
Let’s now move on to the cleft+P (2), repeated here as (14).  
 
(14) *[[[ei  ej ki-teiru]  hitoi]-ga    kawaiku-mieru   no]-wa 
     [[[  wear-CONT] person]-NOM cute-look        NO]-TOP  
     kono-hukuj-o da.  
     this-cloth-ACC COP  
 
Prior to the case particle o, the tree transitions for this string are the same as those for the cleft–P 
counterpart. That is, the tree (15) is engendered. (If the content of kono-huku is incorporated into 
the LINKed type-t-requiring node as a requirement, the tree (12) will emerge. In the present case, 
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however, before this incorporation process occurs, the case particle o needs to be parsed.)  
 
(15)  Parsing [[[Ki-teiru] hito]-ga kawaiku-mieru no]-wa kono-huku 
 
        “no” 
k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : t ( , x, P(x)) : e 
           “wa” 

  
?t, ?<D>( , x, P(x))  

      ( , x, huku’(x)) : e,   
 
The next item is the accusative case particle o. In this tree state, however, case particles cannot be 
parsed, as their lexical actions have the following two conditions (Cann et al. 2005: 236). 
 
(16)  a. The pointer  must be at a type-e node.  

  b. If the pointer moves up, it must reach a type-t-requiring node without crossing a LINK 
 relation.  
 
In (15), since the pointer  cannot arrive at a type-t-requiring node without crossing the LINK 
relation, the condition (16b) is not satisfied. This captures the ungrammaticality of the cleft+P (14). 
  One may argue that there may be an alternative analysis of the cleft+P (14). In fact, prior to 
parsing the focus item, a parser could use the computational action GENERALIZED ADJUNCTION, 
which introduces a globally unfixed type-t-requiring node that may be resolved across a LINK 
relation. This global underspecification is notated by the dotted line in (17).  
 
(17)  Parsing [[[Ki-teiru] hito]-ga kawaiku-mieru no]-wa kono-huku 
 
        “no” 
k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : t ( , x, P(x)) : e 
           “wa” 

  
?t, ?<D>( , x, P(x))  

 
 ( , x, huku’(x)) : e,  

 
The next item to be parsed is the accusative case particle o. Case particles cannot be parsed in this 
environment due to the constraint (16b), but a parser could use the computational action INVERSE 

LOCAL *ADJUNCTION, which updates (17) into (18), where the node for the focus item is unfixed 
non-globally relative to a type-t-requiring node, which, in turn, is globally unfixed relative to 
another type-t-requiring node. The non-global underspecification is notated by the dashed line.  
 
(18)  INVERSE LOCAL *ADJUNCTION 
 
        “no” 
k-m’( , y, hito’(y)&ki’( , x, P(x))(y)) : t ( , x, P(x)) : e 
           “wa” 

  
?t, ?<D>( , x, P(x))  

 
      ?t 
 

( , x, huku’(x)) : e,  
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This tree state allows the case particle o to be parsed, because the current node is a type-e node, 
satisfying the condition (16a), and it is also unfixed non-globally with respect to a type-t-requiring 
node, satisfying the condition (16b). After the pointer  moves up to the higher type-t-requiring 
node, the parse of the copula da posits a type-t place-holding variable, licensing the re-use of 
previous actions to build up a propositional structure (i.e. the structure schematized by a triangle 
in (18)). Now, the unfixed node for the focus item kono-huku must be fixed as an object node in 
this emergent propositional structure. However, such a fixation is not possible, since MERGE, a 
computational action that resolves structural underspecification by unifying an unfixed node with 
a fixed node, is inapplicable to global underspecification. (Recall that in the tree (18), there is 
global underspecification, as visually shown by the dotted line.) Thus, a well-formed final state 
cannot obtain in these tree transitions.  
  In sum, the cleft+P (14) cannot be mapped onto a well-formed final state, and it is thus regarded 
as an ungrammatical string. This, in turn, characterizes the island-sensitivity of clefts+P. 
 
3.3. Significance of the Account 
This section has analyzed the island-(in)sensitivity in Japanese clefts in terms of how a parser 
constructs a semantic/pragmatic tree incrementally. Since the data discussed in this section can 
also be handled by the previous syntactic studies (e.g. Hiraiwa and Ishihara to appear, Hoji 1990, 
Kizu 2005), the significance of my analysis is to be explicated.  
  These previous syntactic studies account for the data by postulating distinct derivations for the 
two types of clefts. The established view is to assume that movement is involved in clefts+P but not 
in clefts–P. The exception is Kizu (2005); she uniformly utilizes movement for the derivations of 
both types of clefts, but ends up assigning quite different derivations to them.  
  Contrary to these ambiguity accounts, my analysis provides a uniform account; every lexical 
item in clefts is assigned a single entry, and no distinct tree transitions are assigned to the two 
types of clefts. Thus, from the viewpoint of theoretical parsimony, my analysis is preferable over 
the aforementioned syntactic analyses.  
 
4. RE-THINKING TOPIC AND FOCUS 
In Japanese clefts, the pre-no clause, which conveys presupposition, is nominalized by no, and it 
is further marked as a “topic” by the particle wa. With respect to this topic, the pre-copula item 
expresses a “focus”. As stated in Erteschik-Shir (2007: 26), however, such notions as topic and 
focus are elusive to formulate, since they are related to various phenomena (e.g. topicalizations, 
clefts, wh-questions), and these phenomena behave differently cross-linguistically. In general, a 
“topic” is old or given information which stands in an aboutness relation to the information 
expressed by the non-topicalized part of the sentence; a “focus” is more difficult to define, but in 
the case of assertion, it is part of the propositional content of a sentence that assigns a value to an 
issue under discussion. For more discussion of these concepts, see Lambrecht (1996).  
  In this section, I shall explore how my analysis characterizes the notions of “topic” and “focus” 
in Japanese clefts. To this end, I follow Cann et al. (2005: 183-4) and Kempson et al. (2006) in 
claiming that there are neither primitive concepts such as topic and focus nor theoretical 
constructs that are tied to them. This stance is contrasted with other approaches to topic/focus 
constructions; for instance, in the “cartographic” approach to the left periphery (Rizzi 1997 and 
subsequent works), syntactic projections for topic and focus (i.e. TP, FP) are postulated. In the 
Dynamic Syntax view, the notions of topic or focus are not articulated over a tree, but their effects 
emerge as a result of incremental tree updating. More specifically, topic effects arise when a term 
is presented as a context relative to which a parser starts to build up a propositional structure; by 
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contrast, focus effects arise when a parser has constructed an open proposition and the provision 
of a term serves as an update to the open propositional structure (cf. Gregoromichelaki (2010)).  
  Given these premises, topic and focus effects in Japanese clefts can be taken to arise as a result 
of certain forms of tree updating. First, the node created by no is decorated with the content of the 
gap in a cleft, and the topic marker wa introduces a LINK relation from this node to an emergent 
propositional structure, posing a requirement that the content of the gap should be present in the 
emergent propositional structure. This updating yields what one associates with a topic effect in a 
cleft sentence. Second, the structure built up by the parse of the pre-no clause involves a term 
representing the content of the gap in a cleft, and a parser expects a concrete term to obtain which 
specifies the content of the gap. It is by the parse of the pre-copula item that such specification is 
made; that is, the abstract content of the gap in the previous structure gets specified as concrete 
content in the new structure by the parse of the pre-copula item (and the copula). These transitions 
invoke what one normally regards as a focus effect in a cleft sentence.  
 
5. CONCLUSION 
This paper has argued that the island-(in)sensitivity in Japanese clefts follows from incremental 
growth of a semantic/pragmatic tree. The analysis is preferable over previous accounts in that it 
offers a uniform analysis of clefts. This case study has implications for the study of semantics and 
pragmatics. First, it characterizes topic and focus effects as a by-product of gradual tree updating. 
Second, it challenges the traditional view that structural puzzles are to be addressed syntactically.  
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Abstract  
My aim is to shed light on how repetition of story-recipients' utterances by storytellers affects 
storytelling. I investigate the use of allo-repetition, focusing on three components proposed by Ochs et 
al. (1992): explanatory, challengeability, and redrafting. The data consists of ten audiotaped face-to-face 
conversations between English speakers. This analysis shows that storytellers repeat the story-recipients’ 
words chiefly as answers and links, to summarize and develop their story. In addition, answering is 
fulfilled the most in challengeability, while linking occurs most frequently in explanatory and redrafting. 
I identify two kinds of collaboration being encouraged by repetition: contextual collaboration and 
expressional collaboration. 

Keywords : allo-repetition, storytelling, theory-building activity, joint construction 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 People share experiences with their interlocutors through narratives. Researchers in sociolinguistics 
or discourse analysis have argued that narratives are created by collaborations between storytellers and 
story-recipients (Ochs et al. 1992; Nishikawa 2005). To illustrate this, we need to focus on the linguistic 
strategy that both participants use to complete a single narrative together. In particular, repetition is an 
effective tool in the joint construction of contextual meaning (Tannen 1989) because of being identified 
as a limitless resource for interpersonal development and being regarded as a strategy of “positive 
politeness” (Brown and Levinson 1987: 102) in establishing common ground with interlocutors. 
 I have analyzed the use of immediate allo-repetition in English-language narratives to describe how 
repetition by storytellers to story-recipients affects storytelling. I have also investigated the use of allo-
repetition in terms of place, form, and content, focusing on the components of storytelling that Ochs et 
al. (1992) had initially proposed in their model of narrative as a theory-building activity. I relied on the 
definition of a narrative by Sugita (2006)—a discussion of a particular past event using a series of 
sequentially ordered clauses created through cooperation between storytellers and recipients. 
 
2. Previous studies 
2.1. Narrative 
 Labov and Waletzky (1967) and Lerner (1992) have analyzed how storytellers develop their stories 
or convey important points. They have suggested that as storytellers relate details of an event, story-
recipients react to them. At the same time, however, this pattern is not always maintained throughout a 
narrative; rather, recipients also contribute to the progression of a story. 
 In contrast, Ochs et al. (1992) and Nishikawa (2005) focused on collaboration in narrative building 
and emphasized the contribution of recipients to the completion of narratives. Ochs et al. (1992) 
compared everyday storytelling to theory-building activities, arguing that a story is collaboratively 
constructed by both the storyteller and the story-recipient. Nishikawa (2005) applied this concept of 
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narrative as a theory-building activity to Japanese conversational data. She was able to support the idea 
of co-constructing a narrative on the part of all interlocutors by showing that Japanese conversations had 
a structure similar to the one that Ochs et al. (1992) had identified in English language storytelling. 
However, no study has analyzed how narratives are created from one linguistic expression. 
 Uchida (2010) clarified the function of repetition on the part of story-recipients in the construction 
of narratives. According to her research, the way a storyteller reacts to a recipient’s repetition clearly 
demonstrates that repetition is used to help clarify the story and bring the narrative to completion, thus 
contributing to joint construction in storytelling. However, no study has revealed how repetition by 
storytellers of words or phrases spoken by story-recipients, who have less information on the story told, 
is linked to the completion of a narrative. 
 
2.2. Components of theory-building activities in narrative 
 According to Ochs et al. (1992), narratives in ordinary conversations include collaborative theory-
building activities. These activities involve the following three components: (1) explanatory (storytellers 
suggest at least one problematic event that frames or changes other narrated events); (2) challengeability 
(both storytellers and listeners can actively contribute to narrative completion by pointing out a problem 
area in a previous narrative or by presenting new ideas to render the problematic event as being much 
more comprehensible); and (3) redrafting (storytellers respond to interlocutors’ attempts to elaborate on 
the narrative or provide alternative explanations, framings, and the outcomes of the previous speakers’ 
rough description). I clarified the processes by which narratives are completed through the use of allo-
repetition and expanded on the above research of Ochs et al. (1992). 
 
2.3. Allo-repetition 
 Allo-repetition is the repetition of story-recipients’ utterances by storytellers in the same 
conversation. It involves phrases that can effectively introduce the speaker's own ideas or opinions via 
the “voice” of others (Bakhtin 1981) and is thus a significant element that contributes to the joint 
construction of narrative. Kim (2002) noted that repetition manifests as either exact repetition or partial 
repetition of some preceding turn, most commonly involving what the speaker has just said sententially, 
clausally, phrasally, or lexically. Exact repetition occurs when the same wording is used between 
repeated and repetition usually in the forms of single words or phrases. According to this definition, 
even one- or two-word noun phrases are defined as repetition. Partial repetition includes deixis, tense 
shift, speaker change, and changes of prosody. 
 I have excluded paraphrasing because it is too difficult to identify the extent to which paraphrasing 
reflects a speaker’s linguistic form and contributes to that of the listener. This analysis deployed Kim’s 
definition and considered as true repetition only the direct quotation of the immediately preceding 
utterance. Direct quotation can be given when story-recipients hear preceding words and repeat all or 
some part of them lexically. 
 
2.4. Functions of repetition 
 I measured the following eight functions of allo-repetition in English on the basis of previous 

studies of repetition, including the illustration of a range of functions served by repetition of words, 
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phrases, and clauses in a conversation (Tannen 1989); the identification of six social actions performed 

by second-position repetition (Kim 2002); and the quantitative analysis of English allo-repetition (Machi 

2007): agreement, confirmation, questioning, answering, acceptance of humor, linking phrases, 

correction, and surprise. 

 
3. Research questions 
 A brief review on previous research of narrative and repetition indicates that analyzing repetition 
with regard to the components proposed by Ochs et al. (1992) may provide significant information on 
how repetition functions as an interactive feature and the extent to which it influences the direction of 
narratives. I conducted this investigation by focusing on allo-repetition to identify the form of 
cooperative interaction that each repetition takes and the manner in which it contributes to narrative 
completion. Functional analysis, on the other hand, can clarify the meaning that each repetition adds to a 
narrative and help us understand how repetition is used in storytellers’ redrafting. 
 Taking this into consideration, I will address the following two questions: “(1) For what function 
do storytellers use repetition?” and “(2) How does functional distribution of repetition differ among the 
three components?” 
 
4. Materials and methods 
 I used transcriptions of audio recordings of 10 face-to-face conversations between native English 
speakers from the Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken American English Part 1, lasting a total of about 229 
minutes. I identified 104 instances of allo-repetition by storytellers to story-recipients. I classified these 
data according to the three components of theory building in narratives to conduct a functional analysis. 
 
5. Analysis 
5.1. Functional distribution of allo-repetition according to the eight functions 
 Quantitative and qualitative analyses reveal that storytellers repeat the story-recipients’ words 
primarily as answers (31.7%) and links (31.7%) (Table 1), whose examples will be shown below: 
 

Table 1: Allo-repetition by storytellers to story-recipients according to the eight functions 
 

 
Functions Agre Conf Ques Answ Humor Link Corr Surp TOTAL 
Number (%)  12 (11.5)  6 (5.8)  4 (3.8)   33 (31.7)  5 (4.8)  33 (31.7)  11 (10.6)   0   104 

 
 
(1) Answering 

Actual Blacksmithing (LYNNE = storyteller; LENORE, DORIS = story-recipients)1 
  01 LE:  ... So you don't need to go ... borrow equipment from anybody, 
  02        to -- 
  03        ... to do the feet? 
  04        ... [Do the hooves]? 
  05 LY:     [(H)=] <YWN Well, 
  06       we're gonna have to find somewhere, 
  07       to get, 
  08       (Hx) ... something (Hx) YWN>. 
  09 D:   .. So, 
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  10          [~Mae-] -- 
  11 LY:  [I'm gonna] (Hx) -- 
  12 D:     [2~Mae ~Lynne XX2] 
  13 LY:  [2(H) We're not2] gonna do the feet today, 
  14      I'm gonna wait till like, 
  15      early in the morning=, 
  16      .. to do those, 
  17      cause y- -- 
  18      I mean you get s=o ti=red. 
 
The participants of this conversation are LYNNE (a student of equine science), LENORE (a visitor and 
near stranger), and DORIS (LYNNE’s mother, who is doing housework). LENORE, one of the story-
recipients, inquires about the purpose of borrowing equipment during a training session on horse 
trimming. LYNNE, the storyteller of this narrative, answers her question in line 13 by repeating part of 
LENORE’s phrase, especially the utterance in line 03 that she is not going “to do the feet”—a phrase 
LENORE uses to ask about LYNNE’s purpose for borrowing equipment. This repetition serves as 
feedback to the story-recipients, showing the storyteller’s consideration toward the degree of story-
recipients’ understanding in order to clarify information and develop the narrative. 
 
(2) Linking phrases 

This Retirement Bit (ANGELA = storyteller; DORIS, SAMANTHA = story-recipients) 
  01 A: (H) It had a, 
  02      (H) it had a, 
  03      ... one of tho=se ... bottoms that -- 
  04 D:  ... Oh=. 
  05 A:  are -- 
  06      ... what do you call it. 
  07 S:  .. A tail? 
  08 D:  ... No. 
  09       The tight. 
  10       It- [% % the band]. 
  11 S:        [Oh]. 
  12 A:       [The t- the] tight band around [2the bottom2] [3of it3]. 
  13 D:                                                             [2B-2]              [3band3]. 
  14 S:                                                                                 [3I don't3] like those. 
  15 A:   ... I don't either. 
  16 D:   ... Makes your butt look [thin]. 
  17 A:                                  [Most] all of em are that way. 
  18 D:   [2Makes your hei- -- 
  19 A:   [2(H) And do you know2], 
  20 D:   makes your2] heinie look thinner. 
 
This conversation took place among three friends (ANGELA, DORIS, and SAMANTHA), all of whom 
are retired women. ANGELA, the storyteller of this narrative, forms her utterance and develops it by 
linking two phrases “The tight” in line 09 and “band” in line 10. These two phrases are taken from 
story-recipient DORIS’ answer to ANGELA’s question about the name of a beads accessory. Here, the 
utterance in line 12 serves as feedback to both story-recipients, which includes the information from 
DORIS and assimilates the understanding of SAMANTHA. This segment helps clarify the narrative 
content by combining story-recipients’ fragmentary words to create one phrase. 
 
5.2. Functional distribution of allo-repetition according to the three components 
 Next, the functional distribution of allo-repetition according to the three components by storytellers 
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to story-recipients most frequently involves responding to challenges (34.3%), whereas linking occurs 
most frequently in the context of explanation (50%) and redrafting (56%) (Table 2). I will demonstrate 
three instances below with involving the three components: 
 

Table 2: Allo-repetition by storytellers to story-recipients according to the three components 
 

Functions Agre Conf Ques Answ Humor Link Corr Surp TOTAL 
Expla (%)  0  0  1 (8.3)  4 (33.3)  0  6 (50)  1 (8.3)  0  12 
Chall (%) 10 (14.9)  5 (7.5)  3 (4.5) 23 (34.3)  4 (6) 13 (19.4)  9 (13.4)  0  67 
Redra (%)  2 (8)  1 (4)  0  6 (24)  1 (4)  14 (56)  1 (4)  0  25 

 
 
 (3) Linking phrases in the explanatory component 

Appease the Monster (MARCI = storyteller; WENDY, KEVIN, KENDRA = story-recipients)  
  01 W:   All of our alterations go to !Edna, 
  02 M:   (H) 
  03 KEV: !Edna.                       pre-explanatory component  
  04 KEN: .. <FOOD I go to [!Rita FOOD>]. 
  05 W:                           [and] __  

 
  06 M:   !Edna's left our church. 
  07         Did you know that? 
  08         .. [Did] she tell [2you2]? 
  09 KEV:  [(DRINK)] 
  10 W:                       [2Hm2]_m. 
  11 KEV: .. Hm_m. 
  12 M:    They've go=ne [.. to=] .. a sou=th, 
  13 KEN:                     [(THROAT)] 
  14 M:   .. a church down south, a little tiny one?       explanatory component  
  15 KEV: (H) 
  16 M:   (H) And when !Edn=a told me about it, .. %it was because they sort of wanted to go=, .. to  
   a smaller congregation. 
  17 KEV: [Hm]. 
  18 M:      [(H)] But when they announced it in church, and we prayed for them, it was becau=se,  
   they, .. um, ... they were gonna go out %, ... because they felt called. ... [So], 
  19 KEV:                                                                                                        [Hm]. 
  20 M:   .. I don't know what the real story is, but, ... it sounded kinda neat. 
  21 KEV: .. [Hm].  

 
  22 W:        [(TSK) Well it] must % __ Their, I think thei=r motives must .. be pretty solid, if they're  
   willing to talk to !Ron about it, and [make it a pub]lic thing, 
  23 M:                                            [Oh yeah]. Yeah[2=2],      challengeability component  
  24 W:                                                                        [2So2], ... [3(H)3] 
  25 M:                                                                                         [3Yeah3]. 
 
This is a family conversation at a birthday party. Among the participants, KENDRA (the person 
celebrating the birthday) and KEVIN are siblings, MARCI is their mother, and WENDY is KEVIN’s 
wife. MARCI, the storyteller, repeats WENDY’s word in line 01 and KEVIN’s word in line 03—both of 
them are in the pre-explanatory component—to begin a story about Edna changing churches in line 06, 
a part of the explanatory component. This leads to clarifying information about Edna by bringing the 
story-recipients’ words together and linking them. It acts as feedback to the story-recipients, which is an 
effective way to show commonality on a topic. 
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(4) Answering in the challengeability component 
A Book about Death (PAMELA = storyteller; DARRYL = story-recipient) 

  01 P:   (H) I'm thinking one thing my mother always used to say=, 
  02       when I wouldn't go bicycling with my [father], 
  03 D:                                                         [<@ ~Pamela], 
  04       you are [2@@@, 
  05 P:        [2she would say2],    explanatory component  
  06 D:   you are @@@ @>2] -- 
  07 P:   she would say, 
  08       (H) <Q you'll be s=orry when we're dead Q>.   
  09 D:   @Because you would[n't bicycling]? 
  10 P:                                     [@@ <@Mm@>]. 
  11       Because I wouldn't go bicycling with my father. 
  12 D:   Oh.                   challengeability component  
 
This is a conversation between a couple who is lying in bed. PAMELA, the storyteller, raised a point in 
line 08—a part of the explanatory component—that her mother said PAMELA would be sorry when her 
parents were dead. The story-recipient DARRYL questions her point at line 09 in the challengeability 
component, which she summarizes in line 11 by giving feedback to the story-recipient with regard to the 
degree of his understanding. Here, she affirms DARRYL’s question by using the same phrases to 
express a high level of empathy in response to the challenge from the story-recipient. 
 
(5) Linking phrases in the redrafting component 

Conceptual Pesticides (MARILYN = storyteller; PETE, ROY = story-recipients) 
  01 M:  But -- 
  02       .. Yeah. 
  03       .. (H) Actually, 
  04       you know,       explanatory component  
  05       .. Zeke the sheik .. is a local. 
  06       ... You know, 
  07       the guy whose compost pile blew up?  

 
  08 P:   ... Oh no I don't know a[bout this]. 
  09 M:                                [Didn't you hear] about him?  challengeability component  
  10 P:   [2No2].  

 
  11 M:  [2It -- 
  12       it2] caught fi- -- 
   :  redrafting component  
  24       you wanna butter these?   
  25 R:   The grass clip[pings]. 
  26 P:                    [Mhm]. 
  27 R:   <X A X> huge [2ceme2]tery, 
  28 M:                     [2Yeah2].                 challengeability component  
  29 R:   they would [3mow their3] lawns, 
  30 P:             [3Yeah3]. 
  31 R:   .. he would take [4the grass clippings4].  

 
  32 M:                      [4And he asked em4], 
  33      if he could have the grass clippings, 
  34       for like fifteen years.      redrafting component  
 
This example was extracted from a conversation among three friends who are preparing dinner together. 
ROY and MARILYN are a married couple, and PETE is a friend visiting from out of town. The 
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storyteller, MARILYN, develops a topic about a Muslim patriarch, Zeke, whose compost pile blew up. 
ROY, one of the story-recipients, uses the phrase “the grass clippings” in line 31—a part of the 
challengeability component—to refer to the grass required to restore the burned compost pile. 
MARILYN links the phrase to her narrative and repeats it in line 33 in the redrafting component. This 
acts as feedback to the story-recipient to help in assimilating his understanding of the information. It 
also clarifies the relationship with the previous expression of the phrase and develops the present 
narrative in the redrafting component in which Zeke asked if he could have the grass clippings. 
 
6. Discussion 
 Clarifying the function of repetition will bring us an opportunity to learn more about the extent to 
which it contributes to narrative completion. By adopting the story-recipients’ information and 
understanding through repetition, storytellers summarized the conversation so far and assimilated story-
recipient with the pace of a given narrative in respect of the degree of participants’ information and 
understanding as feedback. Then, the storytellers brought close to a conclusion of their own narrative. 
 Here, responding to stories by repetition can be used as a signal for the storyteller to be ready for 
the recipients’ contribution to a particular story. Utterances from listeners can give storytellers more 
information about how to complete a certain narrative in a more detailed and comprehensible way 
(Tannen 1978; Norrick 2008). Repetition is often regarded as a pivot for both of the participants in 
narrative, a signal to restart and develop the storytelling, which indicates that certain focal points should 
be clarified for storytellers and story-recipients (Uchida 2010). 
 Also, repetition is a tool for joint construction of narrative. Through repetition, the following two 
kinds of collaboration are enabled or encouraged: (1) contextual collaboration, which helps to clarify 
story content; and (2) expressional collaboration, which helps synchronize two voices. In contextual 
collaboration, repetition is often regarded as a signal to restart the storytelling, leading to the 
clarification of focal points. Indeed, story-recipients typically have less information about the topic at 
hand than do storytellers, creating a situation in which listeners must keep pace with the speaker to 
develop the ongoing narrative. Additionally, storytellers can use repetition to confirm listeners’ 
understanding and incorporate their words into the stories. 
 During expressional collaboration, each repetition belongs to a speaker in his/her role as an 
“animator” (Goffman 1981: 144). At the same time, however, the repeated words were initially uttered 
by a previous speaker and thus also belong to that original speaker in his/her role as “author” (ibid.). The 
expressive similarity between the two voices enables storytellers and story-recipients to build 
cooperative relationships in the service of completing a given narrative. 
 
7. Conclusion 
 The results of this study highlight the importance of repetition in the co-construction process of 
conversational storytelling and help clarify how interlocutors jointly construct information in narratives. 
At the same time, however, framework of linguistic anthropology, such as indexicality (Silverstein 
1976; Kataoka 2002; Hata 2008), must be adopted in a further research. Analyzing repetition from the 
perspective of indexicality enables us to deepen our understanding on the role of allo-repetition in 
narrative development, because indexicality argues that each linguistic device clarifies its meaning 
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through detailed information about context and that interaction between speaker and listener, including 
collaborative constructing of narratives, is focused on to explain creative meaning of indexicality. 
 
 
Notes 
1. Transcription conventions (Du Bois et al. 1993) 
 Intonation .: final ,: continuing ?: appeal (TSK): click VOX: voice of another 
 pause ...: middle (0.3 s < X < 0.6 s)  ..: short (X < 0.2 s) 
 (H): inhalation (Hx): exhalation [ ]: overlap <Q Q>: quotation <X word X>: uncertain hearing 
 !: booster @: laugh =: latching %: glottal stop wor-: word truncation 
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対話の参与者間における言語的響鳴と連鎖 
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＜Abstract＞ 

What enables us to communicate with others easily? On this point, dialogic syntax of Du Bois (2001) is 

thought-provoking. Dialogic syntax puts a strong emphasis on parallelism between utterances, which is defined 

as resonance. In this juxtaposed structure, there are syntagmatic and paradigmatic similarities between elements, 

and the following speaker reuses the preceding utterance, including both words and syntactic relations. 

Resonances make it possible to produce a multi-layered connection between adjacent utterances, and this could 

lead to various properties such as retrospectiveness. In conclusion, resonance can be regarded as a device which 

facilitates the sequence perception and cognitive processing in interactions. 

【Keywords】：対話統語論、響鳴、くり返し、遡及的連鎖、対話コーパス 

 

 

1. はじめに 
ヒトが社会生活を営む上で、他者との意思疎通
は不可欠である。複数の参与者間における情報の
やり取りは様々な媒体を通して成立するが、特に
ヒトに固有な言語の役割を考察することは、イン
タラクションの構造を究明・応用する上で大きな
意義を有すると言える。本研究は、理論的背景と
して Du Bois (2001)の提唱する対話統語論
(dialogic syntax)を設定し、響鳴(resonance)という
「対話の参与者間における類似発話の使用」に着
眼する。その上で、観察可能な言語的振る舞いの
集積として対話コーパスを採用し、言語的響鳴が
いかなる効果をもたらすか考察を試みる。本研究
の目的は以下の 2点に集約される： 
 
i. 類似発話の分析により、参与者が先行発話

をどのように利用するか考察する 

ii. 言語的響鳴と対話の連鎖構造がいかなる
関係を持つか考察する 

 
なお、コーパスの便宜から対象は英語に限定し、
アノテーションが豊かな対話コーパスとして
SBCSAE (Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken American 
English)を援用する方針を採る。 

2. くり返し 
対話においては、先行発話と類似した後続発話
がしばしば生起する。このような、参与者間での
類似発話の使用は、伝達上は冗長とも感じられる。
なぜそのような発話が生じるか、という問題意識
から、類似発話は従来の研究においてくり返し
(repetition)として議論されてきた。代表的な知見
としては、以下のものが挙げられよう： 
 

先行研究 くり返しの機能 

Jakobson (1970) ・押韻等に基づく詩的機能 

Beun (1985) ・先行発話の記憶/修正/評価/
相槌といった調整的機能 

Bock (1986) ・構造プライミングという 
認知的機能 

Tannen (1989) ・対話への関与(involvement) 
という社会的機能 

 
しかし、先行研究は分析の媒体が限定的であり、
発話間の類似性を記述する手法も乏しいという
問題点があった。類似性は、完全な反復から部分
的反復という連続性を示すが、そのような連続性
を反映できる枠組みが必要である。 
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3. 対話統語論 
くり返しの先行研究と比較して、対話統語論の

特色は構造的並行性(structural parallelism)にある。
対話統語論は、従来くり返しと呼ばれてきた現象
を響鳴として再規定し、ダイアグラフ(diagraph) 
という連辞・連合関係の表記から、響鳴の記述・
分析を進める。簡例として以下を参照したい。 
 
(diagraph) 

1 Joanne; it ’s kind of like ^you Ken .

3 Ken; that ’s not at^all like me Joanne .

響鳴の記述例（Du Bois 2001: 4; 左はコーパスのライン番号） 

 
この対話では、likeと’sが語彙的に一致しており、
指示対象としては it = that / you = meという一致
が見られる。また、末尾の Kenと Joanneは両者
ともに呼格であり、kind of と not at all には互換
性が想定される。これらは、共に類似点を有する
コピュラ述語文でありながら、肯定と否定という
反対の意味を持つのである。Du Bois (2001)は、
響鳴は語・統語・形態素・音声・指示等に見られ、
くり返し・変形・代入・言い換え等で実現される
としている。このように、対話統語論は参与者間
における心的表象の提携を基盤としつつ、語や統
語といった様々なレベルで生じる響鳴に着眼し、
その原理や動機付けを探究する枠組みである。 
また、対話統語論は、参与者間にプライミング

効果に基づく様々な心的表象の提携を措定する。
これは、Chafe (1994)の情報の活性化(activation)
理論にも係る知見である。つまり、対話の参与者
がある発話をする際、その発話は聴者の心的表象
を活性化させており、聴者は続いて発話する際に
その活性化された心的表象を使う傾向にある、と
考えるわけである。ここで重要な点は、活性化さ
れる心的表象は話者の企図に即する必要はなく、
その他の統語構造等の抽象的なパターンも同時
に活性化されており、時としてインタラクション
の資源として利用され得るという点であろう。 
以上の響鳴は、先行発話からスキーマを抽出・

利用するという、対話でのパターン発見の能力
(Tomasello 2003)とも関係すると考えられる。なお、
構造プライミングの持つ抽象性に対し、具体性が
付与された現象として捉えることも可能である
(DuBois 2001)。 

4. 言語的響鳴の事例 
響鳴の性質について考察するため、本研究は、
英語対話コーパス(Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken 
American English; SBCSAE)内の 19の 2人対話を
媒体とし、響鳴例を人手(+コンピュータの補助)
により網羅的に抽出した上で、傾向を観察した。
抽出の際、響鳴の規範的単位とされる複数話者に
よる「隣接発話対」に則り、共話や重複、yeah-yeah
等の一語発話対を除外して考察を行った。また、
響鳴を[SVO-SVO]といった抽象的な統語構造ま
で拡張すると、議論が煩雑化する可能性がある。
これは、類似性の度合いに関する low-resonance
の問題と言われるが、本研究では、上記のような
「考えようによっては似ている発話対」には立ち
入らず、あくまで語と統語構造の 2軸に類似性が
観察されるものを響鳴として扱った。 
結果として、SBCSAEの 2人対話においては、
全 166の響鳴が抽出された。全体的に、対応関係
を示しつつ一部を置換したものや、響鳴部に節を
追加した連鎖が多く見られた。また、形態上では
4語以下の響鳴が多くを占めたが、これは発話の
イントネーション・ユニットの傾向(Chafe 1994)
と関係するものと考えられる。一部の例として、
以下の事例を挙げる。 
 
Example 1 (SBC006 Cuz: 513-523) 
 
*ALIN: She  wouldn't eat her lunch  
 because she wanted dessert .  
*ALIN: (..) Dessert comes around  
 (.) Mom had cut all the pastries in half ?  
*ALIN: (.) &=in Cassandra takes five of them .  
*ALIN: (.) &=in She took (.) a: bite  
 (.) from each one .  
*ALIN: (.) That was it .  
*ALIN: (.) &{l=VOX I don't want any mo: re &}l=VOX  .  
*LENO:          &{l=X Cause &}l=X  she gets away with it . 
*ALIN: (..) &=tsk Gets away with it . 
 
(diagraph) 

522 LENO; Cause she gets away with it . 

523 ALIN;  Gets away with it . 

 Cause sheの省略を除いて発話間の対応関係
が保たれており、これは ALINの発話が Gets
で始まることからも明らか 

 先行研究における相槌 / 関与示唆の機能 
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Example 2 (SBC058 Swingin’ Kid: 287-292) 
 
*STEV: (..) Yeah but  
 there is something in here that +...  
*SHER: Unhunh .  
*STEV: (..) The Doctor Dreadful f- (..) drink lab .  
*SHER: (..) The who what ?  
*STEV: (..) &{l=VOX The Doctor Dreadful drink lab &}l=VOX . 

 
(diagraph) 

290 STEV; The Doctor Dredful f... drink lab .

291 SHER; The who what ?

 The によって発話間の対応関係を保ちつつ、
対応する要素を疑問詞へと置換 

 修復開始発話(repair initiating utterance) 
 
 
Example.3 (SBC005 A Book About Death: 104-113) 
 
*DARR: (.) I  didn't like the book  
 the way I +/.  
*DARR: the minute I looked at it .  
*PAME: (..) You didn't .  
*DARR: No .  
*PAME: That's cause you .  
*DARR: (..) That's because I have my own ideas about it  
 I guess .  
*DARR: That I'm (.) pretty comfortable with .  
*PAME: (..) ah .  
 
(diagraph) 

109 PAME; That ’s cause you 

110 DARR; That ’s because I have my own ideas
 about it

 発話間の対応関係を保ちつつ、末尾の要素
を節により置換 

 置換 / 追加部分の有標化 
 
例 3では下線部が言語的響鳴の事例であるが、後
続の話者は先行発話の類似表現を用いることで、
当該の先行発話との関係性を保ちつつ、先行発話
の修正を行っている。その証左は後続する ah の
生起であり、これは Heritage (1984)における認知
状態の変化を表す oh と同種の表現と考えられる。
また、これは Schegloff (2007)における遡及的連鎖
(retro-sequence)とも関係する知見と考えられる。
遡及的連鎖とは、話者の意図と聴者の解釈という
推論モデルの流れとは異なり、先行発話の意味が
後続の話者により遡及的に規定される言語連鎖

を指す。ここで、響鳴の構築は後続発話に依り、
先行発話の類似発話が産出されて初めて発話間
に関係性が生じる点を踏まえると、響鳴の事後性
と遡及的連鎖は互いに無関係ではない。以上より、
一部の連鎖構造と響鳴は互いに関連すると想定
されるが、これは対話における「意味の遡及性」
について考察する上でも示唆的と言える。 
 
5. 考察 
類似発話に基づく発話間の提携は、どのような
性質を持ち、さらにどのように連鎖と関わるのか。
対話は、発話毎に産出された内容を、参与者間の
共有基盤(common ground; Clark 1996)に付与する
営みである。そして、参与者はそこから共同注意
のフレームを形成し、特定の対象へと注意を共有
して対話を進めていく(Tomasello 2003)。これらに
関係する原理の 1つとして、DuBois (2001)の関与
の原則が考えられる： 

関与の原則(Principle of Engagement ) 

・Engaged forms make engaged meanings (Du Bois 2001: 19) 

形式上の提携に伴う性質を考える前に、まず響鳴
の下位分類について言及しておく。対話統語論は、
響鳴の下位分類として、以下の連辞型 / 連合型
響鳴を想定する： 

(diagraph) 

1 JOANNE; yet he ’s still ^healthy .

3 LENORE; he ’s still walking ^around .

(Du Bois 2001: 5) 

上記の例においては he’s still＿が連辞型響鳴とし
て機能し、発話間の対応関係の基盤を作るとされ
る。Du Bois (2001)は、一定の語が響鳴において
くり返され、そこから構成体が創発する可能性を
指摘しているが、このような観点はHopper (1998)
等の創発文法(emergent grammar)に類するもので
ある。一方、上記の発話対でより重要な点は、
healthyとwalking aroundという単独では結び付き
難い表現が、連辞型響鳴の構造的並行性によって
明確に対比されるということである。このような
連合軸における響鳴が連合型響鳴であり、連辞軸
の表現に基づき、多様な要素が強固に対比される。
発話における特定部の有標化は、主に連合型響鳴
を通してなされると考えられる。 
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ここで、発話間の提携がどのような性質を持ち、
どのように連鎖と関わるかという問いに戻ろう。
響鳴は、連辞型響鳴により発話間の関係性を担保
し、連合型響鳴により先行発話への同意や対比を
表すものと考えられる。特に、本来的な対応関係
のない対も形成する、という性質が特徴的である。
また、響鳴は後続の発話が生じて初めて成立する
という点を踏まえると、類似発話による発話間の
提携 / 共有基盤の修正の際に、響鳴連鎖が特定
の連鎖に繋がる可能性がある。これらをまとめる
と以下の通りである： 
 
響鳴の性質 
A) 先行発話の認識・注意の共有を明示 
B) 先行発話の一部を焦点化 / 修正 
 
響鳴には多様な性質が想定されるが、1つとして、
参与者の共有基盤に加わった言語的資源に対し、
主体がその内のどこを焦点化するかを明示する
という機能が考えられる。焦点化により、聴者は
産出の際、先行発話のどの部分に対しどのような
立場を採るかを、容易に伝達することが出来る。
また、響鳴と連鎖に関しては、立場の明示や焦点
化に伴って、共有基盤を事後的に構築するための
修復 / 遡及的連鎖の形成が考えられる。 
 
6. 結語 
本研究は、理論的背景として Du Bois (2001)の

提唱する対話統語論を設定し、響鳴という現象に
着眼した上で、対話コーパスによって言語的響鳴
がいかなる効果をもたらすか考察を試みた。冒頭
で示した目的は、次の通りにまとめられる： 

 
I. 参与者は先行発話をどのように利用するか 

 先行発話からパターンを抽出し、それに
基づく焦点化を伴う発話で対話を円滑化 

 
II. 響鳴と連鎖構造がいかなる関係を持つか 

 響鳴による発話間の提携は、その提携の
種類により遡及性を帯びた連鎖を展開 

 
より網羅的なデータの抽出と統計的処理、抽象的
統語構造の議論 (e.g. 受動文  →  受動文 )等の
low-resonance問題の扱いは今後の課題である。 
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<Abstract> 
The present article proposes a conceptual description of linguistic communication modeled on Reddy’s (1979) 
“toolmakers paradigm,” thereby identifying the mechanism through which linguistic miscommunication arises. It 
further conducts a prototype-semantic analysis to elucidate the elusive and intractable aspects of such 
miscommunication. 

keywords  
 
 

Reddy (1979) toolmakers paradigm
Coleman and Kay 

(1981) lie

(elusiveness)
(intractability)  

 

Shannon and Weaver (1949)  
(mathematical information theory) 

conduit 
metaphor

(“failures”)
(Reddy 1979: 304) conduit metaphor

1 (S)  “repertoire 
member”(Q) (“ideas/thoughts/meanings/feelings”)  
“signals”(P) (“word/phrase/sentence/poem”)

(A)
P Q

P Q

(ibid.: 290-291)  
 

 
1  CONDUIT-METAPHOR MODEL OF COMMUNICATION 

 
Reddy toolmakers 

paradigm 2

conduit metaphor repertoire 
member
“signals” (S) repertoire 
member (Q)

instructions signals (P)

(A)
instructions

repertoire member
repertoire member

repertoire member

(Reddy ibid.: 295)  
 

 
2  TOOLMAKERS-PARADIGM MODEL OF COMMUNICATION 
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3  PROCESSES INVOLVED IN ACTUAL COMMUNICATION 
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S (1) (X)

M) F
(symbolic unit)

(P)
S A P A S

Q X M F
toolmakers paradigm

 
 
(1) X

(Q)  
 

P A S
P F’/M’

mutual knowledge (Clark and 
Marshall 1981) M’

(X’)
A

 

toolmakers paradigm
4 model

model
 

 

 
4 REVISED TOOLMAKERS PARADIGM MODEL OF COMMUNICATION 

 

3, 4 S
(Q X M/F P) (P
M’/F’ X’ Q’)

Q Q’
S A

M(’)/F(’) P M(’) F(’)

(e.g., M ‘ ’; F /sjudjutsu/; P /sjuzutsu/)
Q(’) X(’) indirect speech 

act
 

Q X Q
direct speech act
mood performative verbs

M/F (cf. Searle 1969) Q

X Q
X

Searle (1975: 72) conditions
reason
M/F direct 
speech act indirect speech act

M/F
 

(1)
X X’ X’

Q’ S Q X

 
(2) (3) a

b
(Searle 1975:75) 

(4)

X(’) M(’)/F(’)

 
 
(2) a.  Do you want to hand me that hammer over  
  there on the table? 
 b. Do you desire to hand me that hammer over  
  there on the table? 
(3) a. Can you reach the salt? 
 b. Are you able to reach the salt? 
(4) a.  
 b.  
 

Q(’) X(’)

(1980)

10 “at the front”
‘at the reception desk’

‘at the front of the building’
M(‘) F(‘)

“Well, I’m sorry.”

Q

(Q’) X’  

Q 

A 

P 

Q Q 

S 

Q’

X 

M 
F 

P

M 
F 

P

M 
F 

S S 

X’

M’
F’

A A

X X 
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M(’) F(’)
(5)

when
(5b)

whenever
when (5b)

 
 
(5) a. Whenever I saw her I fell for her. 
 b. Whenever he came in he hit me. 
 c. My husband died whenever I was living on the  
  New Lodge Road. 
 d. Whenever Chomsky wrote Syntactic Structures  
  there was a revolution in linguistics. 

(Milroy 1984: 19) 
 

( 1999)

make let
2011

(6) B

A B

 
 
(6) A   
 B   
   
 

Coleman and Kay (1981) ‘lie’
prototype semantics

 
(7) 4 property

 
 
(7) S intends P to evoke Q and A interprets P to evoke Q’; 
 a. Q is not Q’. 
 b. S or A believes Q’ to be Q. 
 c. P does not evoke Q. 
 d. P does not evoke Q’. 
 

1 4 property
I XVI

45

7
6 5

4
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2 3
43 1
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Q’ TO BE Q

P DOES NOT 
EVOKE Q 
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1 PROPERTY  
 
(7a) I VIII 155

IV XVI
150 (7a) 

(“Miscommunication 
occurs (...) when there is a mismatch between the 
speaker’s intention and the hearer’s interpretation.”)

Milroy (1984: 8)

172 200
I III VII (7a) (7d) property

 

(Q’)

 
 

Toolmakers paradigm

 

conduit metaphor
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has gone is gone

maki-iwata@nifty.ne.jp 
 
 
<Abstract>   

A resultant state of an event can be expressed by have p.p. (the resultative perfect).  In 
some intransitive verbs, it can also be expressed by be p.p. (be-perfect).  Their meanings are 
regarded as the same, but close observation shows that these two constructions express different 
things.  The resultative perfect refers to both the resultant state and the process, whereas the 
be-perfect focuses only on the resultant state on the discourse ground.  The resultant meaning 
of the resultative perfect comes from the construction whereas that of the be-perfect comes from 
the past participle.  The two constructions convey different meanings. 
 

resultative be

have + p.p. 1
resultative resultative

(1)  
 

(1) He has gone. 
 

come, do, fall, finish, go, grow
be + p.p.

be
resultative

 
 

(2) a. All my money is gone. 
     b. All my money has gone. 
 

2
 

has gone is gone
The British National Corpus (BNC)

 

Michaelis (1988: 211-212)
resultative be

(privative opposite)

resultative telic

Aktionsart
be 

VP (goal complement)
 

Michaelis

 
 

BNC 1980s-1993
has gone is gone

has gone is gone
is gone

be
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has gone 1876
is gone 184  

has gone is gone (3)-(5)
(a) has gone (b)

is gone
 

 
(3) ( ) 

 (a) 297 (16%)    (b) 119 (65%) 
(4)  
     (a) 1247 (66%)  (b) 44 (23%) 

(a)  636  611 
      (b)  27  17 

(5)  
       (a) 118 (6.2%)    (b) 2 (0.1%) 
 

is gone
has gone

 
has gone

is gone

has gone now for ever
is gone has gone 

now 4 is gone now 8 has gone for ever 
3 is gone for ever 7  

NP
 

 

( ) has gone 
49 199 is gone 14 30

(1985)

(a) has gone (b) is gone
 

 
(6)  (ideologically, physically ) 

 (a) 2 (0.5%)    (b) 0 
  (7)  (also, again ) 
       (a) 8 (4%)      (b) 0 

(8)  (surely, completely ) 

 (a) 54 (27%)    (b) 13 (43%) 
(9)  (happily, sadly ) 

 (a) 4 (2%)      (b) 0 
 (10)  (just, now, since ) 

(a) 124 (62%)   (b) 16 (53%) 
 (11)  (unfortunately ) 

 (a) 8 (4%)      (b) 0 
 
is gone

 
 

has gone is gone has gone 
132 is gone 32

is gone (12)-(15) 4
(a) has gone (b) is gone

 
 
 (12) now 

       (a) 45 (34%)    (b) 11 (34.4%) 
 (13) long 

       (a) 8 (6%)      (b) 9 (28.1%) 
 (14) forever 

       (a) 10 (7.6%)   (b) 9 (28.1%) 
(15) already 

      (a) 18 (13.6%)  (b) 3 (9.4%) 
 

has gone just (20  (15%))
since (10 (7.6%)) recently (8  (6%))
always (7  (5%))  
 

has gone is gone
/ /

has gone 297 is gone 119
(a) has gone (b) is gone

 
 

(16)  
(a) 81 (27.2%) : 216 (72.7%) 

        (b) 35 (29.4%) : 84 (70.5%) 
(17)  

(a) 263 (88.5%) : 34 (11.4%) 
        (b) 107 (90.7%) : 11 ( 9.2%) 

has goneとis goneの出現環境と意味の動機
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has gone is gone

 
 

has gone is gone
has gone

is gone
is gone

 “NP go ” 
is gone

has 
gone

has gone (
)  

 

has 
gone is gone  
 

3.1 is gone
go NP

to 
has gone to NP 166

is gone to NP 4
(18)  

 
(18) be gone

 
 

2
1

1 (19)
 

 
(19) be gone

 
 

(18) (19) be gone NP

NP

NP
 

is gone
from to with through into in before
amid across 9 (17 )

to(4 ) into in amid( 1 )
from(5 ) through

across( 1 ) before(1 )
with(2 )  

has gone
33 (603 )

(343 ) (72 ) 7
(20)  

 
(20) have gone

 
 

is gone to NP 4 3
 

 
(21) a. a copy of the enquiry form, which, the 

original is gone to the central record. 
                              (BNC) 
   b. “And Michael is gone to our aunt in the 

mountains for a week.”  (BNC) 
   c. “The Volvo is gone to who knows 

where.”                (BNC) 
   d. I took each upon my knee and told 

them that Mamma is gone to Heaven, 
to God Almighty,…       (BNC)  

 
is gone

 
 

is gone has gone
has gone

(18)
(20) is gone

has gone
has gone

is gone  
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is gone
is gone

“is  gone”
gone

 
 

is gone 
has gone

is gone
 

 
(22) “ …  We shall never be again as we 

were. Dennis is gone, and we are the 
poorer.” She looked away, biting her 
lip. “But in the midst of death, we are 
also in life. …”    (BNC) 

 
 (23) The husband of Julie Godwin, who was 

murdered while on holiday with a 
friend in South Africa, says he’s …. 
Tomorrow is the second birthday of the 
couple's daughter. Sophie Godwin is 
still asking where her mother has 
gone.     (BNC) 

 
(22) Dennis

(23)
 

  be gone (24)
“replace” be gone

 
 

(24) She added: “I put my life and my 
memories into this house and now 
everything is gone.” I wasn't insured 
and the things stolen were worth 
£150,000.  I can't rreplace them, I can't 
rent out rooms and ….  (BNC) 

 

be gone

 
have gone “go”

have + p.p.  

has gone
is gone

has gone

is gone

 
has gone is gone

gone

 
 

                                                  
 p.p.  
 Langacker (1991)  
 be + p.p.

is come 24 is gone 184 is done 74
is fallen 6 is grown 29  

 is gone 1 is happily gone
 

 for ever, forever, for good
 

 
 

 
Langacker, Ronald W. 1991. Foundations of 

Cognitive Grammar. vol.II: Descriptive 
Application. Stanford: Stanford 
University Press.  

Michaelis, Laura A. 1998. Aspectual Grammar 
and Past-Time Reference. London: 
Routledge. 

1985.  
 

 
The British National Corpus.  
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Abstract  
Analysis of Back-Channels by Malay Native Speakers 

– from the perspective of KYOOWA Style- 
                                                               Junko Katsuda 
                                              Nagoya University Graduate School 
 
  This study observes listeners’ responses by native Malay speakers.  
Mizutani (1984) defines “Kyoowa style” as “a conversational style in which a listener listens, 
saying back-channels very frequently, confirming and reinforcing what a speaker says, and 
sometimes completing a speaker’s sentence.” She claimed this style is distinctive in Japanese 
native speakers. Kurosaki (1995) divided Kyoowa into 5 categories. 
  This study analyses whether these 5 categories appear in Malay native speakers’ 
conversations. It was found that 3 out of the 5 categories were present,  so it could be said 
that Malaysian conversations also have some of    Kyoowa characteristics.  All of them 
were found in the middle of a speaker’s talk, half of those overlapping  with a speaker’s 
statement. This phenomenon is different from the characteristics of Japanese Kyoowa style, 
hence further study on this aspect should be done. 

 
 
 
1.  
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「共話」の観点からみたマレーシア語母語話者のあいづち分析
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(1995)  
30-I 45-60 

(2008)
18 73-94 

(2000) turn turn-taking  
105 81-90 

(2001) turn-taking
4 153-165 

Clancy, P. et al. (1996) The conversational use of reactive tokens in English, 
Japanese, and Mandarin. Journal of Pragmatics, 26: 355-387 

(2005)
15 41-58 

(1984)
261-279 

(2007)
17 37-52 
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< Abstract > 

This paper intends to investigate “the restriction involved in extraposition from NP”. In my 
discussion I will show the great importance of the concept of “reference”. When modifiers appear in a 
certain kind of NPs, they would contribute to “the attainment of reference”. Therefore in that kind of 
NPs “the connection” of heads and modifiers is strong. This strong connection works as the 
restriction against the dislocation of modifiers from their heads. This concept of “connection” is 
clearly a pragmatical one produced by the interaction of speakers and hearers. 

 
 
 

 

(1b)  
 

(1) a. A man who was wearing a black hat just came in. 
   b. A man just came in who was wearing a black hat. 
 
(1b)

 
 

(2) a.   The man who was wearing a black hat just came in. 
   b. ?? The man just came in who was wearing a black hat. 
 

Ziv & Cole(1974)
Guéron(1980) Huck & Na(1990) Takami(1992)

 
Stucky(1987)

Stucky
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(3)  

 
John arrived  

 
(4) John John  

 

A man arrived
a man

John

 
 

 
3.1.  GGrice Cooperative Principle  

Grice(1975) Cooperative Principle
Grice(1975)

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 1998: 37-39  

 
3.2.  

 
 

i    
ii    

 

Strawson(1950)

i
ii

「名詞句からの外置に関わる制約」と「指示」の関係について
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John A man
John

 
 
3.3.  

i
ii

ii
i

i  
i

 
 

(5)  
 

(5)  
 

 
(6) a. Peter just came in. 

   b. The man just came in. 
 
(6a) (6b)

[ 2]  
 

 
(7) a. Peter with the black hat just came in. 

   b. The man who was wearing a black hat just came in.( = 2a) 
 

(7a) Peter Peter
(6a)

Peter Peter
with the black hat

Peter
 

(7b)
(6b)

(7a) who was wearing a black hat
 

[ 1]
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i (5)

(5)  
 

(8)   
 

(5) i
i

[ ]
(8)
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(1983) 2010 11 109
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1   

「エコ」はよいこと?―批判的談話分析の立場から―
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 2005 6  2005 

 

(2)   

   2003 

 

(3) 

 

   2001

(4) www.ecohai.co.jp/ 330

260  

 

(5)  

style-eco.com/ 

12 2001 30   

 

(6)   

ameblo.jp/eco-with/ 

eco . 

 

KOTONOHA
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<Abstract> 
In a nursing care environment, bathing in particular has many possible face threatening acts. This study 
aims to find out what sort of methods are used to build relationships between carers and those they care for. 
It was found that carers used speech-level shifts and positive politeness strategies such as words of praise 
and jokes to build relationships with those they care for. However, when carrying out their job as a 
caregiver, carers were found to use elderspeak. 
 

1  2 3  

 
1.  

23
23.3

7 75
11.8 23 75

 
5

51.7 15.3  

( ) Rowe and Kahn 1997
 

 
 

2.     
Brown & Levinson(1987) ( )
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(2011)

 
Backhaus (2009)

 
 

(2010)

 

 
 

 
3.  

( )7 (76 91 1
6 ) 6 7

6
1  

1 1
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2
6  

 
4.  
4.1  

2  

 

介護現場における入浴場面での介助者と利用者との関係構築－スピーチレベル・シフトとポジティブ・ポライトネス・ストラテジーからの考察－
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4.3  

Elderspeak  
Elderspeak Caporael(1981)

 
 

5.  

 
Elderspeak

Elderspeak
 

 
 ( ) 

Backhaus, Peter (2009). Politeness institutional elderly care in Japan: A cross-cultural comparison,  
Journal of Politeness, 5(1), 53-71. 

Brown , Penelope, & Stephen, C. Levinson (1987). Politeness: Some Universals in Language.  
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

 (2010). 25  
, 128-131. 

 (2007). (16), 109-120. 
Rowe, J.W. & R. L. Kahn (1997). Successful aging, The Gerontologist (37), 433-40. 
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Abstract  

It is well known that transferred or main clause negation (henceforth MCN) (e.g. I 
don’t think [p]) is dominant over subordinate clause negation (henceforth SCN) 
(e.g. I think [ p]). Bubliz (1992) claims that this is because MCN is much better 
suited for expressing politeness than SCN. Konishi (1996) anticipates that SCN 
will be preferred to MCN when [p] is you are {wrong/bad/ugly/stupid}, because 
SCN is more polite (comfortable) to the interlocutor you than MCN in that the 
former conveys a stronger degree of certainty about the preposition you are not 
{wrong/bad/ ugly/stupid} than the latter. However, that is not the case, i.e. MCN is 
preferred to SCN. It is argued that MCN is preferred to SCN because the former is 
better suited for expressing the speaker’s inclination toward [ p] without 
worsening the social relationship between the interlocutors, i.e. the speaker and 
the hearer. 

  
 

 
 

 
1 (NR)

(I think [ p]) (I don’t think 
[p])  
 
(1) a. I {do not/don’t} think {you’re/you are}    i    . 

b. I think {you are not/you’re not/you aren’t}   ii    .  
 

 right good beautiful intelligent 
MCN (i) 1881 (92%) 186 (78%) 319 (99.7%) 36 (88%) 
SCN (ii) 168 (8%) 53 (22%) 1 (0.3%) 5(12%) 

* MCN = main clause negation, SCN = subordinate clause negation 
1 Google MCN SCN  

 
  Bubliz(1992) MCN SCN (politeness)

MCN  
 
(2) Of course, there is nothing new about the view that I think is used “to express 
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[…] politeness/deference” (Perkins 1983: 147). What I have tried to establish is 
rather more complex: the effect created by modalizing one’s utterance using I 
think, etc. can be reinforced by transferring negation,…              (p. 571) 

 
(3) The interplay of the (subjective) epistemic modality of the verb and the 

transferred negative item helps to weaken and downgrade the degree of 
certainty and strength of the speaker’s implied claim to truth to such an extent 
that a state of social balance is reached which helps to preclude the possibility 
of disagreement and conflict.  (p. 572) 

 
SCN MCN

Bubliz 
(1992) SCN MCN

MCN
2 SCN MCN

 
 

SCN MCN  
  (4a) (4b) (SCN)  
 
(4) a. I don’t think you are {wrong/bad/ugly/stupid}. 
   b. I think you are not {wrong/bad/ugly/stupid}. 
 

[You are not {wrong/bad/ugly/stupid}] desirable
the degree of certainty SCN

MCN (4a) SCN (4b)
 

(1996)  
 

(5) I think

I think
I think that…

that
=that I think

I don’t think that…
that

that
I don’t think you are wrong. I think you are not wrong.

なぜ、従属節否定よりも主節否定（否定辞繰り上げ文）の方が多用されるのか？
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(p.149) 
 

Google  
 

(6) a. I {do not/don’t} think {you’re/you are}    i    . (=4a) 
b. I think {you are not/you’re not/you aren’t}   ii    . (=4b) 
 

 wrong bad ugly stupid 
MCN (i) 256 (98%) 1552 (97%) 184 (90%) 912 (98%) 
SCN (ii) 5 (2%) 51 (3%) 20 (10%) 18 (2%) 

2 Google MCN SCN  
 

MCN SCN
MCN  

 
 

  I think [ p]  I think I think Wierzbicka 
(2006)  I think

 
 
(7) In the modally qualified or exclamatory sentences, the component “I say I 

think like this, I don’t say more” implies that what I say is my personal opinion, 
which doesn’t have to be shared by others. In the unqualified (“plain”) 
declarative sentences, however, I think carries an additional implication: in 
saying I think rather than I think that, the speaker disclaims knowledge – 
not by saying “I don’t know” but by saying “I don’t say: I know it.” 

(p.38 ) 
 

 I THINK [ p] 
[ p] 

imply I think you are not wrong.
[You are not wrong]  [You are wrong] 

SCN
 
I don’t think [p] [ p] NR

 [p] NR
2 MCN  
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(8) [ p] undesirable desirable

undesirable MCN  [ p]
SCN

 
 
(9) [ p] desirable MCN  [p] 

SCN   [p] 

 
 

MCN SCN (8)(9)
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What do Honorifics Convey?     -----A relevance-based approach----- 
                                                           Yuko Koizumi 
                                                           Tokyo Marine University 

Abstract  
Japanese honorifics offer interesting data in politeness studies. They have been  
analysed to indicate a socially-characterized distance between people. Nonetheless,  
it is thought that various contexts and context-related issues for interpreting  
honorifics need further analysis. This paper aims to show an account for honorifics  
from a view point of cognitive pragmatics, relevance theory. The modularity  
of the brain and the mind-reading ability proposed in relevance theory is thought  
to show the direction for accounting for the roles of honorifics in language use, and  
the relationship between the use of honorifics and politeness. 
Key words 1.honorifics, 2.politeness, 3.Relevance theory, 4. mental modules 

 
 
1. Introduction 

This paper aims to show an account of honorifics with a framework of relevance theory (RT 
henceforth). Japanese honorifics have been studied in politeness studies. Aside from the 
issues of cultural diversities in politeness, there is a question that all the features of 
honorifics could be explained in the study of politeness. The politeness theory proposed by 
Brown and Levinson (B&L henceforth) is very influential among politeness studies, but has 
given rise to controversy by their claim that their politeness theory is universal. B&L have 
introduced the notion of ‘face’, which are public self-image and basic wants. There are two 
types of face: negative and positive. B&L assume that illocutionary-associated acts are 
potentially face-threating-acts (FTAs), either to negative face or to positive face, and some are 
threatening to the addresser, and others, to the addressee. Politeness is regarded as 
face-saving strategies, and the level of politeness depends on the weightiness of FTAs, which 
involves three sociological factors: the social distance (D), relative power (P), and the absolute 
ranking (R) of impositions in the particular culture.  
 

. Previous Studies on Japanese Honorifics on Politeness 
Among the criticisms towards the theory by B&L, example sentences provided by 

Matsumoto (1989) gave impact: sentences with an honorific form are produced in a situation 
with no FTAs. Matsumoto points out that “no utterance in Japanese can be neutral with 
respect to the social context”. Japanese honorifics are divided into two, addressee honorifics 
and referent honorifics.  
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(1)  Kyoo   -wa     doyoobi     desu.    
                                  COPULA-polite               (from Matsumoto) 

  “Today is Saturday.” 
 
Addressee honorifics as in (1) could appear as a sentence-final expression in a sentence, in 
which nothing about the addressee and the addresser is contained, and no FTAs. It is thought 
that Matsumoto claims social contexts more important than FTAs for using honorifics. 
   Usami (2000) supports the politeness theory by B&L. Analyzing the language 
manipulation in Japanese dyadic conversations between newly-acquainted people, she 
proposes ‘discourse politeness,’ which is defined as “the dynamic whole of functions of various 
elements in both linguistic forms and discourse-level phenomena that play a part within the 
pragmatic politeness of a discourse” (p.4), and ‘pragmatic politeness’, as “functions of 
language manipulation that work to maintain smooth human relationship” (p.4). Language 
manipulation is shown, in her analysis, in the downshift in speech-level with the more uses of 
non-honorific addressee forms, which means that interactions between negative face 
(honorifics) and positive face (non-honorifics) are observed in the data. On the other hand, she 
points out that B&L’s theory needs to be improved in two points: politeness as discourse 
phenomena and “ordinary politeness in ordinary life (p.25)”. Usami also seems to suggest that 
social contexts even without FTAs need to be taken into consideration in their theory. 
   Takiura (2005) reexamines various studies on honorifics in Japan from the view points of 
the politeness theory by B&L. Centering the notion of distance in honorifics, he introduces the 
notions of ‘distanciation’ and ‘de-distanciation’, for the interpersonal interaction whether 
verbal or nonverbal, which (mostly) correspond to the roles of honorifics and non-honorifics. 
Takiura discusses the ambiguous (and misleading) features, passive (forced to choose the way 
of politeness and the linguistic forms) and active (choose them intentionally) in the politeness 
proposed by B&L. Even with the passive and normative feature, he regards (non)-honorifics 
as also being used for active purpose as a strategic means of expressing human relationship. 
Although he highly evaluates the theory by B&L, he points out the limitation of their theory, 
claiming that we need pragmatics to explain the interpretation of either active or passive 
aspects of (non)-honorifics. Furthter, Takiura analyses that referent and addressee 
(non)-honorifics possess different dimensions in communication as shown in (2) below. 
  
(2)  sochira o        o-mochi-ni-na-ru                      no-ne.       (from Takiura) 

  that OBJECT  carry-honorific/respect+addressee-plain   question 
  “Will you carry that one?” 
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Takiura accounts for the discrepancy between the level of politeness in (2) between the 
referent honorific form and the addressee non-honorific form like this: while the speaker 
shows deference with referent honorifics (from an objective perspective) to indicate 
distanciation, the speaker does indicate close relationship or de-distantiation (from a 
relational perspective) with the use of an addressee non-honorific form. Takiura comes to a 
conclusion that Japanese honorifics are phenomena eventually requiring the key notions of 
in-group and out-group, whose boundary he regards as fluid, not rigid. This analysis by 
Takiura is thought to have more implication. In addition to the roles of (non)-honorifics 
themselves, I presume that various types of discrepancy or contrast, not only in the type in (2), 
observed in the use of Japanese (non)-honorifics seems significant in accounting for the 
interpretation of (non)-honorifics. I would like to explore this issue and show that the contrast 
between the use of (non)-honorifics convey a variety types of (sense of) distance as well as 
(non)-honorifics themselves do and that the contexts of honorifics might be wider than 
expected in Takiura. 
 

 Relevance theory  
Relevance theory was inspired by Paul Grice’s pioneering work dealing with inferential 

aspect in communication and utterance interpretation. The purpose of RT is to construct a 
cognitively plausible account of pragmatics, and to explore how language interacts with other 
cognitive systems. To fill the gap between sentence meaning and speaker’s intended meaning, 
context plays an important role. Any input to cognitive processes could be relevant which 
interacts with background information and yields conclusion. RT offers a variety of 
perspectives to account for honorifics as linguistic forms, as well as with the cutting-edge 
issues of RT, a meta-psychological process of utterance interpretation, the mental modularity 
and lexical pragmatics. I will illustrate how the notions of RT show the direction for the 
accounts for Japanese (non)-honorifics. 
(1) RT regards context as playing an important role for interpretation. Social contexts and 

interpretaion of (non)-honorifics are thought to need more examination and analysis. 
(Non)-honorifics have been analyzed to indicate social distance among people, nonetheless, 
the sense of distance are characterized with its sub-constituent related factors, such the 
speaker, the addressee or the occasion of an utterance, which will be meaningful for the 
further account for the relationship of honorifics and propositional contents of utterances. 

(3) The mental modularity proposed in RT, which enables to explain spontaneous and quick 
interpretation, will help to show the process for the interpretation of (non)-honorifics, and 
utterance interpretation inclusive of (non)-honorifics. As Wilson suggests, honorifics 
system are thought to have a cluster within a (specific) language cluster, which “might be 
seen as linked to the capacity for social cognition”.  
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(4) Lexical pragmatics assumes that conceptual and procedural information in each word are 
not mutually-exclusive, and that gradable adjectives (such as high and short) encode the 
same minimal conceptual content (pro-concept) but differ in procedural orientation. 
Although honorifics do not seem to contribute to the propositional contents, the behavior 
of (non)-honorifics is observed to share the same or a similar property. 

(5) The notion of meta-representation or metalizing proposed in RT explains the process of 
utterance interpretation. The way of metalization and the difference of the objects 
metalized are thought to clarify their differences between politeness and (non)-honorifics. 

(Non)-honorifics require a variety of perspectives for their accounts and there are many other 
issues left to fully account for (non)-honorifics and their behaviours. One is the relationship 
between (non)-honorifics, and the propositional content and the speech act of an utterance. As 
they have been studied independently from them, social factors could be thought to construct 
different layers or different dimensions from the propositions and the speech act of an 
utterance. (Non)-honorifics are thought to be linked more closely to the entire utterance 
rather than the propositional content. They behave as if they were the presupposition of an 
utterance or the contexts of the propositional content of an utterance, though which need 
more examination. Another is the issue of new and old information related to the notion of 
relevance. The issues of styles also need to be considered. RT offers a variety of perspectives to 
account for honorifics as linguistic forms and one of the social factors in the use of language. 
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<Abstract> 
This paper investigates the interpretive mechanism of the diminutive shift in Japanese in terms of the 
semantics/pragmatics interface. I will argue that the function of diminutive shifting (from [s] to [t ](or [ ]) is to shift 
the degree of maturity of the speaker to be extremely low. It will be shown that (i) the meaning created by the 
diminutive shifting is a productive/rule-based conventional implicature (unlike word-based conventional 
implicatures, e.g. frankly speaking (Grice 1975; Potts 2005) and that (ii) the effect of diminutivization can differ 
depending on where it arises. This paper will provide new perspectives for the nature of conventional implicature in 
natural language. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Studies of child language acquisition have shown that in the early stages of acquisition of Japanese as a first 
language, there is a tendency for babies to pronounce [t ](or [ ]) instead of [s] (e.g. Murata 1970). Interestingly, this 
phonological error committed by babies has been conventionalized in adult grammar as a device for creating a flavor 
of baby talk (e.g. Okazaki and Minami 2011). For example, when the performative honorific suffix desu in (1a) 
(Harada 1976; Potts and Kawahara 2005) becomes dechu, as in (1b), the sentence implies that the speaker is talking 
to the addressee in a polite way and that the speaker is behaving like a baby: 
 
(1)  a. Kore-wa   hon-desu.                 (normal polite talk) 
 This-TOP   book-PERF.HON  
 At-issue: This is a book.    
 Implicature: I am talking to you in a polite way. 
 b. Kore-wa    hon-dechu.   (baby polite talk) 

  This-TOP   book-PERF.HON.DIM 
 At-issue: This is a book. 
 Implicature: I am talking to you in a polite way ∧ I am talking to you like a baby. 
 
What is interesting about the Japanese diminutive shift is that it is productive and it can appear in any lexical item: 
 
(2) Examples of diminutivization 

 Normal form Diminutive form 
NOUN/ADJ-desu ‘performative 
honorific’ 

NOUN/ADJ-dechu ‘performative honorific. 
baby talk’ 

usagi ‘rabbit’ uchagi ‘rabbit. baby talk’  
kusai ‘smells bad’ kuchai ‘smells bad. baby talk’ 
sukoshi ‘a bit’ chukochi ‘a bit. baby talk’ 

sukochi ‘a bit. baby talk’ 
asobu ‘play’ achobu ‘play. baby talk’ 
sosite ‘and/then’ 
 

chochite ‘and. baby talk’ 
sochite ‘and. baby talk’ 

                                                           
* I thank Ryan Bochnak, John Du Bois, Shigeto Kawahara, Chris Kennedy, Tetsuharu Koyama, Susumu Kubo, 
Martina Martinovi , Shunichiro Nagatomo, Chris Potts, Harumi Sawada, Jun Sawada, Hajime Takeyasu, Ryan 
Taylor, Alan Yu and the audience at Pragmatic Society of Japan for valuable discussions and comments on the 
current/earlier versions of this paper. Parts of this paper were also presented at the prosody-discourse interface 
workshop at Salford University (2011) and the NELS (2011), and I thank the audiences for their valuable discussions. 
This work is supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B), 
No. 40598083). All remaining errors are of course mine. 
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 Although many studies have been made of the meaning of diminutives (e.g. Dressler and Merlini Barbaresi 
1994; Wierzbicka 1991; Sifianou 1992; Jurafsky 1996), to the best of my knowledge, no serious attention has been 
paid to the phenomenon of the Japanese diminutive shifts like (1) and (2). In this paper we will investigate the 
interpretive mechanism of the diminutive shift in Japanese in terms of the semantics/pragmatics interface and argue 
for the following points. First, we will argue that the function of diminutive shifting is to shift the degree of maturity 
of the speaker to be extremely low in the domain of conventional implicature (CI).  I will then argue that (i) the 
meaning created by the diminutive shifting is productive and/but (ii) the effect of diminutivization can differ 
depending on where it arises. If the self-diminutivization occurs in a performative honorific, its meaning scopes over 
an entire mode of utterance. However, if the self-diminutive shift occurs in other lexical categories, it only scopes 
over the targeted lexical items, the result of which is to create a ‘metalinguistic’ expression. This paper will provide 
new perspectives on the nature of conventional implicature (CI) in natural language and suggest a new direction of 
research for the theory of CI. 
 
 
2. The Pragmatic Status of the Self-dimuntive Shift in Jpanaese 
Let us now consider the status of the meaning of the two kinds of diminutive shifts. I argue that the meaning 
triggered by the two kinds of diminutivization is a conventional implicature (CI). In the Gricean theory of meaning, 
CIs are considered to be part of the meaning of words, but these meanings are not part of ‘what is said’ (e.g. Grice 
1975; Potts 2005). Furthermore, it is often assumed that CIs have a semantic property of speaker-orientedness (by 
default) (Potts 2005, 2007). 

 One piece of evidence that shows that the meaning created by a diminutive shift is not part of ‘what is said’ is 
that the diminutive meaning cannot be targeted. For example if we utter iya, chigau-yo ‘No, that’s false!’ after (3), 
the negative response can only target the at-issue part of the sentences: 
 
(3)  Kore-wa    hon-dechu.   (baby polite talk) 
        This-TOP  book-PERF.HON.DIM 
        At-issue: This is a book. 
         CI: I am talking to you in a polite way ∧ I am talking to you like a baby. 
 
 
3. The Meaning of the Self-diminutive Shift 
The question is how the meanings of the two kinds of diminutivization are interpreted. Let us first consider the 
meaning of the self-diminutive shift based on the following example: 
 
(4) Kore-wa hon-dechu.            (cf. desu) 
 This-TOP    book-PERF.HON.DIM 
    At issue: This is a book.  
    CI: I am talking to you in a polite way ∧ I am speaking to you like a baby. 
 

Building on Mester and Itô’s (1989) analysis of mimetic palatalization, I will argue that diminutive forms are 
morphologically complex. In this approach, the form dechu in (4) is considered to be derived by lexical association 
from a diminutive morpheme DIM that has a phonological feature of [+delay release]: 
 
(5)  a.  [+delay release]  DIMINUTIVE 
                         
        b.    desu 
 
The bearer of the DIM morpheme is the voiceless alveolar fricative [s]. 

Then what is the meaning of the DIM morpheme? I would like to propose that the diminutive morpheme in 
(14) has the following CI meaning: 
 
(6)  [[ DIMPERF.HON]]  = F<ta,tc> p. F(p) = 1 ∧ ∃d[d<!STAND ∧ mature(sp) = d ∧     
          d<!actual degree of maturity of sp] ∧ sp utters p 
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The DIM morpheme in (6) conventionally implicates that: (i) there is a degree d such that the degree of maturity of 
the speaker (sp) is less than a contextual standard by a large amount; (ii) d is significantly less than the actual degree 
of maturity of the speaker; and (iii) the speaker utters p. (The symbol <! stands for ‘less than a standard by 
significant degree’ (Kennedy and McNally 2005)). The second component creates a large gap between the 
diminutive state and the actual state in terms of the degree of maturity of sp, and this creates a new utterance context 
wherein an adult speaker behaves like a baby. 
 Recall that the self-diminutive shift is productive. This means that we should consider that DIM morpheme is 
polymorphic as in (7): 
 
(7)  a. [[DIMADJ]] = G<ea,da>. ∃d[d<!STAND ∧ mature(sp) = d ∧ d<!actual degree of maturity of sp] ∧ sp utters G 
 b. [[DIMVERB.INTR]] = P<ea,ta>. ∃d[d<!STAND ∧ mature(sp) = d ∧ d<!actual degree of maturity of sp] ∧ sp 

 utters P 
 
Notice that because of the phonological component of DIM, the actual pronunciations of G and P are different (i.e. 
phonologically shifted). The crucial point here is that in the non-honorific diminutive forms like (7), the meaning of 
diminutivization only scopes over a word. These diminutivizations are ‘metalinguistic’ (e.g. Horn 1989) in the sense 
that the speaker only targets a particular word and pronounces it like a baby. This clearly contrasts with the case of 
diminutivization of the performative honorific. 
 
 
4. Scope of Self-diminutivization 
We have so far considered cases where diminutivization occurs only once within a single utterance. However, as the 
following example shows, there can be multiple occurrences of diminutive shifts in a single sentence: 
 
(8) Are-wa    uchagi       -dechu.                     (cf. usagi = ‘rabbit’)  
    That-TOP rabbit.DIM-PERF.HON.DIM 
    At-issue: That is a rabbit. 
    CI: I am talking to you in a polite way and I am talking to you like a baby. 
 
In (8) diminutivization occurs two times within the same sentence, i.e. in the noun usagi and in the performative 
honorific suffix desu. 
  Note, however, that we don’t have to always diminutivize every potential target within a sentence. Compare 
the following examples. (For the sake of simplicity, here I neglect the politeness meaning of desu): 
 
(9) a.  Usagi-wa    kawaii-dechu.         b. ?? Uchagi-wa       kawaii-desu. 
      rabbit-TOP   cute-PERF.HON.DIM        rabbit.DIM-TOP  cute-PERF.HON 
      At-issue: A rabbit is cute.                At-issue: A rabbit is cute. 
      CI: the speaker is talking like a baby.       CI: I am uttering the word usagi like a baby. 
 
(9a) is natural baby talk but (9b) is not, because the diminutivization in the latter case only targets the noun part, 
while the entire mode of speaking is adult talk. Thus, there is an inconsistency/discrepancy in terms of the mode of 
speaking. On the other hand, (9a) is considered natural baby talk because diminutivization is done on a performative 
honorific, which affects the entire mode of speaking. Based on the above asymmetry I propose the following 
generalization: 
 
(10) The pragmatic effect of self-diminutivization can differ depending on where it arises. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have investigated the meanings and distribution patterns of the diminutive shifts (self-diminutives) 
in Japanese from the standpoint of the semantics/pragmatics interface. I argued that the conventional implicature of 
diminutive shifting is productive and rule-based (unlike word-based conventional implicatures, e.g. frankly speaking). 
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I also argued that the effect of diminutivization can differ depending on where it arises. If it occurs with ordinary 
words, the meaning of the self-diminutive shift only scopes over the given lexical item, the result of which is to 
create a metalinguistic expression. 
 Studying the Japanese diminutive shift provides important theoretical implications for the theory of CI. First, 
the phenomenon of Japanese diminutive shifts provides strong proof that some CIs have a productive/rule-based 
property. In the pragmatics literature conventional implicatures are usually considered to be part of the meanings of 
particular words and not to be productive (e.g. frankly speaking, therefore). However, the phenomenon of the 
Japanese diminutive shift suggests that there is a rule-based/productive CI as well. Second, the Japanese diminutive 
shift shows that CIs are sensitive to the grammar/meaning of at-issue contents.  That is, there is an interaction 
between a CI and other grammatical components. I hope this paper sheds new light on the meaning of diminutives 
and the nature of CI in natural language.  
 In a future study I would like to investigate in greater depth the meaning/distribution patterns of the Japanese 
diminutive shift and its sensitivity to grammar from both an empirical and a theoretical perspective. I would also like 
to investigate the use of diminutive shifts from an inter-personal perspective in order to clarify how the diminutive 
shift affects an entire discourse context. 
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<Abstract> 
The phrase ‘herbivorous men’, a term applied to men who are home-oriented and not 
aggressive toward women, seems to have rooted in Japanese society since it first appeared in 
the media.  This shows that the antagonistic concept to the so-called traditional ‘masculinity’ 
has been accepted by Japanese. In this paper, adopting the Appraisal Theory by Martin and 
White(2005) , I will examine contemporary media blogs to investigate: 1)the spread of the 
discourse and its establishment, 2) their evaluation of the phenomenon, and 3) the presumed 
image of ‘masculinity’. 
[ ]  
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Abstract  

This paper analyzes the representation of parental roles in Japanese 

parenting magazines based on Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). 

This paper aims to examine how paternity and maternity is assumed. 

We particularly focus on (1) genres, (2) discourses, and (3) styles 

(Fairclough: 2003). Although the parenting magazines target fathers 

as well as mothers, we find that mothers are assumed as full-time 

parents engaged in childcare and housework, while fathers are 

part-time parents that just help their partners. This indicates that 

traditional gender roles still persist.  
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Abstract   
This study clarifies the qualities Japanese society expects in career women. On 

the basis of Talbot’s (1992) notion of “text population” and Fairclough’s (1995, 
2001) concepts of Critical Discourse Analysis, I analyzed magazine articles on 
Japanese career women in terms of writer-reader interactions, linguistic factors 
and presuppositions. The results showed that the writer establishes a close 
relationship with the readers in that the writer appreciates the readers’ abilities 
and accepts their lack of confidence and imperfection. By denaturalizing the 
representations of Japanese career women, I determined how two seemingly 
contradictory qualities the representations of “femininity” and “identity as 
career women” coexist in the articles. 
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付　録





入 会 案 内

［入会手続きについて］
以下の手続き（１）と（２）をお済ませください。

●手続き（１）
電子メールにて以下の「記入の項目」をご記入の上、

　psj.treasurer -at- gmail.com
　（龍谷大学社会学部・五十嵐海理宛）
　（スパムメール防止のためにこのような表記となっております。）

へお送り下さい。なお、その際、「会費を払い込んだ」かどうかを付け加えていただけ
れば幸いです。メールをいただければ、事務局よりreplyをいたします。なお、今後の
会員の住所・所属変更は、必ず事務局宛にメールでご連絡下さい。

・記入の項目
　○ 名前（ふりがな）
　○ 所属
　○ 教員か学生か団体かの別（教員、大学院生、学部生、非常勤講師、一般、団体など）
　○ 郵便番号及び住所
　○ 電話番号／Fax番号
　○ E-mail address

●手続き（２）
年会費（一般会員：5,000円、学生会員：4,000円、団体会員：6,000円［平成18年３月21
日運営委員会決定］）を郵便局に備え付けの郵便振り込み用紙で、以下の口座にお振り
込み下さい。また、通信欄には、何年度の年会費かのみを明記ください。

00900-3-130378　　口座名：日本語用論学会

（＊こちらに届く郵便振り込み用紙が、字がかすれて読めない場合がありますので、郵
便振り込み用紙のみでの新入会員申し込みではなく、必ず上記手続き（１）と（２）を
お済ませくださるようお願い申し上げます。）
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　会費振り込みについて、振り込み用紙を使用されない場合は、以下のゆうちょ銀行の
口座へお振り込みください。各銀行のご自分の口座から振り込みができます。なお、そ
の際、こちらへはお名前しか届きませんので、psj.treasurer -at- gmail.com（学会会計
担当）へ、会員番号、振り込み年度と、住所変更などありましたら必ずメールにてお知
らせください。

会費納入先：ゆうちょ銀行
支店名：099店
口座種類：当座
口座番号：130378
口座名義：日本語用論学会

＜個人情報の取り扱いに関する御連絡のお願い＞

　本学会では、この度、学会の更なる発展と会員相互の連絡交流の促進を計ることを念
頭に、会員名簿を作成することになりました。名簿の発行に付きましては、近年、特に
個人情報保護の観点から、様々な問題が指摘されていることは御承知の通りです。そこ
で、本学会でも、これらの情報につきましては、その適正な取扱いの確保と個人の権利
や利益の侵害の防止を図る為、その公表には慎重な取り扱いをさせていただく所存であ
ります。つきましては、新しく本学会に入会希望をお届けの際には、
　　　１．氏名
　　　２．住所
　　　３．所属（身分＜教員、学生、非常勤等＞）
　　　４．電話番号
　　　５．ファックス番号
　　　６．メールアドレス
のうち、項目別に、会員名簿上に掲載を不可とするものがありましたら（また代替の情
報がある場合はその内容を）事務局にメールでご連絡いただきますようお願いします。
特にご指定がなければ、ご氏名、ご所属、メールアドレスのみ公開可とさせていただき
ます。

=　記　=
　『語用論研究』は毎年12月に刊行、Newsletterは毎年４月末と10月末にお送りしてい
ます。会員になられると、『語用論研究』、Newsletter、大会プログラムなどをお送りい
たします。
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日本語用論学会規約

第１章　総則

第１条　本会は「日本語用論学会」（The Pragmatics Society of Japan）と称する。
第２条　本会は語用論ならびに関連諸分野の研究に寄与することを目的とする。
第３条　本会は次の事業を行う。
　　　　１．大会その他の研究集会。
　　　　２．機関誌の発行。
　　　　３．その他必要な事業。
第４条　本会は諸事業を推進するため運営委員会および事務局を置く。
第５条　運営委員会の承認を経て、支部を各地区に置くことができる。

第２章　会員

第６条　本会の会員は一般会員、学生会員、団体会員の３種類とする。
第７条　  会員は、本会の趣旨に賛同し所定の手続きを経て本会に登録された個人及び団

体とする。
第８条　  会員は諸種の会合及び事業の通知を受け、事業に参加することができる。また、

所定の手続きを経て、研究集会で研究発表し、機関誌に投稿することができる。

第３章　役員

第９条　本会に次の役員を置く。任期は２年とし、再選を妨げない。
　　　　会　　　　長　　１名
　　　　副　会　長　　１名
　　　　事 務 局 長　　１名
　　　　運 営 委 員　　若干名
　　　　会計監査委員　　１名
　　　　また、顧問を置くことがある。
第10条　運営委員会は、会長、副会長、事務局長および運営委員から構成される。
第11条　  会長、副会長、および事務局長は運営委員会で選出され、運営委員は会員より

選出される。
第12条　運営委員会は次の任務を遂行する。
　　　　１．機関誌および会報誌等の編集・刊行にかかわる事項の決定。
　　　　２．大会および研究集会等にかかわる事項の決定。
　　　　３．予算案および収支決算案の作成。
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　　　　４．その他運営委員会が必要と認めた事項。
第13条　  運営委員会の中に次の委員会を置く。委員は運営委員会の議を経て会長が委嘱

し、兼任することができる。各委員会は会務を遂行するために、運営委員会の
承認を得て有給の事務助手を置くことができる。

　　　　１．編集委員会
　　　　２．大会運営委員会
　　　　３．事業委員会
　　　　４．広報委員会
第14条　  各委員会の業務を調整するために代表連絡会議を開く。代表連絡会議は、会長、

副会長、事務局長、編集委員長、大会運営委員長、事業委員長、広報委員長か
ら構成される。

第15条　本会の会則は、会員総会で承認を得るものとする。
第16条　会員の中から会計監査委員を１名選出する。任期は２年とし、１期に限る。

第４章　会議

第17条　  定例会員総会は、年１回会長がこれを招集する。また、必要な場合、臨時会員
総会を招集することができる。

第18条　定例運営委員会は、必要に応じて、年１回以上招集される。

第５章　会計

第19条　本会の運営経費は、会費、寄付金等を以てこれに当てる。
第20条　  事務局は、予算案および収支決算書を作成し、運営委員会の議を経て、会員総

会で承認を得るものとする。ただし、収支決算書は会計監査委員の監査を受け
なければならない。）

第21条　本会の会計年度は、毎年４月１日に始まり、翌年３月31日に終わる。

第６章　事務局

第22条　事務局を事務局長もしくは運営委委員の所属する大学に置く。

第７章　事務局および委員会に関する細則

１  ．事務局は、事務局長、事務局長補佐、会計、会計補佐から構成され、対外折衝、運
営委員会・総会の企画・運営、会員名簿の管理、会費の徴収、会計、機関誌・大会予
稿集等の販売、会員への連絡など、学会の運営にかかわる諸々の業務を担当する。事
務局は、業務を遂行するために、運営委員会の承認を得て有給の事務助手を置くこと
ができる。
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２  ．編集委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、機関誌『語用論研究』の編
集と刊行に関わる業務を担当する。
３  ．大会運営委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、大会企画と大会実行の
二つの業務を担当する。大会企画担当の委員は、ワークショップ、研究発表、シンポ
ジウム、講演等、大会全般を企画・提案し、大会予稿集Program and Abstractsを編
集・刊行する。大会実行担当の委員は、会長から委嘱された大会開催校委員と協力し
て、大会の実行にあたる。
４  ．事業委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、講演会、セミナー等の企画、
運営、実行にあたる。
５  ．広報委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、会報誌・Newsletter、ホー
ムページ等の編集と発行に関わる業務を担当する。

第８章　会長選出に関する細則

１．この細則は、会則第９条と第11条のうち、会長の選出方法と任期について定める。
２  ．会長は、会員の中から、就任時に65歳以下のものを運営委員の投票によって選出す
る。投票は郵送による無記名とする。
３  ．投票の結果、過半数の得票を得た者を会長とする。過半数を得た者がない場合、得
票上位者２名についての決選投票を行う。尚、得票数が同数の場合は、最年長者を会
長とする。
４  ．前条によって決定された会長は、改選の前年度の定例総会において承認を得るもの
とする。
５  ．会長の任期は２年とし、２期までとする。
６  ．会長選挙管理委員は、現会長が運営委員会の中から必要数を選出する。

　附則：この細則は、平成17年10月５日から実施する。

平成10年12月５日（制定）
平成15年12月６日（改正）
平成17年10月５日（改正）
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『大会発表論文集』（Proceedings）執筆規定

日本語での発表をされた方用
日本語用論学会では、2005年度より、毎年の大会で発表された論文をと
りまとめ、大会後に、『大会発表論文集』を発行しています。つきましては、
大会の「研究発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」で、発表
されました皆様には、以下の要領で原稿を提出していただくことになり
ますので、予め、お知らせいたします。

１．執筆規定

　１．  用紙・枚数：A4用紙、横書き。「研究発表」は８ページ以内、「ワークショップ
発表」、「ポスター発表」は４ページ以内（注：要旨、参考文献を含む）。字数は
自由。

　２．書式：
　　ａ．  余白は上下30mm、左右25mmとする。１行文字数、行数、段組などは自由（た

だし、文字のサイズは極端に小さくしないこと）。
　　ｂ．  原稿の１ページ目には、タイトル、氏名、所属（E-mailアドレスは任意）を記し、

そのあと２行開けて要旨、本文を続ける。
　　ｃ．  「はじめに」または「序論」の節は０．からではなく、１．から始めること。
　　ｄ．  例文の前後は１行、各節の前は１行開ける。
　　ｅ．  注を付ける場合は、巻末とし、本文と参考文献の間にまとめて入れる。
　　ｆ．  参考文献のフォーマットは『語用論研究』の執筆要領に従うこと（本学会のホー

ムページ参照）。

　３．要旨：
　　ａ．  要旨は（日本語での論文も含め）全て英語によるものとし、約100語で書く。
　　ｂ．  要旨は＜Abstract＞とページの左上に記し、原稿の１ページ目には、タイトル・

氏名・所属と要旨を記すこと。

　４．キーワード
　　ａ．  要旨の下に【キーワード】：或いは【Keywords】：と明記して、日本語の論文

は日本語で、英語の論文は英語で、５個以内を添えること。
　　ｂ．  キーワードと本文との間は２行アケとすること
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見分けのイメージ（１ページ目）

２．その他の注意事項

　ａ．  執筆者は、前年度の大会の「研究発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」
での報告者に限る。

　ｂ．  内容は、大会発表に沿ったものとする（但し、必要な修正を施すこと）。
　ｃ．  使用言語は原則として日本語とする。
　ｄ．  『プロシーディングズ』に掲載した内容は、さらに発展させて、『語用論研究』に

投稿することができる。その場合は、必ず十分な加筆・修正を施すこと。
　ｅ．  別のカバーシート用紙（A4）に次の事項を記入して提出すること：
　　・  「研究発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」のいずれであるか。
　　・ 発表論文タイトルと発表者名（日本語）　氏名（ふりがな）
　　・  発表論文タイトルの英語訳と発表者名のローマ字表記。ワークショップ発表の代

表者はワークショップの全体タイトルの英訳も記入のこと。
　　・連絡先：E-mailアドレス

タイトル○○○
氏名○○
所属○○

＜要旨＞

【キーワード】：１、２、３、

本文

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
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Request of submitting the manuscripts
for the Proceedings

For participants who presented papers in English
Since 2005, the Pragmatics Society of Japan has been publishing presentations 
given at its Annual Conference for publication in a volume of proceedings. 
The following are instructions for use in preparation of manuscripts by those 
who have presented their work at the Conference as lecture presentations, in 
workshops, or in poster sessions.

Instructions for Preparing Manuscripts

1. Writing requirements
1. Paper and length:

All manuscripts should be submitted on A4 size paper. Manuscripts for lecture 
presentations should be no more than 8 pages in length. Workshop and poster presentations 
should be no longer than 4 pages. Please note that these length restrictions include the 
abstract and the reference list. There is no restriction on the number of words or characters 
per page.

2. Format:
a.  Margins: top and bottom, 3 cm; right and left, 2.5 cm.
  Number of lines per page, number of characters per line, and line spacing are not 

restricted (however, extremely small characters should not be used) .
b.  The first page of the manuscript should begin with the title, the author’s name, and the 

author’s affiliation (e-mail address optional) , followed, after two blank lines, by the 
abstract and the main text.

c.  The introductory section or prefatory remarks should be numbered from 1, not 0.
d.  Examples should be preceded and followed by one blank line. Each new section should 

be preceded by one blank line.
e.  If notes are included, they should be placed at the end, between the main text and the 

reference list.
f.  References should follow the style sheet of Goyoron Kenkyu (Studies in Pragmatics) (see 

the homepage of PSJ) .

3. Abstracts:
a.  All abstracts should be written in English and should be about 100 words in length.
b.  The abstract should appear on the first page of the manuscript, after the title, author’s 
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name, and author’s affiliation. The abstract should begin with the word ‘Abstract’ in the 
upper left corner.

4. Keywords:
a.  A maximum of 5 keywords should be given below the abstract, preceded by 
‘【Keywords】’. [Refer to the figure below.]

b.  Main text should be preceded by two blank lines.

2. Other important points
a.  All contributors must have given a lecture presentation, a workshop presentation, or a 

poster presentation at PSJ’s Conference of the Society.
b.  Aside from necessary corrections, manuscript contents should be faithful to the content of 

the presentation actually given at the Annual Meeting.
c.  As a general rule, manuscripts should be written in English.
d.  Extended versions of papers which have appeared in the Proceedings may be submitted for 

review to PSJ’s Journal Goyoron Kenkyu (Studies in Pragmatics) . In that case additions 
and corrections should be made to the original manuscript.

e.  On a separate (A4) coversheet, please indicate the following information:
i.  Whether your presentation was a lecture, a workshop, presentation, or a poster 

presentation.
ii.  The title of your paper and your name.
iii.  Your e-mail address

Title
Author’s name

Author’s affiliation

＜Abstract＞

【Keywords】：1, 2, 3,

Main Text

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
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<第15回大会で発表された方へのお知らせ>

第15回『大会発表論文集』（Proceedings）（第８号）
掲載論文原稿執筆のお願い。

　日本語用論学会では、2005年度より、毎年の大会で発表された論文をとりまとめ、大
会後に、『大会発表論文集』を発行しています。つきましては、今年度の大会の「研究
発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」で、発表されました皆様には、原稿を
提出していただくことになりますので、予め、お知らせいたします。尚、原稿の提出先
や提出期限等の詳しいことは、追って、HPやニュースレターでもお知らせします。次
号（第８号）の発行は、来年度の大会時となります。

（日本語用論学会　事務局より）
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Proceedings of the 14th Conference of the Pragmatics Society of Japan

編集後記

　『日本語用論学会　第14回大会発表論文集』第７号をお届けいたします。日本語用論学会

では、2005年度より、年次大会でのご発表内容を論文集としてとりまとめ、大会後に発行す

ることになりました。今号では、研究発表27件（日本語発表18件、英語発表9件）、ワークショッ

プ発表1件、ポスターセッション10件（日本語発表8件、英語発表2件）、シンポジウム１件、

合計39件のご寄稿をいただきました。『大会発表論文集』創刊号を発行し今年で７年目とな

ります。語用論研究がますます発展することを願っております。なお創刊号からすべて国立

国会図書館（東西）に永久保存されております。第15回大会後は『日本語用論学会　第15回

大会発表論文集』第8号を発行する予定でございますので、どうぞご期待ください。

（『大会発表論文集』編集担当：鈴木光代　森山卓郎）
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